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ABSTRACT
Almost 20 years after a remarkable swarm of more than 30,000 micro-earthquakes, a new
swarm revisited the same region of central Arkansas, less than 30 miles northeast of Conway,
Arkansas. A main shock on May 4, 2001 of magnitude MR = 4.4 was followed by a large number
of aftershocks in a small crustal volume about 2,500 events for about 2 months. Preliminary
locations of aftershocks from the portable network together with the locations based on data from
regional networks lead us to conclude that both swarms (2001 and 1982) occupy virtually the
same crustal volume. In following years several other active faults were found in Arkansas, yet
few studies have been done to investigate the potential damages that an earthquake would
produce in Central Arkansas.
The HAZUS-MH software tool, developed by the Federal Emergency Management
Agency and the National Institute of Building Sciences was used to identify areas most
physically and socially vulnerable to earthquake ground shaking and to present earthquake loss
estimations for downtown Conway, Arkansas for this study. As the thrust of this research, it was
found that the accuracy of the loss estimation is dependent on several factors. The greatest
amount of losses occurred when (a) stronger ground shaking occurred greater than MR=5.0
hitting (b)unreinforced masonry such as non rebar brick and mortar and (c)commercial buildings
such as large open-beamed warehouses (d) in the afternoon 3pm-5pm.
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CHAPTER ONE
Introduction
Conway, Arkansas, is an earthquake prone area (Rabak et al. 2010). The term risk can be
defined as the product of hazard and vulnerability, and the exposure and unpreparedness of a
large population (high vulnerability) will increase the inherent seismic risk. It is important that
the government and municipal officials understand and identify the geotechnical and structural
vulnerabilities.
Although sciences are still not at the stage where they can predict the next earthquake and
its magnitude, there is a high probability of estimating a earthquake's impact, based on historical
record and the advanced knowledge that deals with the natural conditions that surround or
comprise a earthquake event. Using the available technology to produce various earthquake
scenarios will help in setting up evacuation plans and in overall planning to reduce the impact.
Studying the relationship between a earthquake and the possibility of a earthquake occurrence is
important in calculating the level of risk for a seismically active area. Studies have shown that
conducting research that deals directly with the possibility of a earthquake and its causes, in
specific places, is important in assessing the earthquake risk. There is a lack of earthquake risk
assessment research for the areas including Central Arkansas. Moreover, in the Arkansas,
earthquake risk research has been undertaken, especially concerning the Enola Swarm and New
Madrid Earthquake Zone.
Eastern and central Arkansas earthquakes pose significant hazard and risk to the Conway
region, because earthquakes in eastern North America shake a larger area due to lower
attenuation (Adams 1989a) from a relatively stable and unfractured crust, when compared to
western events (Atkinson 1989).
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The Conway region is situated on ancient faults, created when the Ozarks were pushed
upwards (Rascoe et al. 1983, Sutherland 1988). In effect, Conway is located in an area of
increased seismic hazard due to a combination of very old pre-existing fault structures, rather
young soft sediments deposited by the Arkansas River, and increased risk as the population
increases. Conway is located within the Enola Swarm, the second most active seismic area of
Arkansas.
Seismic risk cannot be assigned uniformly across an entire city, since surficial geological
deposits can either amplify or de-amplify incoming seismic waves and a variable population
density will change risk values. Microzonation studies can be performed across a city to
determine regions with an increased vulnerability to ground shaking. Throughout Conway,
surficial geological deposits that tend to increase ground shaking are soft sediments.

Figure 1.1 This map is a modified map from data collected by the U.S. Geological
Survey (USGS). The standard elevation datum selected for this national compilation
is a survey elevation of 304.8 m (1,000 ft) above mean terrain to conforming to the
national standard; the entire State grid was analytically continued upward to 305 m
(1,000 ft) above ground (USGS 2005).
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Surveys of Arkansas have discovered magnetic anomalies that may indicate increased
localized faulting (Hilenbrand et al. 1981). In 2009, the Marianna Fault was discovered, and one
year later another major fault was discovered three miles from Memphis, TN. Both faults are
capable of producing earthquakes over 7.0 on the Richter Scale which potentially could harm
Conway (Guccione et. al. 2005).
Historically, highly destructive, large magnitude earthquakes have occurred across the
state. Few people however, realize that areas outside the New Madrid seismic region are at risk
for potential large earthquakes (Saucier 1991, Tuttle 2005).
Buried pipelines deliver their resources and services as underground facilities, which is
especially true in crowded urban and suburban environments. It is also true for water, gas, and
liquid fuel pipeline in remote locations where the facilities are buried to protect them from
exposure to the atmosphere and human interventions. These pipelines are sometimes referred to
as lifelines as they are essential for the support of the life and maintenance of the property. It has
long been recognized that earthquake-induced ground fault rupture and the permanent ground
deformation (PGD), occurring as surface fault deformation and liquefaction-induced soil
movement, can severely affect underground lifelines such as buried gas and water pipelines
(Chen et al., 2002). It has been well documented that the most serious damage to underground
lifelines during an earthquake is caused by permanent ground deformation (PGD) (e.g., Hamada
and O’Rourke 1993, O’Rourke and Liu 1999). Recent earthquakes, such as the 1999 Duzce
Earthquakes in Turkey (Tang 2000), and the 1999 Chi-Chi Earthquake in Taiwan (Chen et al.
2003) have provided additional evidence that fault rupture is one of the most severe seismic
hazards for a variety of electrical, gas and water supply lifelines. This creates a similar scenario
for central Arkansas as well.
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The principal forms of PGD are surface faulting, landslide, seismic settlement and lateral
spreading due to soil liquefaction. An active faulting is a discontinuity between two portions of
the earth crust along which relatively narrow movements can occur.
There are various types of earthquake faults, usually recognized by the orientation of the
fault and the slip on the fault. For example, there are Strike-Slip faults, where the orientation is a
vertical plane across which motion occurs horizontally. There are Normal earthquake faults,
where the fault plane is dipping at an angle to the surface and the motion is the upper block,
downward. There are Reverse faults, where the plane is dipping and the motion is the upper
block, upward. A Thrust earthquake fault is a low-angle Reverse fault, so that corresponds to a
fault plane which is dipping at shallow angles to the surface, and along which the motion of the
upper block is upward.
Death and injuries from surface faulting are very unlikely, but casualties can occur
indirectly through fault damage to structures. Surface faulting, in the case of a strike-slip fault,
generally affects a long narrow zone whose total area is small compared with the total area
affected by ground shaking. Nevertheless, the damage to structures located in the fault zone can
be very high, especially where the land use is intensive. A variety of structures have been
damaged by surface faulting, including houses, apartments, commercial buildings, nursing
homes, railroads, highways, tunnels, bridges, canals, storm drains, water wells, and water, gas,
and sewer lines. Damage to these types of structures has ranged from minor to very severe. An
example of severe damage occurred in 1952 when three railroad tunnels were so badly damaged
by faulting that traffic on a major rail linking northern and southern California was stopped for
25 days despite an around-the-clock repair schedule (Schnell 1983).
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Figure 1.2. The three basic types of faults based on the movement direction: strike-slip, normal,
and reverse. When rocks on either side of a nearly vertical fault plane move horizontally, the
movement is called strike-slip A normal fault is one in which the rocks above the fault plane, the
hanging wall, move down relative to the rocks below the fault plane in the footwall. A reverse
fault occurs the hanging wall of the fault moves up relative to the footwall. (Bolt 1993)

1.1 Hazards United States Multi-Hazards
Hazards United States Multi-Hazards (HAZUS-MH) is comprehensive software program
developed by the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) through the
National Institute of Building Sciences (NIBS) and designed to determine multi-hazard loss
estimations in the United States on a regional basis. In 1997 FEMA released its first edition. Its
three-tiered approach allows users to choose either default settings in a level 1 analysis or
provide varying degrees of user-supplied data to improve the accuracy of loss estimations.
Conway is an ideal candidate for an earthquake loss estimation study due to its status as the
former headquarters of the Arkansas Earthquake Advisory Council and the Arkansas Office of
Emergency Services and its vulnerability to moderate-to-large earthquakes from the Enola
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Swarm, New Madrid, and the Marianna Fault. The following table shows estimates of damage
from the New Madrid the farthest of the three earthquake zones from Conway, Arkansas.
New Madrid Quake Prediction
Faulkner County, Arkansas
Population: 16,798/Buildings: 6,719
Richter Magnitude
7.0 - 7.9

8.0 - 8.9

Percentage Feeling
Quake

100%

100%

Displaced

600

6,001

Damage to Contents

50%

80%

Architectural Damage

25%

70%

Slight Structural
Damage

5%

45%

Moderate Structural
Damage

0.10%

5%

Severe Structural
Damage

0%

0.10%

Electric Outage

Possible

Probable

Telephone Outage

Possible

Probable

Effects on People

Effects on Buildings

Effects on Lifelines

Table 1.1 Table showing Damage Estimates in Faulkner County, Arkansas calculated from a
New Madrid Earthquake, Richter Magnitude of 7.0 to 8.9. Percent is based on total population
(16,289) or total number of buildings (6,719) in Faulkner County as of 1992. For example 25%
in Architectural Damage represents that approximately 1,680 buildings out of the total of 6,719
buildings would be damaged due to seismic activity if a New Madrid Earthquake with a Richter
Magnitude of 7.0 to 7.9 occurred (AEOS 1992).
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1.2 Research Focus
The aim of this research project is to identify areas most physically and socially
vulnerable to earthquake ground shaking and to present earthquake loss estimations for
downtown Conway, Arkansas, using the HAZUS-MH software tool (HAZUS).
The actions needed to be performed to achieve this broad objective are presented below:
• To characterize seismic hazard and vulnerability for the Conway, Arkansas.
• To establish and execute a set of procedures in data collection
• To specify ground-motion parameters for a selected probability, adopted here as a
response spectrum with a 2% chance in 50 years of being exceeded
• To calculate and develop potential earth science hazard maps, including maps of
liquefaction and landslide susceptibility, depth to water and soil classifications
• To prepare and input data into the HAZUS program using a GIS (Geographic
Information System)
• To present disaster projections for downtown Conway for selected scenarios

As global and regional populations increase and natural hazards continue to cause death,
injury, and loss across our communities, the rise of software in assessing risk and loss is
imperative so this research represents perspectives in how to best address disaster risk, the
opportunity to cultivate this knowledge, strengthened our technical knowledge on the dynamics
of natural hazards, the location of the most vulnerable populations and infrastructure, and create
models to assess risks using top international standards.
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CHAPTER TWO
Study site
Mitigating seismic activity plays a crucial role both globally and locally. However,
Conway might be the most affected city in Central Arkansas. Most of the earthquakes of Conway
are consequences of the Enola Swarm, however, most development projects look eastward
towards major faults such as the New Madrid, Mariana, and the Reelfoot faults often leaving
Conway isolated from seismic research. Having new development projects requires the
government to be aware of the possible risk of earthquakes and their consequences. Lately, the
earthquake frequency in Conway has increased, with varying magnitude (MacFarland 2008).
Increased seismicity in northern central Arkansas is just now being studied but the initial
investigation did not tie the increased drilling for natural gas to the increased small magnitude
quakes. Because the area is known for earthquake swarms, and although the new area of
seismicity is outside the traditional zone of naturally occurring quake activity, the natural gas
drilling companies are not the culprits according to the Arkansas Geological Survey. Similar
events have taken place near the Dallas-Fort Worth airport. In a study by SMU and UT-Austin
they determined that saltwater disposal was the probable cause of the generated earthquakes and
not the hydraulic fracturing occurring within the Barnett Shale play (2010). The deep well
injection for disposal is not a new technique since the recent natural gas boom.
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2.1 Geology And Soils

Figure 2.1 Arkansas regional map (Arkansas Geological Survey 2009)
Arkansas is divided into a highland area in the northwest and a lowland region in the south
and east. The rocks in the highland area are predominately lithified sandstones, shales,
limestones, and dolostones of Paleozoic age. Younger unconsolidated clays, sands, and gravel,
termed alluvium, are often found in valley floors. Conway is placed in the Arkansas River Valley
which is one of the six geographic regions of Arkansas as seen in Figure 3.1. The sedimentary
deposits of the lowlands are mainly unconsolidated clay, sand, and gravel of Quaternary age,
poorly consolidated deposits of clay, sand, silt, limestone, and lignite of Tertiary age, and to a
limited extent consolidated deposits of Cretaceous marl, chalk, limestone, sand, and gravel (Van
Arsdale, 2007).
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2.1.1 Soils Of Conway
The Conway area is dominated by Pennsylvanian clastic sediments deposited on the
margin of a continental shelf primarily by deltas and reorganized in part by marginal marine
processes. Structurally the area is made up of broad synclines with relatively narrow intervening
anticlines. The axes of these folds generally trend east-west. Most of the observed faulting is
normal, but some thrusts faults are noted, associated with the anticlines in the southern part of
the province. The synclines are often the most conspicuously present positive topographic
features, formed from more rapid erosion of underlying shale, once capping sandstones were
breached on the crests and flanks of the surrounding anticlines.
When most of the sediments that compose the rocks in the highland region of Arkansas
were being deposited, Conway was near the edge of the continental shelf, and the Ouachita area
was a deep abyssal plain. An abyssal plain is the relatively smooth and deep (more than 3,000
feet below sea level) parts of the ocean floor where accumulating sediments have buried the preexisting topography. In the late Paleozoic Era, a broad uplift domed the Ozark strata with little
structural disruption. Simultaneously, a collision of two of the earth's mobile continental plates
compressed the sediments of the abyssal plain into the Ouachita Mountains. This multimillionyear-long process folded and faulted the Ouachita strata into a structurally complex mountain
chain. The Arkansas River Valley area/Conway is the transition zone between the structurally
simple Ozarks and the structurally complex Ouachitas with subdued characteristics in each
region (Richards et. al 2002).
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Figure 2.2 Stratigraphic correlation charts for the Ouachita Mountains/Arkansas Valley and
Ozark Plateaus subregions of the interior Highlands region of Arkansas. Conway lies atop the
Ouachita Mountains/Arkansas Valley (Arkansas Geological survey 2008)
The Conway silt loam is the typical valley soil of the Faulkner County and the city of
Conway. The brown first-bottom soils along: the streams other than the Arkansas River are
mapped as the Pope fine sandy loam and silt loam. The gray equivalent of the Pope series is the
Atkins, of which series the silty clay loam and clay are encountered in Faulkner County. These
11

soils are prevailingly in need of better drainage. The Muskogee silt loam is a poorly drained
terrace soil occurring along the outer margin of the Arkansas River bottoms. It lies above
overflow. The first-bottom soils along the Arkansas River are mapped as the Portland, Yahola
and Miller Series (Deeter 1919).
The Portland very fine sandy loam and silt loam have brown surface soils and chocolatebrown to chocolate red subsoil. The Portland Clay is a very productive soil, but it is deficient in
drainage. The Yahola very fine sandy loam is used extensively for growing cotton and corn. A
part of the type lies above normal overflow; drainage is good. The Miller series is characterized
by chocolate-red or chocolate-reddish brown surface soils and chocolate-red subsoil. The Miller
silty clay loam and clay are among the most highly esteemed soils in the country. Riverwash
includes areas of loose sand which are frequently overflowed and have little agricultural value
(Deeter 1919).
Rough stony land comprises very stony ridge areas and steep slope land. It is too stony or
steep for cultivation, but is suited in some measure to forestry and grazing.
2.1.2 Geology Of Conway
Within Faulkner County there are five anticline ridges that establish the remains of
folding and were created at the same time as the Ouachita Mountains. These mountains, along
with the Appalachian Mountains, were formed during the same period and show the same
quaternary ridging. It was folding during the formation of these mountains that lead to the
normal faulting of Faulkner County that is classified as highly fractured (Haar et al. 1984).
Central Arkansas has both normal faulting and thrust faults that run through the area as
seen in and most of which are south-dipping and strike-slip faults that trend east west (Chiu et al.
1984, Haar et al. 1984, Saikai and Herrmann 1986, Rabak et al. 2010).
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Figure 2.3 Geological Map of Arkansas (Paradise 2011)
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Figure 2.4 Arkoma Basin and Faulkner County based on information from Schweig et al.
1991.
Conway is also located in one of the most prolific gas producing basins in the United
States, called the Arkoma Basin. The basin is a foreland basin which is north of the Ouachita
Orogenic belt. Nearby The Enola earthquake swarm correlates spatially with a 1.6-mile-long,
west-northwest-trending fault segment, relating to a basement listric fault. Favorable orientation
between the basement listric fault and the current compressive stress may have caused the
earthquake swarm (Schweig et al. 1991). Also, a newly discovered fault lies east of the town of
Marianna. The fault has a high predicted magnitude high enough also to destroy bridges and
buildings in the Conway/Little Rock area. The fault also lies in close to large natural gas
pipelines. The discovery was first announced by seismologists on January 21, 2009. It is not part
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of the more famous nearby New Madrid Seismic Zone (Gambrell 2009). The most recent
earthquake activity in the area around the fault was located ten miles northeast of Marianna in
August 2008. It measured 2.6 on the Richter Scale. Few quakes have been felt in the area since
1994 (Owens 2009).
The Enola swarm started by a 1.2 Richter magnitude earthquake recorded on January 12,
1982 near the town of Enola (35°11′37″N, 92°12′14″W) in Faulkner County, Arkansas which is
almost 15 miles from Conway, Arkansas. Since 1982, over 40,000 seismic events have been
recorded in the area. Most of the recorded seismic events are micro-quakes, but at least 93
earthquakes have been felt Faulkner County by at least one person during the first year of
seismic activity. Earthquake magnitudes have not exceeded a 4.5, which occurred on January 21,
1982. However, a 4.4 MR was recorded in 2001. No structural damage has occurred, but the
cause of the Enola Swarm is still unknown. The north-central Arkansas swarm, which began in
January of 1982 and is still active, has produced over 40,000 events. Three of these events had
duration magnitudes greater than 4.0. The hypo central locations are confined to a tight cluster,
with a radius of approximately 1 km. Depths range between 4 and 7 km. Focal mechanisms
determined for 10 of the events show a combination of strike slip and normal faulting (Haar
1982).
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Figure 2.5 Drilling Sites Faulkner County as of 2005 (Oil 2012)
The Arkoma Basin contains mainly anticlines and synclines, and normal and thrust faults
associated with the formation of the Ozarks and Ouachita Mountains (Houseknecht 1986). The
Enola earthquake swarm correlates spatially with a 1.6-mile-long, west-northwest-trending fault
segment, relating to a basement listric fault. Favorable orientation between the basement listric
16

fault and the current compressive stress may have caused the earthquake swarm (Schweig et al.
1991). However, there have been several studies conducted relating the strange seismicity in the
Enola area. Some maintain the viewpoint that the seismicity may be due to the emplacement of
magma at depth (Haar et al. 1984, Pujol et al. 1989, McFarland 2001). Another theory is that
these events may represent hydrothermal solution injection into the upper basement and lower
Paleozoic rocks (McFarland 2008, Rabak et al. 2010). This viewpoint is favored by the Arkansas
Geological Survey due to other hydrothermal deposits in the Ouachita Mountains and the few
thermal springs still active. These earthquakes are not associated with the New Madrid seismic
zone of northeast Arkansas and there is no history or research that suggests any cause/effect
relationship between the two regions (Houseknecht 1986).
The Ouachita Orogenic Belt is the eroded core of a mountain belt that formed as a result
of an episode of continental collision and formation of the Pangaea supercontinent during the
Paleozoic Era. The Ouachita Orogenic Belt consists of complexly folded, thrust-faulted, and
metamorphosed rocks, including accreted oceanic crust of Proterozoic age. The belt is
approximately 1260 miles long and 50 miles wide, and 80 percent of its length is buried
underneath Mesozoic and Tertiary sediments of the Gulf Coast Basin. Inside the site region, the
southeastern Ouachita Orogenic Belt lies underneath the subsurface of northern Mississippi and
southwestern Alabama. The closest distance between the southeastern end of the belt and the site
is about 80 miles. The belt defines the northern edge of the Gulf Coast Basin, the southern
margin of the Mississippi embayment, and the southern edge of the North American craton. The
Ouachita Orogenic Belt was tectonically active until the late Paleozoic Era. The orogenic belt is
in contact with a major decollement, along which marine sedimentary rocks from other plates
thrust northward over the North American cratonic rocks. No Regional Paleozoic thrust faults
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inside the Ouachita Orogenic Belt display geological evidence of Quaternary activity, except
some potential Quaternary active faults located in the southern part of the belt. SEMA (State
Emergency Management Agency) an agency of the Missouri state government lists the Enola
Swarm Earthquakes as part of the Ouchita-Wishita Fault which is also known.
2.2 Cultural Setting
The City of Conway is the county seat of Faulkner County and the eighth most populous
city in Arkansas. The city was established after the Civil War, and since then has been an
academic hub earning it the nickname “The City of Colleges”. However, due to a constant
increase in population, zoning practices and a lack of education in disaster awareness, Conway
has become dependent on a complex and aging infrastructure which is vulnerable to several
natural hazards including earthquakes.
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Figure 1.6 Map of Conway, Arkansas (Geostor 2012)
Most Arkansans are unaware of the potential danger of the seismic risk that surrounds
them, especially outside eastern Arkansas (FEMA 2012). However, all Arkansans are at an
increased risk because of their low awareness and preparedness for this type of natural disaster.
Faulkner County was ranked low on an earthquake evaluation by the University of Arkansas
19

Earthquake Center at Little Rock. The term risk can be defined as the product of hazard and
vulnerability, therefore an urban center located in or near a seismically active area (high hazard)
and the exposure and unpreparedness of a large population (high vulnerability) will increase the
inherent seismic risk. It is important that the government and municipal officials understand and
identify the geotechnical and structural vulnerabilities. Earthquakes also pose significant hazard
and risk to the dense population centers of this region, because earthquakes in eastern North
America shake a larger area due to lower attenuation (Adams, 1989a) from a relatively stable unfractured crust, when compared to western events (Atkinson 1989). The area is part of the
Arkoma Basin. The basin is one of the most prolific gas-producing basins in the United States,
and contains sedimentary rocks associated with the Ouachita Orogenic Belt (Ouchita-Washita
Fault or Ouachita System). The basin is a foreland basin which is north of the Ouachita Orogenic
belt, and extends into east-southwestern Oklahoma and west-central Arkansas.
Conway is home to a number of colleges and universities including Central Baptist
College, Hendrix College, and University of Central Arkansas. Over 36% of Conway's adult
workforce hold a baccalaureate degree or higher, making it the third best educated city over
10,000 in Arkansas, after Maumelle and Fayetteville.
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Figure 2.7 UCA offers more than 100 undergraduate courses of study, 33 master's degree
programs, and four doctoral programs for students to explore. More than 11,000 students from
66 different countries and 39 states are part of UCA’s community (Breashears 2012).
Conway residents have many opportunities for cultural experiences. The Conway
Symphony Orchestra performs many times throughout the year, and Conway Community Arts
Association has been presenting theatre and other art opportunities to the community for thirty
years. The Arkansas Shakespeare Theatre, the only professional Shakespearean Company in
Arkansas, is based in Conway with an annual summer festival held in June (Conway 2012).
There are also many art, music and theatre opportunities provided by Conway's three
colleges. The University of Central Arkansas's Public Appearances program provides a variety of
dance, music, and theatre offerings each year.
Conway also has many festivals. One of the city's largest annual events, Toad Suck
Daze, has been held since 1982, and the three day community festival incorporates live music,
food and craft vendors, petting zoo, and amusement rides during the first weekend of May
(Conway, 2012). The Toad Suck Daze Committee has funded over $1 Million in scholarships
and endowments to the University of Central Arkansas, Central Baptist College, Hendrix
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College, the University of Arkansas Community College at Morrilton and Faulkner County
Community Foundation (Toad Suck 2012). EcoFest was held for the first time on September 12,
2009, in Laurel Park. EcoFest included exhibits and events relating to "green" and sustainable
initiatives, including a cardboard car derby and an alleycat bicycle ride. According to organizers
led by Debbie Plopper, the event was a success. Mayor Tab Townsell said the event indicated to
him that “interest in sustainability is flourishing in this community" (Conway Ecofest 2012).
Conway is also home to a very popular sport-fishing destination and the largest manmade Game and Fish commission lake in the United States. Lake Conway is home to largemouth
bass, crappie, gar, catfish, bream, bowfin, etc. The Arkansas Crappie Masters state tournament is
held here every year.
Conway has been recognized nationally for its quality of life and growing economy.








Named a Bicycle Friendly Community by the League of American Bicyclists
7th Best Value for a City for 2011 - Kiplinger
14th Best City for Young Professionals - Forbes
6th "Geekiest" City in America - OnlineUniversities.com
14th Cheapest City in the U.S. - Forbes
24th Best Place to Retire - CNNMoney
100 Leading Locations: Desirable Places for Doing Business - Area Development Online

Conway is located in central Arkansas at 35°05'25" N and 92°26'49" W. The official
Conway elevation measured at Cantrell Field Conway Municipal Airport is 320.6 feet. Conway
lies north of Round Mountain, elevation 560 feet; and south of the Cadron Ridge, elevation 550
feet. The Arkansas River bounds Conway on the west and Lake Conway, an Arkansas Game and
Fish reservoir, lies to the south-east of Conway. City-owned Beaverfork Lake lies northeast of
Conway.
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2.3 Demographics
As of the census of 2010, there were 58,908 people and 21,118 households. There were
24,402 housing units at an average density of 1,299.2 persons per square mile. The racial
makeup of the city was 75.1% White, 15.6% Black or African American, 1.9% Asian, 0.4%
Native American, 0.01% Pacific Islander, 0.98%, and 2.2% from two or more races. 5.1% of the
population was Hispanic or Latino of any race (US Census Bureau, 2010).
There were 21,118 households out of which 22.7% had children under the age of 18
living with them. The population increased by 36.5% from 2000 to 2010. There were large
increases in the Hispanic and Black population (US Census Bureau, 2010).
Two age groups lost percentage points in the general population since 2000 the
population was 22.7% under the age of 18 and 8.7% who were 65 years of age or older. The
median age was 27 years. Conway is 51.7% female, and 48.3% male.
Median income for a household in Conway increased from $37,063 to $41,917 over a ten
year period. About 18.8% of the population were below the poverty line.
During November and December 2005, the city of Conway commissioned a special
census to update its demographic records. The certified results of this Special Census put
Conway's population at 52,430. According to the U.S. Census Bureau's 2009 Population
Estimates, Conway's population was estimated to be 59,511 as of 2009.

2.3.1 History
The city of Conway was founded by Asa P. Robinson, who came to the Conway area
shortly after the Civil War. Colonel Asa Robinson was appointed as the chief engineer of Little
Rock-Fort Smith Railroad (now the Union Pacific). Part of his compensation was the deed to a
tract of land, one square mile, located near the old settlement of Cadron (Gatewood 1964, Dolan
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1986). When the railroad came through, Robinson deeded a small tract of his land back to the
railroad for a depot site. The track was planned to pass over Cadron Ridge causing a steep grade
for the trains. Robinson decided that it would be better for the track to go through Cadron Gap
instead. In 1870, a train schedule showed a stop in Conway (Conway Station) where the tracks
came out of a curve to the west to go through Cadron Gap. He planned a town site around the
depot and named it Conway Station, in honor of a famous Arkansas family. Conway Station
contained two small stores, two saloons, a depot, some temporary housing and a post office. A
portion of this was given back to the railroad for a depot (Conway Station) and the remaining
land was laid out as a site for the town of Conway which was incorporated in 1875 by the
petition of thirty citizens. Conway Station had been chosen as the county seat two years before in
1873.
Conway was long the home of the late Arkansas Supreme Court Associate Justice James
D. Johnson who ran unsuccessful races for governor in 1956 against then fellow Democrat Orval
Eugene Faubus and in 1966 against the Republican Winthrop Rockefeller The conservative
Johnson later switched affiliation to the Republican Party but long after the death of his nemesis
Rockefeller. Johnson also lost an important race in 1968 for the United States Senate against the
incumbent James William Fulbright. His wife, the late Virginia Johnson (d. 2007), ran for
governor in 1968, while he was running for U.S. Senator (FCHS 2012).
Conway was designated the county seat of Faulkner County in 1873, the same year that
the county was created by the legislature (Dolan 1986). In October 1875, Conway was
incorporated and, at that time, had a population of approximately 200. When originally
incorporated in 1875, Conway was just one square mile surrounding Conway Station on the
Little Rock and Fort Smith Branch of the Cairo and Fulton Railroad. By 1959, Conway
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encompassed 6.9 square miles. During the next 30 years Conway grew rapidly annexing a total
of 15.4 square miles. During the 1990s grew even faster, adding 12.2 square miles. Conway now
encompasses 45.34 square miles (US Census Bureau, 2010).
For many years Conway flourished as a trade center for a large rural agricultural area.
Hendrix College was established in Conway in 1890. Three years later, in 1893, Central College
for Girls was established, and Conway was on its way to becoming an educational center. The
University of Central Arkansas was founded in Conway in 1907 as the Arkansas Normal School.
Its economy was firmly established upon agriculture and the educational institutions until World
War II (Dolan 1986).
After the war, diversification of the economy was started by Conway businessmen, and
several small industries were attracted to Conway. Subsequently, additional state institutions
were located in Conway, including the headquarters for the Office of Emergency Services, the
Human Development Center, and the Arkansas Educational Television Network. By 1959,
Conway encompassed only 6.9 square miles. During the next 30 years, Conway grew more
rapidly annexing a total of 15.4 square miles. During the 1990s, Conway has grown even faster
adding 12.2 square miles during the decade. Conway now encompasses a total area of
approximately 45.5 square miles (US Census, 2010). It is important to note, that for many years
Conway's annexations have been by petition and it is Conway's policy to annex only if the
property owners in the affected area assume the financial burden of extending Conway
Corporation water and sewer lines into the annexed area.
Two of the projects that most impacted the county were the Lake Conway Project and the
Conway Development Corporation. The latter created the Conway Industrial Park. Lake Conway
was dedicated in 1951, and covers about 6,700 acres. The development of the lake boosted
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growth in and near Conway and Mayflower because people wanted to live on the lake. Lake
Conway is the largest Game and Fish Commission Lake and is a popular fishing area. The
Chamber has also been instrumental in attracting to Conway and Faulkner County the State Civil
Defense Headquarters, the Arkansas Children's Colony (Human Development Center), and the
Arkansas Educational Television Network (AETN) (FCHS 2012).

2.4 Economic And Commerce
Conway is home to one of the world's largest school bus manufacturers, IC Corporation.
The Conway plant is one of two IC manufacturing plants; the other is located in Tulsa,
Oklahoma. IC Corporation is a wholly owned subsidiary of Navistar International Corporation of
Illinois. IC was previously known as American Transportation (AmTran) Corporation and Ward
Body Works. As of 2008, it has a sixty-two-percent share of the North American school bus
market. (Encyclopedia of Arkansas, 2011) The company was originally founded in 1933 by
blacksmith David H. Ward. IC has decided to close the plant and move all bus manufacturing to
the Tulsa, OK plant (Encyclopedia of Arkansas 2011).
R. D. “Bob” Nabholz founded Nabholz Construction in Conway in 1949. It currently
employs over 800 people companywide and it has been listed by Engineering News Record
magazine as one of the Top 400 General Contractors every year since 1986, currently the
company is ranked #161 (ENR 2011).
Founded in 1969 in Conway, Acxiom Corporation, a global interactive marketing
services company that uses consumer data, analytics, information technology, data integration,
and consulting solutions to help companies conduct direct marketing programs, and though it has
its corporate headquarters in Little Rock, AR, a large presence in Conway still remains (Acxiom
2012).
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On June 19, 2008, Hewlett-Packard announced it would be opening a 150,000 sq ft
(14,000 m2) facility with 1200 employees in 2009. The building is owned by the Conway
Development Corporation and is leased to Hewlett-Packard (Conway 2012).

Table 2.1 Twenty Largest Employers in Conway (Lacy 2012)
2.5 Climate And Hydrology
Conway has a humid subtropical climate. While not bordering the Gulf of Mexico,
Conway is still close enough to this warm, large body of water for it to influence the weather in
the state. Conway has hot, humid summers and cold, slightly drier winters (Foti et al. 1992).
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TEMPERATURE- PRECIPITATION OF CONWAY
ARKANSAS
Rainfall (in.)
JAN FEB MAR APR MAY JUN
AVERAGE HIGH
IN °F
49
55
64
72
80
87
AVERAGE LOW
IN °F
28
33
42
50
60
68
AVERAGE
PRECIPITATIONINCH
3.19 3.46
4.57
5
4.61 4.49
JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC
AVERAGE HIGH
IN °F
92
92
85
75
61
51
AVERAGE LOW
IN °F
72
70
63
50
40
32
AVERAGE
PRECIPITATIONINCH
2.91 2.68
3.7 4.02
5.24
4.8
Table 2.2 Climate Chart for Conway, Arkansas (Lacy 2012)

Conway is known for extreme weather. A typical year will see thunderstorms, tornadoes,
hail, snow and ice storms. Between both the Great Plains and the Gulf States Conway receives
around 60 days of thunderstorms. A few of the most destructive tornadoes in U.S. history have
struck the state of Arkansas (Woods et al. 2007). While being sufficiently away from the coast to
be safe from a direct hit from a hurricane, Conway can often receive the remnants of a tropical
system which dumps tremendous amounts of rain in a short time and often spawns smaller
tornadoes.
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Table 2.3 Average precipitation in inches (Lacy 2012)
In inland southern cities to the north, such as Conway, snow typically falls once or twice
a year and is usually three inches or less. Ice storms are not unusual at these locations. However
for the majority of the winter here, temperatures remain above or well above freezing, with slight
plant growth.
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Table 2.4 Average highs and low temperature in oF (NWS 2012).

Climate
Rainfall (in.)
Snowfall (in.)
Days of
Precipitation
Days of Sunshine
Average High in
July
Average Low in
January
UV Index
Elevation in Feet

Conway, AR

United States
48
3.4

36.5
25

85
219

100
205

93.3

86.5

28.4
5
320.6

20.5
4.3
1,060

Table 2.5 Climate Data Averages (NRCSNWC 1990).
In winter, the average temperature is 41.7 degrees F and the average daily minimum
temperature is 30.5 degrees. The lowest temperature on record, which occurred at Conway on
February 2, 1951, was -13 degrees. In summer, the average temperature is 79.6 degrees and the
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average daily maximum temperature is 91.4 degrees. The highest temperature, which occurred
at Conway on July 13, 1954, was 115 degrees (NRCSNWC 1990).
Growing degree days are shown. They are equivalent to "heat units". During the month,
growing degree days accumulate by the amount that the average temperature each day exceeds a
base temperature (50 degrees F). The normal monthly accumulation is used to schedule single or
successive plantings of a crop between the last freeze in spring and the first freeze in fall.
The average annual total precipitation is about 49.30 inches. Of this, about 28.2 inches,
or 57 percent, usually falls in April through October. The growing season for most crops falls
within this period. The heaviest 1-day rainfall during the period of record was 6.44 inches at
Conway on July 21, 1936. Thunderstorms occur on about 57 days each year, and most occur
between April and August.
The average seasonal snowfall is 5.9 inches. The greatest snow depth at any one time
during the period of record was 19 inches recorded on February 19, 1921. On an average, just 5
days per year have at least 1 inch of snow on the ground. The heaviest 1-day snowfall on record
was 12.5 inches recorded on February 19, 1921.
The average relative humidity in mid-afternoon is about 57 percent. Humidity is higher
at night, and the average at dawn is about 84 percent. The sun shines 72 percent of the time in
summer and 50 percent in winter. The prevailing wind is from the southwest. Average wind
speed is highest, around 9 miles per hour, from February to April (NRCSNWC 1990).
Conway is also part of the Western Interior Plains Confining system that is part of the
larger Ozark Plateau aquifer system. The confining system is a poorly permeable structure that
covers almost one quarter of northwestern Arkansas. The system also is characterized by having
sequences of sandstone, shale, and limestone (Renker 1998). The depth of the aquifers ranges
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from Cambrian rock layers to Mississippian age rock layers. Generally this area is not known for
outcroppings of major aquifers like in other parts of the state; instead, small aquifers make up
this area known as the Atoka formation.
Unconsolidated soils that remained within the Arkansas River Valley basin and
weathered rock sequences are the primary source for water in the area. The structures of aquifers
vary from location to location and are generally found in two forms; the unconfined and the
confined (Dunne and Leopold 1978). The unconfined aquifers are areas where soluble rock
layers are present from the surface to the bedrock, or confining unit, that underlies them.
Unconfined aquifers are usually located near naturally occurring surface water sites. These
aquifers are the easiest to contaminate and the easiest to clean up due to the shallow nature of the
water.

Figure 2.8 Unconfined and confined Aquifers (Essinek 2001)
The confined aquifers are held between two layers of impermeable rock or clay layers
that, as they are recharged from other sources, create pressure and can create springs. In Faulkner
County, the communities of Mount Vernon, Enola and Holland created their own municipal
water supply based a combination of these two types of aquifers and on artesian (pressurized)
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springs found in the area that the average amount of groundwater pumped was around 5 million
gallons of water a month. However, because of the aging water system piping and manganese
and iron laden water, the system lasted until 2005 when the Enola-Mount Vernon Public Water
Association closed and the area residents transferred to a surface-water based system from
Community Water in Heber Springs, Arkansas. According to the Arkansas Department
Environmental Quality, there are eleven water wells that they maintain records upon within the
county. Of these eleven, five of the wells were part of the Enola-Mount Vernon Public Water
Association.
Movements and changes to groundwater have two generalized responses during any
seismic event. Static and dynamic response mechanisms are determined by the processes that
create them (Hsieh et al., 1987). Static stresses are continual like earth-tide movements or
barometric pressures changes. Dynamic responses are acute responses, especially during
earthquake events. King et al. (2006) discussed physical parameters for both hydrologic and
geochemical studies. They outlined changes in water level and pressure, changes in temperature,
electric conductivity, changes in flow rates of springs and the varying concentrations of ions and
gas and even included soil gas changes. Mechanisms as outlined by King et al. (2006) are
relegated to pore pressure changes from migration of fluids, stress dilation, increased upward
flow of deeper fluids, squeezing of gaseous fluids and pores, mixing of aquifers thorough
tectonic action causes fissures which increases permeability, and increases of rock/water
reaction. These mechanisms are also defined by Montegomery and Manga (2003) where they
attributed hydrologic changes to the discharge of springs to pore pressure diffusion after
earthquake strain, compression of thin aquifers, increased permeability from either seismic
shaking or increased fracturing and decreased permeability from settling of deposits.
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Small magnitude earthquakes have been largely dismissed as having little effect on
groundwater or structural damage to property because of their inherent lack of intensity.
Repeated, nuisance quakes are more problematic to people than property according to Van Eck
et al. (2006). However, even small magnitude quakes can have a powerful consequence when
clusters occur; they can redistribute as much stress release as their larger, more damaging
counterparts according to Marsan (2005). Sources of small magnitude earthquakes go beyond
normal, naturally occurring seismically active areas. Certain manmade activities have been found
to generate earthquakes within areas that are not known for seismicity. Kachakhidze et al. (2003)
determined that small earthquakes can be precursors to larger events. In their temporal study it
showed that over time, patterning can be determined and observations can be quantifiably linked
with magnitude over duration of time. Kachakhidze et al. (2003) basis was naturally occurring
events; patterns of induced seismicity may also hold importance.
An understanding of seismic risk in Conway is crucial in the hopes that such
understanding can lead to pre-event mitigation to decrease loss, injury, and death. There is little
doubt that earthquakes will occur again, and wreak havoc on social structure, utilities,
transportation, and economy. While our understanding of seismic events and their physical
effects improves, the matrix of risk factors becomes more complicated. With that growth in
population, reliance on a complex-and tenuous-infrastructure has increased. Proactive analyses
can make the difference between a hazardous event that remains limited to short-term recovery
or to one that generates a major long-term consequences.
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CHAPTER THREE
Background and Literature Review
A review of previous research indicates that relatively few full-scale case histories or
experimental investigations which could be used to benchmark or confirm the applicability of
current analysis and design guidelines especially in the mid-continent region.
Research on hazards and disasters in the prior studies indicates that there are different
th

views and schools of thoughts. During the middle of the 20 Century, social scientists took to
the formal study of natural hazards and disasters when disasters were widely viewed as the acts
of god or nature. This view reflected the uncontrollability of disasters and human helplessness
before the wrath of nature or the divine. Gradually, natural hazards came to be viewed as the
products of human-nature interactions where Human causes of disasters and human efforts to
mitigate hazards were now explored and analyzed..
3.1 General Hazards
In the ordinary sense, a hazard is anything that causes fear of loss or potential harm to
humans and their possessions. Extreme events that pose threats or affect humans physically,
psychologically, socially or economically are known as natural hazards. Holding the humanecological perspective, Burton and Kates (1964) defined natural hazards as “those elements in
the physical environment, harmful to man and caused by forces extraneous to him.” This
definition points out that only those natural events that are harmful to humans are hazards. It
equally emphasizes the fact that the trigger is ‘natural’ not social. After a few years Kates
extended the definition, highlighting the importance of human adjustments in hazard
management as:
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...a threatening state to man, compounded of an expectation of the future occurrence of
natural events which impinge on a human use system that is provided through
adjustments, with a certain capacity to absorb the events (1971: p. 447).
Burton et al. further elaborated the concept that the interaction of natural events systems
and social systems creates either resources or hazards. Stressing the role of human system in
defining hazard, they wrote, “Natural systems are neither benevolent nor maliciously motivated
toward their members: they are neutral, in the sense that they neither prescribe nor set powerful
constraints on what can be done with them. It is people who transform the environment into
resources and hazards, by using natural features for economic, social, and aesthetic purposes”
(Burton et al, 1993: p. 32). According to these definitions, even a very high-energy catastrophic
event, for example a 10-magnitude earthquake in Antarctica, may not be a hazard if it has
nothing to do with human systems. Thus, it is safe to say that all extremes in nature are not
necessarily hazards.
There are numerous studies that prefer a more inclusive term ‘environmental hazards’ to
incorporate the study of technological hazards too. Thus Smith (2001) defines hazard as a
naturally occurring or human-induced agent/situation with a threat of potential damage.
3.1.1 Disaster
In a general sense, when an extreme natural event occurs, resulting in a number of
casualties and damage to property and infrastructure, it is termed a natural disaster. Smith (2001)
defines disaster, pointing out its difference from a hazard: “Unlike hazard and risk, a disaster is
an actual happening, rather than a potential threat, and so a disaster may be simply defined as the
realization of hazard.” An often cited definition of disaster is by Fritz:
A disaster is an event, concentrated in time and space, in which a society, or a relatively
self-sufficient subdivision of a society, undergoes severe danger and incurs such losses to
its members and physical appurtenances that the social structure is disrupted and the
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fulfillment of all or some of the essential functions of the society is prevented (1961: p.
655).
In recent years, disaster researchers have defined disasters as ‘social constructs’ rather
than the physical phenomena that are objective and external to society (Stallings 1991, Kreps and
Drabek 1996). This social constructionist perspective holds that disasters are produced through
the complex function of social systems, and so the characteristics of a disaster can best be
understood through socially defined parameters (Tierney et al. 2001). Wisner et al. (2003) go
further and, using the ecological-vulnerability perspective, define disaster as the product of
socio-political and economic factors existing in the society. O’Keefe et al. suggest considering
social vulnerability as the central element in disaster management:

"The time is ripe for some form of precautionary planning which considers vulnerability
of the population as the real cause of disaster – a vulnerability that is induced by socioeconomic conditions that can be modified by man, and is not just an act of God.
Precautionary planning must commence with the removal of concepts of naturalness
from natural disasters” (O’Keefe et al.1976: p. 567).
3.1.2 Schools of Thought Regarding Hazards and Risk
Many of the disciplines that address the environment, hazards, and social interactions had
their origins in the “Human Ecology “school which asserts that “environmental perils such as
floods and earthquakes do not exist independently of society because these perils are defined,
reshaped, and redirected by human actions.” (Mileti 1999: 18) Gilbert F. White, renowned as the
father of natural hazard research and management was also heavily influenced by this approach
and heavily influenced it. Gilbert, a geographer, maintained that “natural hazards are results of
interacting natural and social forces and that hazard and their impacts can be reduced through
individual and social adjustment (White 1945).” The human ecological model also became
associated with bounded rationality.
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It was believed that losses from environmental hazards would be reduced if decisionmakers perceptions of hazards could be more accurate and information regarding the hazard
could be more abundant (Slovik, et al., 1974). Summarizing the paradigm, Kates (1971: p. 438)
says:
These varied studies employed all or part of a research paradigm which sought to: 1)
assess the extent of human occupance in hazard zones; 2) identify the full range of
possible human adjustments to the hazard; 3) study how men perceive and estimate
occurrences of the hazard; 4) describe the process of adoption of damage reducing
adjustments in their social context; and 5) estimate the optimal set of adjustments in
terms of anticipated social consequences (See also Burton et al. 1993, White 1973).
Also known as the behavioral paradigm, this approach focuses on the hazard perception
of individual managers as well as the community at large. The choice of hazard mitigating
adjustments prior to the disaster event, and the role and behavior of individuals at the time of
disaster is a function of risk perception (Kate 1962: 1963, Mileti 1980). Thus, the failure to adopt
effective adjustments by disaster victims and their inappropriate behavior in times of disasters is
attributed to poor risk perception. When faced with a hazard, an individual, a community at large
or a government agency makes a choice of one or more adjustments available. An individual
often makes decision on adjustment choices based on bounded rationality (Burton et al. 1993).
Most of the policies developed at present are based on this paradigm.
Roughly parallel to the hazard research tradition, the disaster research tradition developed
independently of the human-ecology heritage (Mileti 1999). In 1920, Samuel H. Prince
published Catastrophe and Social Change, based on a sociological study of the Halifax disaster;
the dissertation was part of his Ph.D. work. The chair of his dissertation committee at Columbia
University was F. H. Giddings. Since Giddings was a significant figure in the developing field of
sociology, Prince's study can be placed both within the context of sociological thought of the
time as well as its place within the disaster research tradition which has evolved since his
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pioneering work. Two scholars’ definitions best represent the prospects of sociology,
psychology, and geography toward the disaster research. Kreps (1984:313) revised and extended
Fritz’s definition of disaster describing and event,
“observable in time and space, in which societies and their larger subunits incur
physical damages and losses and/or disruption of their routine functioning. Both
of these causes and consequences of the events are related to the social structures
and processes of societies or their subunits (Kreps 1984:313).”
The four core properties of a disaster, including events, impacts, social units, and
responses, have become the main topics of sociological and geographical studies. In addition,
Quarantelli (2001) asserts that two out of a number of interrelated notions are fundamental to
sociological studies regarding natural hazards, including: a) disasters are inherently social
phenomena, and b) the source of disasters is rooted in the social structure or social system.
Though different from the interests of geologists on disasters, sociologists and
geographers also seek explanations for human behavior resulting from a natural disaster event.
Substantial research has investigated topics such as impacts of disasters on a social structure, the
survival of organization, and the evolution of an organization in the context of disasters (Palm
1990). The sociological research findings for hazard mitigation have been applied to the
formation of disaster policies and programs, especially in the area of disaster preparedness
(Mileti 1999). Though sociological and geographical disaster studies do not directly relate to
land use management, their findings are invaluable for community emergency management,
hazard mitigation, and land use management. For example, the impacts of disaster on subunits in
a society and their reaction in coping with disasters can provide information for the formulation
and adoption of a hazard mitigation program, including land use management.
The complex relationship between disaster and social change remains a viable research
issue. It is still an important issue for social policy. Since World War II ended, a major global
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policy thrust has concerned development. While a considerable effort in time and money has
gone into development planning, relatively little has been accomplished. In recent years, in
various national and international development agencies, there has been a resurgence of the ideas
which Prince expressed that relief efforts should be more rationally handled. The persistence of
development efforts being wiped out by disaster and the continual dependence of these countries
on outside agencies for relief raises the question as to whether some of those relief funds should
be allocated to strengthen disaster mitigation and preparedness (Anderson 1991).
Preliminary works in this tradition studied technological disasters, later works focused on
natural disasters, as well. Developed in the late 1950s and the 1960s chiefly by sociologists with
the funding of US military and triggered by concern about the cold war, this tradition focuses on
disaster events rather than on mitigation of hazards (Quarantelli 1988). Studies on disaster
research sought to explore public behavior and perceptions immediately before, during, and after
the events of mass emergency (Tierney et al. 2001).
3.1.3 Studies
The variation on the concepts of hazards and disasters in previous studies indicate that
there are different views and schools of thoughts. Before social scientists took to the formal
study of natural hazards and disasters, disasters were widely viewed as the acts of god, divine
wrath, or nature. This view reflected the uncontrollability of disasters and human helplessness
before the wrath or retribution of nature. Gradually, natural hazards came to be viewed as the
products of human-nature interactions. Human causes of disasters and human efforts to mitigate
hazards were explored. This led to the development of new trends in hazards research.
The application of the Human Ecology School to governmental hazard mitigation actions
has some important implications. Earthquake risk and hazard mitigation are products social
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factors. Hazard mitigation can be achieved through the appropriate social adjustment, including
public and private actions. Collecting more earthquake hazard information and evaluating
mitigation alternatives could reduce damage and losses from earthquake disasters.
Earthquake loss estimation studies focused on the numbers of casualties and the ability for
authorities to provide emergency health care (FEMA and NIBS 2006a). However, recent studies
now also concentrate on the disruption of transportation networks and lifeline systems. These
networks and lifelines are essential elements in post-earthquake emergency response (FEMA and
NIBS 2006a) because response planning depends on interagency communications and the
deployment of emergency response personnel (Greene 2002).
There is another perspective focusing on the geographical distribution of hazard impacts
on a society, subunits, and subgroups of different sex, age, and wealth (Fischeret al. 1996, Cutter,
et al. 2000). For example, it has been reported that the poor are more vulnerable in a natural
disaster event, and more difficult for them to recover, and possibly may never return to previous
state or status (Uitto 1998, Morrow 1999, Boycee 2000). Because of the uneven distribution of
casualties among the population, the 1976 earthquake in Guatemala was dubbed a “class-quake”
by an American journalist (Blaikie et al. 1994).
Some studies approach natural hazard mitigation based on the development management
of a community, including growth management, smart growth, and sustainable development.
However, of all the development management approaches, “sustainability” stands out as one of
the most important approaches that could possibly integrate land use management and hazard
mitigation. Some researchers have predicted or implied that a new paradigm of natural hazard
mitigation research is emerging under the notion of sustainability (Berke 1995, Beatley 1998,
Mileti 1999). The use of the term sustainability in the environmental planning and policy circles
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is relatively new. It began appearing in the literature in the early 1970s and emerged as a
significant them in the 1980s (Beatle, 1998: 235). Though it has been applied to the planning
field, it is still broadly defined (Geis and Kutzmark 1995, Berke 1995, Beatley 1998). Of all the
definitions, the one proposed by the United Nations World Commission on Environment and
Development is perhaps the most broadly cited, defining sustainable development as that which
“meets the needs of the present without compromising the ability of future generations to meet
their own need” (Beatley 1998: 235). The commission further pointed out some societal
values—environment, economy, and equity—which were also referred to as the “three Es”: of
sustainable development to achieve the goal listed in the definition (Berke 2000).
It should not be too surprising to find out that there exist differences among the
researcher’s perspectives about applying sustainability to hazard mitigation since sustainability
has been given a number of definitions and measurements. It is more helpful in this case to
focus more on the similarities, instead of the differences; they all emphasize the limits of our
ecological system and inter- and intra-generational equity.
3.1.4 Trends in Seismic Hazard Research
The current approach of natural hazard studies has already involve various professionals,
such as disaster management experts, sociologists, geologists, political scientists, geographers,
planners, economists, and engineers. It should not be too surprising that the current and future
development of natural hazard mitigation studies involve multi-disciplinary expertise. These
disciplines highlight perceptions, behaviors, and the decision-making of individuals,
organizations, and communities as a whole before, in the midst of, and after a natural disaster
from different aspects. For example, there is a so-called “wealth-based approach” stemming
from the economics highlighting the earthquake’s disproportionate impacts on the poor, which
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claims it is caused by the fact that the homes of the poor are located in landslide-susceptible
ravines and gorges, and they are unable to afford earthquake-resistant construction, etc. (Boycee
2000).
In addition, there are some studies regarding natural hazard mitigation based on the
development management of a community, including growth management, smart growth, and
sustainable development. However, of all the development management approaches,
“sustainability” stands out as one of the most important approaches that could possibly integrate
land use management and hazard mitigation. Some researchers have predicted or implied that a
new paradigm of natural hazard mitigation research is emerging under the notion of
sustainability (Berke 1995, Beatley 1998, Mileti, 1999). The use of the term sustainability in
environmental planning and policy circles is relatively new. It began appearing in the literature
in the early 1970s and emerged as significant in the 1980s (Beatley 1998: 235). Though it has
been applied to the planning fields, it is still broadly defined (Geis and Kutzmark 1995, Berke,
1995, Beatley 1998). Of all the definitions, the one proposed by the United Nations World
Commission on Environment & Development is perhaps the most broadly cited, defining
sustainable development as that which “meets the needs of the present without compromising the
ability of future generations to meet their own need” (Beatley 1998: 235). The commission
further pointed out some societal values—environment, economy, and equity—which were also
referred to as the “three Es” of sustainable development to achieve the goal listed in the
definition (Berke 2000).
Today researchers are developing a variety of principles and indicators to measure the
extant of sustainability of development projects and of communities. Some researchers have
tried to incorporate “sustainability” into “hazard mitigation” by setting up some criteria and
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principles they thought that sustainable hazard mitigation should rely. Berke (1995) cited the
underlying principles of sustainable development outlined in Agenda 21 and incorporated them
into hazard mitigation. Beatley (1998) used the term of “sustainable communities” because he
thought the idea applied more to local and regional levels, as well as to overcome a common
criticism that the vision of sustainability was overly or exclusively environmental (Beatley 1998:
242). Therefore, he listed eight principles that he thought a sustainable community should
follow. In addition, Mileti (1999) review the evolution of hazard mitigation history and hence
argued six shifts in thinking about natural hazards. He asserted the actions should be taken only
if they were consistent with the principles of sustainability.
3.2 Seismic Hazards
Alaska is the most seismically active state, the host of seven largest earthquakes in U.S.
history. Hawaii is also earthquake-prone, and although dangerous, these events are not often the
as large of magnitude. The difference attributed to the nature of the seismicity: plate movement
vs. magma chamber displacement.
California is the most active of the lower 48 states, and its large population increases the
potential for a disaster. Other states that have experienced damaging earthquakes in the
continental United States include Washington, Oregon, Nevada, Idaho, Utah, Wyoming,
Missouri, Arkansas, and South Carolina.
The 1811-1812 earthquake sequence that struck the New Madrid region of southeast
Missouri was large, but they probably did not rank in size with large earthquakes common in
California and Alaska. Often formally listed as greater than 8 (MR), more recent estimates place
their Richter magnitudes in the 7.0-7.5 range (Stover et. al. 1993, Johnston et.al. 1996, Hough
2009).
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Location
Rank Magnitude
Date
Prince William Sound, Alaska
1.
9.2
March 28, 1964
Cascadia subduction zone
2.
9.0
January 26, 1700
Rat Island, Alaska
3.
8.7
February 4, 1965
Andreanof Islands, Alaska
4.
8.6
March 9, 1957
East of Shumagin Islands, Alaska
5.
8.2
November 10, 1938
Unimak Islands, Alaska
6.
8.1
April 1, 1946
Yakutat Bay, Alaska
7.
8.0
September 10, 1899
Denali Fault, Alaska
8.
7.9
November 3, 2002
Gulf of Alaska, Alaska
7.9
November 30, 1987
Andreanof Islands, Alaska
7.9
May 7, 1986
Table 3.1 The 10 largest earthquakes in US History (Largest Earthquakes in the United States
2012)
3.2.1 Seismic History of Region
The written record of earthquakes in Arkansas prior to the nineteenth century is virtually
nonexistent; however, geologic evidence that the New Madrid Seismic Zone has a long history
of activity. The first written account of an earthquake in the region was by a French missionary
on a voyage down the Mississippi River with a party of explorers. He reported feeling a distinct
tremor on Christmas Day 1699 while camped in the area of what is present-day Memphis,
Tennessee (Von Hack 1974, Feldman 2005).
Whatever the seismic history of the region may have been before the first Europeans
arrived, the northeast section of Arkansas is located in the New Madrid seismic zone and was
seriously affected by great shocks that occurred in that zone, in 1811 - 1812. Arkansas' 40-milelong, half-mile-wide Lake Saint Francis was formed by these earthquakes (Earthquake 1970).
The New Madrid seismic zone has experienced numerous earthquakes since the 1811-12 series,
and at least 35 shocks of Mercalli intensity V or greater have been recorded in since 1811 (Von
Hack 1974).
The Mississippi Embayment, in which the New Madrid Seismic Zone is located, extends
from Cairo, Illinois, south through northeastern Arkansas, western Kentucky, and Tennessee,
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then westward to include the lowland area of southern Arkansas, the eastern Oklahoma - Texas
border area, and northeastern Texas.

Figure 3.1 A map of the Mississippi Embayment and the Appalachian-Ouachita Thrust
Adapted from Thomas 2010.
The Mississippi embayment represents a break in what was once a single, continuous
mountain range comprising the modern Appalachian range, which runs roughly on a north-south
axis along the Atlantic coast of the United States, and the Ouachita Range, which runs on a
rough east-west axis west of the Mississippi River. The ancestral Appalachian-Ouachita Range
was thrust up when the tectonic plate carrying North America came into contact with the plates
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carrying South America and Africa; all three became joined in the ancient supercontinent
Pangaea about 300 million years ago (Van Arsdale et al. 2007). Major historic seismic activity
has been limited to a line extending west of the Mississippi River, from Cairo to west of
Memphis. Several damaging earthquakes have occurred along this line, in addition to the New
Madrid shocks mentioned earlier. Indian tradition and geologic evidence indicate an earlier
history of severe earthquakes in the same area.
Outside the Mississippi Embayment, the first shock listed for Arkansas occurred in
October 1882. Since few reports were received from the region most affected, the epicenter of
this shock is not well known, and several investigators have placed the origin near El Reno,
Oklahoma, instead of western Arkansas. The shock threw bricks from chimneys at Sherman,
Texas, and shook houses strongly at Fort Smith, Arkansas. It was felt across parts or all of
Arkansas, Oklahoma, Kansas, Texas, and Missouri, or about 135,000 square miles (Earthquake
1970).
An earthquake occurred near Melbourne, about 95 miles northeast of Little Rock, in
December 1883. Rockslides occurred on a railroad cut, and thunderous earth noises were heard.
Glassware and crockery broke, and buildings shook at Melbourne.
A shock in March, 1911, about 40 miles south of Little Rock, was so severe at Pine Bluff
that hundreds of excited residents crowded into the streets in panic; windows were broken in
several sections of the city. At one school, walls cracked, and plaster fell on pupils. "Glasses
were shaken from counters in confectionery stores, and dishes were broken in many kitchens,"
the record notes. The shock was felt throughout southeastern Arkansas and in adjacent States.
During the period 1911 to 1933, two local intensity V (Mercalli) earthquakes centered in
the Black Rock - Pocahontas area of northeastern Arkansas; two additional intensity V tremors
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were noted, one near Little Rock, the other near Marked Tree; both were felt over 30,000 square
mile areas. None of these caused property damage, but they alarmed much of the populace near
their centers.
The early morning of December 9, 1933, brought another minor tremor to Arkansas.
Many residents of Manila, Mississippi County were awakened by a sharp earthquake that broke
windows in several homes.
Very light tremors in 1937 and 1938 in the northeastern part of Arkansas were felt over
25,000 and 90,000 square miles of Arkansas and several surrounding States. Neither was
damaging. This region is noted for relatively light-intensity shocks being felt over extremely
large areas (Earthquake 1970).
One of the few earthquakes to center in southwestern Arkansas occurred in June 1939. It
cracked plaster in buildings at Arkadelphia, and was felt throughout the southern portion of
Arkansas. After the 1939 earthquake, only light tremors (all less than Mercalli intensity V) were
noted until January 25, 1955. The 1955 tremor centered in northeastern Arkansas near the
Missouri - Tennessee border, and caused some property damage in the bordering States. At
Dyersburg, Tennessee, a brick pillar supporting a porch was thrown down; at Finley, plaster,
walls, and ceilings cracked. Windows cracked in the small town of Hayti, Missouri. Thousands
of residents over a 30,000 square mile area were awakened by this early morning event (Von
Hack, 1974).
Arkansas was again seismically quiescent for 14 years, until New Year's Day of 1969.
During this period, however, three shocks in northeastern Texas and southern Missouri caused
some damage in Arkansas. The strongest of the three earthquakes was centered in southeastern
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Missouri in March 1963. It cracked windows, plaster, concrete, and walls in several Arkansas
towns.
On January 1, 1969, a tremor centered about 19 miles northwest of Little Rock and
caused much commotion in the area. In Little Rock, plaster cracked, and furniture was moved
about in some homes; and trees and utility wires swayed and shook throughout a wide area. The
shock was also noted by residents in southern Missouri and western Tennessee (Earthquake
Information Bulletin 1970).
3.2.2 Regional Seismic History
Earthquakes can strike on faults that were previously unrecognized. Many such
earthquakes, for example the 1994 Northridge quake was extremely damaging. Because of the
definition, these earthquakes cannot be predicted (Olshansky 2005). Recently more faults have
been discovered near Conway, Arkansas and tremors continue to occur.
The New Madrid Seismic Zone (NMSZ), located within the upper Mississippi
Embayment, is the most seismically-active area in the United States east of the Rocky
Mountains. The extent of the NMSZ is defined by the clustered areas of high seismic activity,
mainly related to the Reelfoot Rift and large igneous bodies within the upper Mississippi
Embayment (Baldwin et al. 2006).
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Figure 3.2 Map of the Reelfoot Rift Valley Each blue dot represents a measured
earthquake and the black arrows represent the relative obscured plate movements
(Gomberg 2002).
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Figure 3.3 Map of the Reelfoot Rift Valley and the Mississippi Embayment
(Van Arsdale 2007).
The seismic activity that defines the NMSZ generally has earthquake epicenters between
5 and 15 km deep (Hough 2009). The area of greatest seismic activity lies mostly in Precambrian
basement rocks within the Reelfoot Rift and near the large igneous intrusive bodies underlying
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the Mississippi Embayment. There are three major trends in the seismic activity monitored in the
New Madrid Seismic Zone (NMSZ) since 1974. (1 )A northeast-trending zone from Marked
Tree, AR, to Caruthersville, MO exhibits right-lateral strike-slip movement which appears to be
coincident with the Paleozoic Blytheville Arch (Hamilton et al. 1990). (2) A northwest-trending
zone extending from Ridgely, TN, through the Lake County uplift, and on to New Madrid, MO,
follows the southwest-dipping Reelfoot reverse fault and a large igneous body (Tuttle et al.
2006). (3) The third zone trends northeast from New Madrid. This trend appears to be caused by
right-lateral strike-slip motion along one of the Reelfoot Rift´s northwest bounding faults.
Recent geophysical studies by the U. S. Geological Survey have identified a deeply
buried (a mile deep or greater) feature in the ancient rocks underlying the central United States.
This feature, named the Commerce Geophysical Lineament (named after the Commerce Fault,
which in turn is named after the town of Commerce, Missouri), was identified based on the
magnetic and gravity signatures of these old rocks and is thought to represent a deep-seated
weakness in the Earth's crust similar to the Reelfoot Rift that hosts the New Madrid Seismic
Zone (Baldwin et al. 2006)..
The northeast-southwest trending Commerce Geophysical Lineament passes through
southeast Missouri about 30 miles to the northwest of the New Madrid seismic zone. It extends
southwestward to near Little Rock, Arkansas and northeastward to central Indiana (Langenheim
et al. 1997). Several studies in Missouri have associated near surface features showing
geologically recent earthquake activity with the lineament.
On Crowleys Ridge in the Benton Hills of Scott County, Missouri, trenching and seismic
reflection studies by the Missouri Department of Natural Resources' Geological Survey Program,
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the U. S. Geological Survey and the University of Missouri - Rolla have documented several
sites where geologically recent fault movements have occurred (Baldwin et al. 2006).
Large fault offsets and evidence of surface rupture suggest a minimum of magnitude 5 to
6, but probably higher (Wheeler 2002). Seismic reflection geophysical surveys, using reflected
waves of vibrations sent into the ground to produce an image of the underground layers and
faults, have confirmed that surface features found in the trenches are connected to faults deep in
the bedrock, and have been repeatedly activated throughout vast amounts of geologic time.
Numerous seismic reflection surveys along the straight southeast flank of the Benton
Hills have shown intense faulting above the trace of the Commerce Geophysical Lineament,
suggesting a relationship between the lineaments, the intermediate depth faulting and the surface
faulting (Baldwin et al. 2006).
Many of the imaged faults show displacement of the youngest geologic materials
observable. The town of Commerce, located on the Mississippi River at the south edge of the
Benton Hills, is the site of the Commerce fault and is close to three other sites where young
faulting has been documented (Baldwin et al. 2002).
One of the largest recent earthquakes in Missouri was located in the Benton Hills near the
Commerce Geophysical Lineament. This was the September 26, 1990, magnitude 4.6 earthquake
(Baldwin et al, 2002).
Ranging from about 20 to 30 miles farther to the southwest along the Commerce
Geophysical Lineament are several paleoliquefaction sites that cannot be attributed to New
Madrid seismic zone earthquakes (Wheeler 2002, Baldwin et al. 2002). At the southern end of
this range, near the town of Qulin and the Missouri-Arkansas border, another seismic reflection
survey has shown faulting above the lineament in the youngest deposits imaged. Along the
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Black River in Arkansas, young paleoliquefaction sites have been found above the lineament
(Wheeler 2002, Baldwin et al. 2002, Langenheim et al. 1997). In 1982, a swarm of hundreds of
small earthquakes occurred near Enola, Arkansas, which is also near the lineament
The largest earthquake in the central United States during this century was a magnitude
5.5 quake and occurred on November 9, 1968. It was located in southeastern Illinois near the
Commerce Geophysical Lineament (Wheeler 2002, Baldwin et al. 2002).
Along the Wabash River Valley, which is located near the CGL, separating Illinois and
Indiana, and along its tributaries in west central Indiana and southeastern Illinois, a large number
of paleoliquefaction sites have been located and studied. These studies indicate that several large
earthquakes have occurred in the last 10,000 years in that area (Stover et al. 1993).
The lineament is closer to many Arkansas cities (including Conway) than the New
Madrid Seismic Zone. The lineament runs miles from Conway, Arkansas making it a potential
hazard. Earthquakes along the Lineament include a magnitude 7 earthquake about 40 miles east
of St. Louis about 6,500 years ago or two separate earthquakes of about the same age with one
being a magnitude 6 about 40 miles east of St. Louis and the other being a magnitude 5 in the
south part of metropolitan St. Louis (MSSC 1997).
Besides, the swarm in 1982, many recent earthquakes have been felt in Conway including
many in the town of Greenbrier. Greenbrier is closer to Conway than Enola. Other quakes have
been focused west of Conway in Conway County. The CGL has not been confirmed a fault line
yet, but the Bootheel Lineament is now (2003-2005) called the Bootheel Fault (Guccione et al.
2005) after several drillings confirmed the existence of an offset.
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Figure 3.4 Map of the Boothell Lineament and Earthquakes from 1974-1987
(Schweig and Marple 1991).
The Enola Swarm started with a 1.2 Richter magnitude earthquake recorded on January
12, 1982 near the town of Enola (35°11′37″N, 92°12′14″W) in Faulkner County, Arkansas which
is almost 15 miles from Conway, Arkansas. Since 1982, over 40,000 seismic events have been
recorded in the area (Wheeler et al. 2003). Most of the recorded seismic events are micro-quakes,
but at least 93 earthquakes have been felt Faulkner County by at least one person during the first
year of seismic activity. Earthquake magnitudes have not exceeded a 4.5, which occurred on Jan.
21, 1982. However, a 4.4 Richter magnitude was recorded in 2001. No structural damage
occurred so far, but the cause of the Enola Swarm is still unknown. The north-central Arkansas
swarm, which began in January of 1982 and is still active, has produced over 40,000 events.
Three of these events had duration magnitudes greater than 4.0. The hypo central locations are
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confined to a tight cluster, with a radius of approximately 1 km. Depths range between 4 and 7
km. Focal mechanisms determined for 10 of the events show a combination of strike slip and
normal faulting (Haar 1982).
An earthquake swarm is a grouping or sequence of earthquake events in which there is no
single large event that is followed by traditional, smaller aftershocks (Yamashita 1998). The
swarm caused over the course of that year, residents felt more than ninety mild earthquakes in
what came to be known as the Enola Swarm the earthquake outbreak is the largest earthquake
swarm ever recorded in the Central or Eastern United States (Chiu et al. 1984, Haar et al. 1984,
Saikia and Herrmann 1986, Pujol et al. 1989, Rabak et al. 2010). Over the next 27 years,
seismologists recorded more than 40,000 minor earthquakes; most unfelt by humans. A second
swarm started in 2001 smaller in number than the initial 1982 series, began on May 4, 2001 with
a magnitude 4.4 quake but was centered in the same area.
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Figure 3.5 Fault Lines of Faulkner County (Rabak et al. 2010)
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The Arkoma Basin contains mainly anticlines and synclines, and normal and thrust faults
associated with the creation of the Ozarks and Ouachita Mountains (Houseknecht 1986). The
Enola earthquake swarm correlates spatially with a 1.6-mile-long, west-northwest-trending fault
segment, relating to a basement listric fault. Favorable orientation between the basement listric
fault and the current compressive stress may have caused the earthquake swarm (Schweig et. al.
1991). However, there have been several studies conducted relating the strange seismicity in the
Enola area. Some maintain the viewpoint that the seismicity may be due to the emplacement of
magmatic intrusion that activated old faults that would account for the focused area of activity
and the lack of surface movement (Chiu et al. 1984) however; Rabak et al. (2010) speculated a
system of conduits that were possibly fluid filled and the earthquakes resulted from fluid
migration into the upper basement and lower Paleozoic rocks. This viewpoint is favored by the
Arkansas Geological Survey due to other hydrothermal deposits in the Ouachita Mountains and
the few thermal springs still active. These earthquakes are not associated with the New Madrid
seismic zone of northeast Arkansas and there is no history or research that suggests any
cause/effect relationship between the two regions (Houseknecht 1986).
According to McFarland of the Arkansas Geological Commission, there are two theories
as to why earthquakes occur in this area. First, there may be an “emplacement of magma at
depth” (McFarland, 2008) and the second is that there may be a “hydrothermal solution injection
into the upper basement and lower Paleozoic rocks” (McFarland 2001) because of the Ouachita
Mountain formation that ends in this part of the county due to a failed arm of a rift known as the
Reelfoot Rift. This rift zone filled with sediments and formed the Mississippi Embayment (Cox
et al. 2001), and it is this rift that causes the catastrophic earthquakes in the NMSZ. The evidence
to substantiate these claims is a study in 1989 that discovered a low velocity zone in the area of
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the swarm (Pujol et al. 1989). They decided that it was “consistent with previously proposed
magmatic intrusion or a zone of highly fractured, fluid-filled crust” was the cause for these
earthquakes (Pujol et al. 1989).
In 2004, natural gas exploration began in the same area of Central Arkansas. Using a
process call “fracking” pressurized drilling is used to fracture tight gas formations to allow for
the extraction of natural gas and oil within the Fayetteville Shale Play. Like 34 other states,
Arkansas has seen an explosion in the drilling of wells for extraction purposes and where drilling
has gone, so too has microseismic events. Small magnitude earthquakes developed in Texas in
the Barnett Shale Play where the techniques of fracking and horizontal drilling were first
developed and perfected. Alabama, Wyoming, and Colorado join Texas in this side effect of
drilling. Gomberg, et al. 1999 attempted to determine if the there was a correlation to drilling in
the Coastal Plain of southern Alabama and the development of earthquakes. Although their
testing was inconclusive, other tests from the 1960s, 70s, 80s, 90s and 2010 show that where
there is use of high pressure injection there is also an increased for microseismic events.
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Figure 3.6 Orientation of the Wichita megashear in relation to the Appalachian,
Ouachita, and Cordilleran orogenic belts. (Budnik 1986).

The Ouachita Orogenic Belt is the eroded core of a mountain belt that formed as a result
of an episode of continental collision and formation of the Pangaea supercontinent during the
Paleozoic Era. The Ouachita Orogenic Belt consists of complexly folded, thrust-faulted, and
metamorphosed rocks, including accreted oceanic crust of Proterozoic age. The belt is
approximately 1260 miles long and 50 miles wide, and 80 percent of its length is buried
underneath Mesozoic and Tertiary sediments of the Gulf Coast Basin. Inside the site region, the
southeastern Ouachita Orogenic Belt lies underneath the subsurface of northern Mississippi and
southwestern Alabama. The closest distance between the southeastern end of the belt and the site
is about 80 miles. The belt defines the northern edge of the Gulf Coast Basin, the southern
margin of the Mississippi embayment, and the southern edge of the North American craton.
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The Ouachita Orogenic Belt was tectonically active until the late Paleozoic Era. The
orogenic belt is in contact with a major decollement, along which marine sedimentary rocks from
other plates thrust northward over the North American cratonic rocks. No Regional Paleozoic
thrust faults inside the Ouachita Orogenic Belt display geological evidence of Quaternary
activity, except some potential Quaternary active faults located in the southern part of the belt.
SEMA (State Emergency Management Agency) an agency of the Missouri state government lists
the Enola Swarm Earthquakes as part of the Ouchita-Wishita Fault which is also known.

Marianna Fault
Eastern Arkansas
LEGEND
Mariana Fault
National Forest
Road
Interstate
Figure 3.7 Marianna Fault Map Created using information from KATV interview
(KATV 2009).
The newly discovered fault lies east of the town of Marianna. The fault has a high
predicted magnitude high enough also to destroy bridges and buildings in the Conway/Little
Rock area. The fault also lies in close to large natural gas pipelines. The discovery was first
announced by seismologists on January 21, 2009. It is not part of the more famous nearby New
Madrid Seismic Zone (Gambrell 2009). The most recent earthquake activity in the area around
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the fault was located ten miles northeast of Marianna in August 2008. It measured 2.6 (Richter).
Few quakes have been felt in the area since 1994 (Owens 2009).
3.2.3 Commerce Geophysical Lineament

Figure 3.8 New Madrid and Commerce Geophysical Lineament (GIS Data Source: Geostor
2012)
The Commerce Geophysical Lineament is a northeast-trending basement magnetic and
gravity anomaly - a significant, continental-scale linear feature that is apparent in topography,
geophysical data, and remote sensing imagery. It is traceable for over 400 km from central
Arkansas into southeast Missouri and southern Illinois to Vincennes, Ind. The Commerce
Geophysical Lineament was identified by the U.S. Geological Survey.
New high-resolution seismic reflection data acquired at three sites along the surface
projection of the Commerce Geophysical Lineament in southeast Missouri reveal a complex
history of faulting and deformation. These data suggest:
1) Earthquake activity in this area has occurred more frequently than would be guessed
only on modern recorded earthquake seismicity and
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2) The fault structure (or structures) causing the deformation probably pose a seismic
hazard to the Central United States.
The Commerce lineament is a northeast-trending magnetic and gravity feature that
extends from central Arkansas to southern Illinois over a distance of ~400 km. It is parallel to the
trend of the Reelfoot graben, but offset ~40 km to the northwest of the western margin of the rift
floor (Langenheim 1997). The age of the source of the Commerce Geophysical Lineament is not
known, but the linearity and trend of the anomalies suggest a relationship with the Reelfoot rift.
Several earthquakes above 3MR coincide with the Commerce Geophysical Lineament,
but the diversity of associated features along the length of the Commerce Geophysical
Lineament obscure its relation to the release of present-day strain (Bakun et al. 2004). It is
difficult to attribute individual earthquakes to a specific structural lineament such as the
Commerce geophysical lineament. The close correspondence between Quaternary faulting and
present-day seismicity along the Commerce geophysical lineament is intriguing and warrants
further study (Langenheim 1997).
Geologic studies indicate that large earthquakes occurred in the southeastern Missouri
region approximately 300 AD, 900 AD, and 1400 AD (Stewart et al, 2002). Earthquakes of 4.6
or below have occurred in 1990, 1992, 1998 and 2003 in areas ranging from central Missouri to
the far southeastern Bootheel of Missouri (Bakun et al. 2004).
Geologists have found and mapped paleoliquefaction features that date between 22,750
and 590 years before the present in sediments located between Poplar Bluff and Dexter (Palmer,
1997). This dating was based upon radiocarbon ages of the sediments bounding the structures.
These features are a series of buried sandblows and associated sand dikes that resulted from four
separate paleoearthquakes. These anomalies suggest earthquakes of at least moderate magnitudes
occurred outside the NMSZ.
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Another paleoearthquake study used geologic mapping as a guide to find a series of faults
near Commerce, Mo., 20 miles north of the NMSZ. Trench mapping found evidence for five
surface fault rupture events. The oldest of these events was 75,000 years, while two were within
the past 5,000- 6,000 years (Baldwin et al. 2008).
The most prominent buried structure in the Embayment is the Reelfoot Rift. The structure
is a 300 km long; 70 km wide buried Late Precambrian to Cambrian failed rift structure within
the Mississippi Embayment (Shedlock and Johnston 1994, Van Arsdale 1997). The majority of
the earthquakes that occur in the central United States seem to be related to the rift and nearby
igneous bodies. The Reelfoot Rift is considered to be the one of the main sources of the seismic
activity that defines the New Madrid Seismic Zone (NMSZ) (Hildenbrand et al. 1996).
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Figure 3.9 Map of the Reelfoot Rift and New Madrid seismic zone within the Mississippi
embayment (inset). Small crosses represent microseismicity, and white circles indicate the
estimated locations of the three great 1811-1812 New Madrid earthquakes
(Johnston and Schweig 1996).
The rift is part of a southwest-trending failed rift system overlain by the south-plunging
Cretaceous and Tertiary sediments of the Mississippi Embayment (Baldwin et al. 2006). The
Reelfoot Rift has been mapped by gravity and magnetic surveys, and exhibits 1.6 to 2.6 km of
structural relief on the magnetic basement (Shedlock and Johnston 1994). The bounding and
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axial faults of the rift appear to be major contributors to the seismic activity in the NMSZ
(Hildenbrand et al. 1996).
The Commerce Geophysical Lineament (CGL) is a linear magnetic anomaly that trends
northeast and parallels the Reelfoot Rift. The CGL appears to be related to a series of faults that
outcrop near the town of Commerce, MO. Sedimentary deposits as young as 12,000 years old
have been broken by fault movement in that area (Hildenbrand et al. 1996). The CLG is a poorly
understood structure, but is believed to be part of a zone of faulting over 150 miles long, and
may represent a significant seismic risk for future New Madrid Seismic Zone earthquakes.
3.3 Hazard And Risk Perception
Hazard identification can provide the general public and policy makers the most
convenient and understandable way to be aware of the seismic hazards that a community faces
(Olshansky et al. 1991). Public awareness may be the first and crucial step in hazard mitigation
(Deyle, et al. 1998). Once the general public becomes aware of the seismic risks they are facing,
it may increase the possibility and acceptability of mitigation actions. In order to increase the
public awareness towards seismic risks some states have required disclosures to potential buyers
if the property is located in a designated fault zone according to the Alquist-Priolo Earthquake
Fault Zoning Act. The Alquist-Priolo Earthquake Fault Zoning Act mitigates hazard by
regulating the development of structures for human occupancy near active faults so as to mitigate
the hazard of surface fault rupture or fault creep (Hart and Bryant 1999).
Although hazard identification has been broadly applied to land use management, it has
some insufficiencies, too. First it is not as crucial in guiding developments away from hazardous
areas as expected (Olshanksy et al. 1991). Second in order to regulate land uses based on
geological conditions, planners need information that is specific and well-supported by scientific
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data (Olshanksy et al. 1991). Most seismic hazard maps provide information of the relative
seismic risk in a qualitative manner. A smooth transition zone or corridor does not exist
(Beaulieu 1997). To draw a line that demarcates the hazardous zones and non-hazardous zones,
not only does it involve the preciseness of technology, but also politics. Sometimes it is hard to
explain why a property is located in a hazardous area and the adjacent property is not.
“Vulnerability assessment” characterizes the exposed population and property and the
extent of the injury and damage that may result from a natural hazard event of a given intensity
within an area. Therefore, it needs some information related to the community to conduct
different types of vulnerability assessment. The information may include general building
inventories, essential facilities, high potential loss, facilities, transportation, lifelines, and utility
lifelines (FEMA 1999).
There are some application of vulnerability assessment in land use management includes:
Designing and justifying public initiatives:
Forecasts of causalities and property damage for different land use scenarios may be
used to design and justify public initiatives (Deyle et al. 1998). The potential damage
and losses could be different by areas, population groups, and building types. Therefore,
different mitigation action could be needed to cope with different extents of potential
damage. Land use management has been thought of more suitable for those undeveloped
area, instead of build-out urban areas. The enforcement of vulnerability assessment is a
key component for designing and justifying land use management has been more applied
broadly for hazard mitigation (FEMA 1997b).
Cost benefits analysis of mitigation measures:

Vulnerability assessment provides the estimates of injury, casualty, and loss. Once these
items are estimated in measurable units including money, these estimates could be
compared with the benefits that mitigation actions could do. Then, it is possible to
conduct a cost/benefits analysis of mitigation measure of which policy makers can choose
from. It is also the minimum level of hazard assessment to do so (Deyle et al. 1998).
Setting priority for land use management:
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Due to the scarcity of resources, local government needs to allocate the limited budget
and personnel as optimally as possible. Therefore, it makes sense for them to set
priorities for land use management for hazard mitigation according to the extent of
potential damage (Deyle et al. 1998, FEMA 1988).
Emergency Response Plan:
Vulnerability assessment can also offer the legal basis for an emergency response plan
(Morrow,1999, Deyle et al. 1998).
Application of risk analysis in mitigation:
Risk analysis incorporates estimates of the probability of various levels of injury and
damage to provide a more complete description of the risk from the full range of possible
hazards in an area. It involves making quantitative estimates of the damages, injuries,
and the cost within a specified area over a specific time (Deyel, et al. 1998).
Supporting land use:
Because risk analysis indicates the seismic risk of a community, application of risk
analysis to land use management could be used to support land use proposals (Beaulieru
1997). It clearly indicates the extent of the areas seismic risk associated with alternative
land use programs.
Modeling land use scenarios:
Risk analysis can estimate the damage for the future land use Plans (French and Issacson
1984). How planners and decision-makers incorporate this damage information in the
planning method should be a major focus of such research project (Glenn 1983).
Cost/Benefit:
Researchers argue that the cost/benefits analysis of hazard mitigation action should be
based on a probabilistic risk analysis due to its feature of providing full coverage
(French and Isacson 1984). Capability of offering overall possible damage makes it
different from vulnerability assessment which calculates damage based on a given
earthquake event or intensity. Calculation of cost/benefit for land use management may
be too complicated to implement and involves a lot of different sectors in society.
The terms ‘hazard’ and ‘risk’ are often used synonymously to mean the threat posed by
potential extreme events. Yet, risk implies more. “It is the actual exposure of something of
human value to a hazard and is often regarded as the product of probability and loss. Hazard (or
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cause) is a potential to humans and their welfare and risk (or consequence) is the probability of a
hazard occurring and creating loss” (Smith 1992).
Risk means different things to different people (Slovic 2002). Risk of a particular hazard
markedly varies among the hazard experts and lay population (potential victims). Expert
understanding of risk is based on more comprehensive, objective assessment, while lay
evaluation results from personal, subjective perception.
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Figure 3.10 Risk Perception (Mileti 1999).
Risk determined through a rigorous process widely known as ‘risk assessment’ is thought
to be comparatively more objective and reliable. Assessed risk is viewed to be comprised of the
evaluation of the physical characteristics of hazard on question and adjustments adopted. It
emphasizes the need to account also for socio-economic and political factors, i.e. people’s
vulnerability (Bolin and Stanford 1998, Stallings 1991, Wisner et al. 2004, Cvetkovich and Earle
1992). Risk assessment demands for a more comprehensive procedure, which brings together
trans-disciplinary experts such as physical scientists, engineers, social science experts, planners,
and policy makers. Using both qualitative and quantitative methods, they thoroughly analyze the
characteristics of the hazard; determine the probability of occurrence and likely exposure of
population, infrastructure, and property to the event; and investigate physical and social
vulnerability of the community.
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Following Nott (2006), objective risk can be estimated using the following formulation:
Risk = Hazard Probability * Exposure * Vulnerability * Expected Losses
In the formulation, hazard probability implies the probability of occurrence of an extreme
event; vulnerability means the social elements with a potential for losses (vulnerability of both
people and their built environment); exposure incorporates the calculation of populations and
property likely to be affected; and expected loss implies the economic estimation of lives and
property likely to be affected. Perceived risk, on the other hand, is the individual’s subjective
realization and/or understanding of the potential threat of the hazard in question. It is the degree
of fear and expected loss in terms of deaths, injuries, and damage shaped by their experience and
other socio-economic and cultural factors. Unlike the technical concept of risk, perceived risk is
the “product of intuitive biases and economic interests, and reflects cultural values more
generally” (Kasperson et al. 2005). This type of risk is the major focus of research on risk
perception.
Risk perception basically means the recognition and comprehension of a potential threat
of disaster by individuals or groups. Phrases such as ‘hazard perception’ and ‘perception of
hazard risk’ are commonly used throughout the literature to mean risk perception. However, Risk
can be defined as a hazard, a probability, a consequence, or a combination of probability and
severity of consequences (National Academy Press 2007)
Likewise, there is no consistency in the definition of risk perception. It has been defined
as ‘the judgment of risk’ (Kates et al. 1983); ‘personal estimate of probable fatalities’ (Stallen
and Tomas 1988); ‘individual’s hazard recognition‘ (Hanson et al. 1979); expectations of future
occurrence (probability) of hazard event and personal vulnerability (Kates 1971, Tierney et al.
2001); ‘hazard sensitivity in terms of people’s awareness’ (Burton and Kates 1964); ‘public’s
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understanding of risk’ (Hadden 1991); ’risk assessment made by potential victims’ (Greene et al.
1981); ‘citizens’ intuitive risk judgment’ (Slovic 2002); and ‘subjective assessment of the
probability of a specified type of accident’ (Sjöberg 2004).
In the hazards literature, perception studies occupy a central position. In his natural
hazard model, Kates (1971) argues that perception of a hazard threshold is the critical variable
that frames the decision making of adjustment choices. Thus, hazard perception is the control of
the adjustment process. Highlighting the importance of risk perception on adjustments, Mileti
(1980) says, “Risk perception of social actors, along with other factors, determines the riskmitigation adjustments made by social units.”
Embracing the central thrust of hazard research that the formulation of hazard mitigation
policies and adoption of effective risk-abating adjustments is a positive function of risk
perception; many researchers have tried to explore these underlying determinants of risk
perception. Summarizing the findings of studies conducted before 1980, Mileti comes up with a
list of six influencing factors of risk perception: a) ability to estimate risk, b) causes of
environmental extremes perceived as natural, c) experience with risk, d) propensity to deny risk,
e) size of the unit of analysis, and f) access to information (1980: p. 338).
3.4 Hazard And Policy/Law
In hazard mitigation, it is useful to divide related legislation into two parts: the federal
law and state law. California is ideal to study because it may the state that has the most abundant
experience in coping with earthquakes. It should be noted that most laws and policies regarding
hazard mitigation were the result of a natural disaster and the influences on land use management
were significant. Often, legislation or policy is in place until the next disaster, and then it is
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revised or replaced with a new one. Therefore, the evolution of laws and policies are valuable to
the policy making regarding hazard mitigation.
Policies may also be designed to focus attention, such as the official establishment of
April as National Earthquake Preparedness Month (Red Cross 2011). In California, policies
force action directly or indirectly. California has an Earthquake Hazards Mapping Program that
directs the Geological Survey to map earthquake hazards all over California, and requires public
and private parties to use the maps in assessing the potential hazards to any proposed
development (Godschalk 1999). If the risk is high in a certain location, the developers must
incorporate appropriate mitigation into the project or relocate. Policies may call for public
investment, provide for more effective system management, or authorize direct action by public
agencies to reduce earthquake risks, for example, increased seismic safety in federally owned
buildings was mandated by Presidential Executive Order 12941 in 1994.
Self-policing policies are more cost-effective than those requiring extensive monitoring
and control. These policies provide strong incentives for individuals and organizations to engage
in desired behavior either by lowering the costs (monetary and non-monetary) of doing what is
hoped for, or by raising the costs of engaging in undesired behaviors (Alesch 2005).
Policies adopted by legislative or executive bodies are formal statements that put forth
what the policy makers want the general rule to be. Policy is modified through the layers and sets
of actors that deal with it, right down to the person in the field who does the work directed by the
policy. As implementation proceeds, it may trigger new or additional opposition to the policy,
with threats of modification or repeal.
Policies strike a balance among various parties interested in the problem being addressed.
Frequently, policies that were devised and supported by seismic safety advocates are
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subsequently challenged by groups whose interests are adversely affected by those policies
(Alesch 2005). In the case of ordinances requiring seismic strengthening of old buildings, the
challenges are often effective, at least until the next earthquake. Advocates can be successful in
getting what is needed if they are prudent and thoughtful about what they propose, particularly if
they keep a few points in mind.
A policy that was effective and appropriate at one time may become ineffective and
inappropriate as conditions and circumstances change. Problems “morph” out from under
solutions. The challenge for those interested in seismic safety is to adjust strategies and policies
as circumstances change. The challenge is made more difficult by the nature of legislation; only
rarely can it be written to provide sufficient flexibility to deal with both a wide range of initial
circumstances and underlying shifts in the context.
3.4.1 Federal Policies
Most influence of federal legislation and policies on land use management for hazard
mitigation was indirect because land use management has been recognized as the responsibility
of local governments in the U.S. political system (Godschalk et al. 1998). Exceptions for direct
federal regulations on land use development would be environmentally sensitive areas, such as
coastal zone and wetlands.
The first federal legislation related to seismic hazards was the Earthquake Hazards
Reduction Act of 1977 (Public Law 95-124); the Act directs the President of the United States to
“establish and maintain an effective earthquake hazard reduction program.” It was aimed at
allocating scarce resources and reducing seismic risks to life and property in the U.S.
encouraging the development of a variety of mitigation tools, such as improved building design
and construction methods, local control on land use and development, and public education and
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involvement. To accomplish these tasks, the Act created a National Earthquake Hazards
Reduction Program (NEHRP), which was revised significantly in 1990. The Act required
research in nine areas including preparation of risk analysis and land use guideline. It also
included an implementation about earthquake risks in land use planning. It should be noted that
the National Earthquake Hazards Reduction Program Act of 1990 designates FEMA as the lead
agency of the program and assigns several planning, coordinating and reporting responsibilities.
One of the major accomplishments of NEHRP is its accumulation of funds to facilitate state and
local mitigation efforts and mitigation initiatives, though it has been characterized as essentially
a “research program.” Seventy-five percent of NEHRP funds are used for research (Godschalk et
al. 1999). The National Earthquake Loss Reduction Program (NELRP) was unveiled in 1996.
The NELRP does not propose any increase in funding levels but seeks to substantially enhance
coordination and “interagency strategic planning” to reduce duplication and to focus on priority
goals (Godschalk et al. 1999: 64).
Congress then created the National Earthquake Hazards Reduction Program, which gave
lead responsibility to the federal government to provide direction, coordination, research and
other support to efforts aimed at earthquake hazard mitigation and preparedness. The Federal
Emergency Management Agency (FEMA), the United States Geological Survey (USGS), the
National Science Foundation (NSF), and the National Institute of Standards and Technology
(NIST) were assigned specific roles. Recommendations were included on the duties of state
governments, local governments, private organizations and individuals.
The Robert T. Stafford Disaster Relief and Emergency Assistance Act of 1988 amended
the 1974 Disaster Relief Act and reconstructed the nation’s disaster relief system and framework
(Godschalk et al. 1999). Hazard mitigation is an important goal of the Act. Not only does the
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Hazard Mitigation Grant Program, created by the Act, provide money for mitigation measures
following disasters, but the act also requires the states to prepare and implement “Section 409”
hazard mitigation plans as a condition for receiving disaster relief grants or loans. These
emphases on mitigation actions stimulate the efforts on research and applications of mitigation
tools, including land use management.
There were also two relevant executive orders. Executive Order number 12699 of
January 5, 1990 directs federal agencies to incorporate cost-effective seismic safety measures for
all federal and federally assisted or regulated new building construction. Executive Order
number 12941 of December 1, 1994 sets seismic safety standard for existing federally own
leased buildings.
In 1994, FEMA held a series of mitigation forums across the country, including federal
and local officials, public and private sectors, and individuals and groups to get the views of
interested parties on ways to advance the cause of mitigation. The result is the National
Mitigation Strategy, has been described as a milestone in the U.S. mitigation activities
(Golschalk et al. 1999). It provides national mitigation goals, specific mitigation objectives,
together with time frames for most of them. In a National Mitigation Action Plan to achieve the
goals and objectives listed in the strategy, state and local government are asked to “incorporate
mitigation of natural hazards into their land use management plans and programs (Mitigation
Action Plan 2000).”
The Disaster Mitigation Act of 2000 (Public Law 106-390), amended form Robert T.
Stafford Disaster Relief and Emergency Assistance Act of 1988, is a piece of legislation
designed to reinforce the significance of pre-disaster infrastructure mitigation planning to reduce
disaster losses nationwide, and is aimed primarily at the control and streamlining of the
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administration of federal disaster relief and programs to promote mitigation activities. The Act
continues the requirement for a Standard State Mitigation Plan as a condition of disaster
assistance, provides for states to receive an increased percentage of HMGP (from 15% to 20%),
establishes a new requirement for local mitigation plans, and authorizes up to seven percent of
HMGP funds available to a state to be used for development of state, tribal and local mitigation
plans (2002, Federal Register). The Act focuses specifically on planning and recognizes the
importance of hazard mitigation planning at the local level, coordinating roles of states, and a
comprehensive approach to mitigation planning. It should be noted that the Act further clarifies
the importance of pre-hazard mitigation activities, and relates it to pro-disaster recovery and
relief assistance.
3.4.2 California Policies
Due to seismic hazards California has the most detailed legislation and programs for
earthquake hazard mitigation in the U.S. Each major damaging earthquake has stimulated policy
responses (Blair et al. 1979, French, et al. 1996), which also makes it an excellent example
tracing the evolution of local efforts on mitigating seismic hazards. The first linkage that ever
linked hazard mitigation and land use management dates back to 1971. Shortly after the San
Fernando Earthquake, the California Legislature passed on amendment to the State Planning Act
to require that all city and county general plans included a new Seismic Safety Element (SSE).
The following is a synopsis of the legislation:
A seismic safety element consisting of an identification and appraisal of seismic
hazards…To the extent that a county’s seismic safety element is sufficiently detailed
containing appropriate policies and programs for adoption by a city… Each county and
city shall submit to the Division of Mines and Geology of the Department of Conservation
one copy of the seismic safety element and seismic land use any technical studies used for
developing the seismic safety element and any technical studies used for developing the
seismic safety element. (California Government Code Section 65302(f))
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In 1984, the state legislature combined the overlapping safety and seismic safety element
into a single safety element. In addition to the SSE, planning law amendment in 1970 and 1971,
required that zoning, subdivision approvals, open space land acquisition, and in some cases,
building permits be consistent with the general plan (Gov. Code 1982, Secs. 65566, 65567,
65860, 66473.5, and 65474).
To sum up, the seismic safety element now requires the local governments to address the
seismic risks in their general plans by identifying known seismic and other geologic hazards,
incorporating seismic information into their land use plans, and having the general plan reviewed
by the Division of Mines and Geology of the Department of Conservation. However, the
implementation results of seismic safety element were not satisfactory. Most studies on the
implementation results of the seismic safety element at different times all pointed out that the
seismic safety element didn’t achieve the goals as it was desired, and some of the
recommendations from the reviews appeared on the recommendation lists over and over again.
Following are some of the commentaries for the seismic safety element , including that: 1) its
value at educating the stakeholders seems to be greater than its value at directing the types,
location, and intensities of development (Minites and Stromberg 1982, Mader 1997, Olshansky
2001); 2) local governments tend to adopt programs which may shift the cost to private owners
and developers (Minites and Stromberg 1982, Olshanksky 2001); 3) few communities have fully
implemented their seismic land use objectives (Burby 1998, French et al. 1998, Olshansky
2001); 4) there is variation in plan qualities among communities (French et al. 1996); and 5)
seismic hazard knowledge is neither adequately incorporated nor consistently in land use
decision making (California Earthquake Loss Reduction Plan 2001).
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Recommendations were also proposed by the Joint Committee on Seismic Safety in
1972, including the availability, utilization, and imposition of good geologic information and
seismic safety standards. Some specifying methods for incorporating new information to keep
seismic safety elements up to date and recommendations for implementations of actions in 1975;
it established a systematic program to ensure that information incorporated into general plans,
zoning and subdivision regulations, including seismic vulnerability of the existing building stock
and contained risk mitigation strategies in 1995. It can be expected the more and more specific
requirements will be employed on incorporating seismic information into land use management.
Maer (1997: 52) concluded in his study, “we have come some distance maybe we have reached
somewhere between 20% and 30% of our goal of reducing seismic risk.”
After the 1971 San Fernando Earthquake, the California Legislature passed the AlquistPriolo Special Studies Zones Act in 1972. In 1993, the Act was amended and renamed the
Alquist-Priolo Earthquake Fault Zoning Act. The Act requires cities and counties to regulate
construction in areas that are subject to surface fault rupture, but not single homes. It intended to
prevent buildings from being constructed astride the mapped active faults, as well as to require
the local review and regulation of development within zones prior to the approval of new
construction. The act only regulates the areas of surface fault rupture, and does not include the
other potential seismic hazards such as landslides, fires, rupture, and ground shaking, and the act
does not cover publicly-owned facilities, critical facilities, or lifelines since it is focused on
regulating construction for occupancy (Hart 1994).
The California Earthquake Hazard Reduction Act passed following the Mexico City
earthquake of 1985. It is intended to integrate the seismic hazard reduction actions of the state
and local government with those of the private sector. The Earthquake Hazard Reduction
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Program is based on a period of five years and has grown in coverage from six categories to
eleven.
The Earthquake Hazard Mapping Act was enacted shortly after the 1989 Loma Prieta
Earthquake. The Act requires the State Geologist to identify and map hazard zone so that cities
and counties could use them in preparing their general plans and in regulating new development
in these hazardous areas and take into account the information provided in seismic hazard maps.
It also requires a geotechnical report defining and delineating any seismic hazard in a seismic
hazard zone prior to the approval of a project. In addition, seismic mapping from the State
Mining and Geology Board is required to develop guidelines for the preparation of seismic
hazards expands the surface fault rupture of the Alquist Priolo Earthquake Fault Zone Act.
Other important acts are the Field Act of 1933, the Hospital Seismic Safety Act of 1972,
the Unreinforced Masonry Rehabilitation Act of 1979, and the Unreinforced Masonry Building
Inventory of 1986.
3.4.3 Regional Policies
With much of national attention focused on high-risk areas in California, which has
visible surface faults and frequent earthquakes, pioneering research on the danger of earthquakes
in the central United States was being conducted by the late Dr. Otto Nuttli of St. Louis
University. Dr. Nuttli's research provided the conclusive evidence that prompted the seven states
to form CUSEC in October of 1983 (Nuttli et al. 1990). FEMA, which had been assigned by
Congress the responsibility for coordination of regional earthquake hazard reduction programs,
created the Central United States Earthquake Preparedness Project (CUSEPP) to help the states
in planning preparedness/mitigation, response and recovery. A contract between FEMA and the
seven states was awarded on April 11, 1984, and the foundation for CUSEC was complete. The
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primary mission of the organization, as set forth by the Board of Directors, is "...the reduction of
deaths, injuries, property damage and economic losses resulting from earthquakes in the central
United States". Basic funding was initiated and continues to be provided by FEMA under
Cooperative Agreement #EMW-84-C-1671. In addition, Corporate, State and local sponsors
participate in the program.
CUSEC was incorporated as a nonprofit entity, formed expressly for "charitable,
scientific and educational purposes". More specifically, CUSEC seeks to fulfill the ambitious
goals of the Earthquake Hazards Reduction Act of 1977; planning, public education and
mitigation. Authority for CUSEC is vested in the Board of Directors, which is composed of the
directors of emergency management from the seven charter member states: Arkansas, Illinois,
Indiana, Kentucky, Mississippi, Missouri, and Tennessee.
The Seven States coordinate preparedness and mitigation activities on the regional level.
States pledge to support one another with short-term earthquake disaster assistance. States share
equipment, supplies, facilities, and personnel in the fields of medicine, security, law
enforcement, and firefighting. Comprehensive list of all resources the seven-state region might
need were created, and the formation of an earthquake advisory committee.
The highest level of seismicity east of the Rocky Mountains is along the New Madrid
fault system. Damaging earthquakes are not as frequent as in California, but when they do occur,
the damage can be far greater, and the destruction covers over more than 20 times the area due to
the underlying geology (Zoback et al. 1981).
3.4.4 Arkansas Policies
With the federal government and regional groups taking the lead in earthquake
preparedness, Arkansas has done little in the way of preparation or public education.
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State geological agencies and universities are continuing to learn more about seismic activity in
the region. However, land use laws have not been modified more than 30 years (Bridges 2010).
The region’s news media have often reported minor tremors in the area with front-page
headline. The media exceptional job on reporting information has kept the public informed and
earthquakes fresh in the public’s mind.
After Hurricane Katrina, FEMA set out to identify potential natural disasters, and found a
New Madrid Earthquake could be one of the most expensive, destructive disasters in the country.
A 7.7 on the Richter scale would kill 35000 people and injure 85000. It’s also estimated to
destroy or damage 750,000 buildings and leave two million homeless. The bill for the damage
would run $200 billon to $300 billion (Elnashai 2008).
During the Regular Session of 2009, the Arkansas General Assembly passed Act 711,
requiring the Arkansas Department of Emergency Management (ADEM) to enhance the state's
earthquake preparedness program and increase earthquake awareness, especially for those living
near the New Madrid seismic zone, which extends from Illinois, down into northeast Arkansas,
and has a history of producing massive quakes.
The International Code Council (ICC) was established in 1994. The National Fire
Protection Agency also developed its own code (Olshansky 2005, Alesch 2005). The purpose of
the ICC was to develop codes without regional limitations. In 1994 they began to develop what
would become the International Building Code (IBC) (Olshansky 2005, Alesch 2005). The
International Building Code (IBC) is designed to be adopted by reference by ordinance. Several
states including Arkansas have amended versions of the IBC and incorporated the amendments
into their building codes. New editions of the IBC are published every three years. The IBC
contains update seismic provisions (Alesch 2005).
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Many things can be done to protect ourselves. Education, preparedness planning, and
proper building construction are proven means to minimize the deaths, injuries, and economic
losses due to earthquakes. Northern California and Armenia experienced 6.9-7.1 earthquakes.
Northern California was prepared, Armenia was not. In northern California 62 people died and
there were more than $6 billion in losses. In Armenia over 25,000 people died and losses were
greater than $20 billion. The central United States is more prepared than Armenia, but not nearly
as well prepared as northern California (Salinas et al. 1998).
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CHAPTER FOUR
Methodology

The HAZUS-MH software tool, developed by the Federal Emergency Management
Agency of the United States and the National Institute of Building Sciences, was used to identify
areas most physically and socially vulnerable to earthquake ground-shaking and to present
earthquake loss estimations for two census tracts (ten dissemination areas) in downtown
Conway, Arkansas the thrust of this research. The accuracy of loss estimations is dependent on
the quality and quantity of data collection and preparation. So in this study: 1) relevant census
information was tallied; 2) microzonation studies were conducted to allow mapping of the study
area by NEHRP (National Earthquake Hazard Reduction Program) site classes; and 3)
earthquake induced hazards were assessed.
HAZUS is a state-of-the-art multi-hazard loss estimations program which uses the
ArcGIS platform (ArcGIS is available from ESRI: www.esri.com). The HAZUS version used in
this research thesis is HAZUS-MH MR2 (HAZUS-MH version 1.2), which was released in May
2006. For a detailed description of the HAZUS software and its capabilities, please refer to
FEMA and NIBS (2006a, 2006b). The objectives of HAZUS are to develop guidelines for loss
estimations and to enable the user to identify potential regions of vulnerability within their study
area whether on a local or regional basis. Although implementating now in seismically active
areas the United States, studies in the middle United States are rare. This software program is
applicable throughout the United States and was developed during a multi-year project involving
numerous stakeholders and experts including earth scientists, engineers, social scientists,
economists, and emergency planners. HAZUS is flexible and accommodating, and allows the
user to select the scope and nature of the scenario disaster. The HAZUS software program
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contains numerous default inventories that can be upgraded or modified to obtain more accurate
loss estimations. Inventories within this software program include building (general building
stock, essential facilities, high potential loss facilities, etc.) and structure (lifelines, etc.)
inventories, and demographics. These inventories can be upgraded by modifying the existing
databases in Microsoft Access or with options embedded within the software interface. Upgrades
to the software program also include the input of user-supplied hazard maps, because numerous
default parameters within the program are too general.
Three examples of user-supplied hazard maps are (a) liquefaction susceptibility, (b)
landslide susceptibility, and (c) ground-motion parameters. As a default, HAZUS assumes that
no liquefaction and landslides will occur. A limited selection of seismic ground-motion
prediction equations (GMPEs) for both eastern and western North America can be selected
within the program in a dropdown menu when specifying an earthquake scenario. However, in
many cases an updated or more site-specific representation of ground-motions is needed. In order
to account for Potential Earth Science Hazards (PESH) and GMPEs not available in HAZUS,
user supplied hazard maps can be constructed outside HAZUS in ArcGIS and later be imported
into the program. A summary table of HAZUS inputs and outputs for earthquake loss estimations
is presented in Appendices Al and A2, respectively.
HAZUS uses a three-tiered approach to accommodate users of varying practical and
theoretical expertise. It comprises a comprehensive set of databases which have the option of
being refined, to conduct its loss estimations. A level 1 analysis uses only the default inventory
and parameter data, and requires no specialized user expertise in any given field. This analysis
assumes average and uniform soil conditions across the study area, and ignores potential earth
science hazards such as landslide and liquefaction susceptibilities. This analysis level also has a
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significant amount of uncertainty and is typically suitable for preliminary evaluations. A level 2
analysis incorporates moderate improvements to the inventories and parameters by the input of
user-supplied data. Finally, a level 3 analysis incorporates substantial improvements to nearly all
aspects of the inventories, and data from third-party studies not included within the HAZUS
methodology. Levels 2 and 3 analyses are highly dependent of the quality and quantity of
updated inventories. A level 2 analysis was performed in this research project.
Results' accuracy improve significantly from a level 1 to a level 2 analysis as user
supplied data is input into the program. Additions to default data include: (i) the collection of a
detailed building inventory, (ii)development of potential earth science hazards maps, (iii) the
compilation of data to model the economy, (iv)and the calculation of region-specific groundmotion parameters.
More specifically, for earthquake loss estimations, once the inventories are updated and
an earthquake scenario specified, the program performs a series of complex operations to
compute site-specific loss estimations. The loss estimation outputs include maps of seismic
hazards, structural and non structural damage probabilities to the building and lifeline
inventories, fire following an earthquake, inundated areas, debris generation, social losses and
both direct and indirect economical losses.
4.1 Earthquake Scenarios
Earthquake characteristics variable for study include hypocentral depth, earthquake
magnitude, and earthquake distance including closest distance to the fault (Ecd)epicentral (Eepi),
and hypocentral (Ehypo).
In this study, the selected earthquake magnitudes (Richter) for HAZUS scenarios ranged
from M5.0 (represents high but Normal Arkansas) to M8.0 (worst case scenario) in 0.5
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increments and were considered at a range of distances. This magnitude was chosen for three
main reasons. M5.0 is the lower limit of earthquake-induced hazards, such as liquefaction
(Obermeir, 1996). There has been only slight damage reported from earthquakes measuring less
than magnitude 5.0, broken pipelines and slight masonry damage.
There are several options in HAZUS to model ground-motions within a study area.
Deterministic Hazard Selections includes historical and arbitrary earthquakes. User-supplied
information and probabilistic hazard selections are also included. Ground Motion Prediction
Equation is an option available in HAZUS. For this option, HAZUS requires the user to enter
the earthquake magnitude, hypocentral depth and coordinates of the epicenter. These geographic
coordinates determine in ArcGIS using both basemap and a map of faults. The coordinates of
each epicenter were chosen so that they lie on or near a known fault, though epicenters could be
placed anywhere.
There is still a very limited knowledge of faults within the study area (Van Arsdale et al.
1990). Predictions of earthquake ground motions in North America require multiple sets of
equations because of differences in source and path properties. In practice, equations for
predicting ground motions for earthquakes in three distinct tectonic regimes have been used in
North America: the intraplate which is essentially, east of the Rocky Mountains, subduction
zone, and the rest of western North America excluding the subduction zones extending
northward from northern California. The subduction earthquakes are further divided into
earthquakes along the interface of the subducting slab and earthquakes within the slab. For each
type of earthquake a number of different ground-motion prediction equations (GrMPEs) are used
in practice.
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The Atkinson-Boore Ground-Motion Prediction Equations for North America recognized
that different sets of prediction equations are need for the situations arising in hazard calculations
in North America. When well-defined active faults are near a site, then obviously the hazard will
be dominated by earthquakes on those faults.
For this reason, GrMPEs in eastern North America are usually based on theoretical
simulations of ground motions, with parameters such as the manner in which waves of different
frequency decay with distance controlled, when possible, by recordings of smaller earthquakes.
Using this procedure, Atkinson and Boore (1995) (AB95) published equations and tables of
ground motions for eastern North America; these equations were recently updated by Atkinson
and Boore (2006) (AB06). The simulation parameters are based on empirical information on
source and attenuation parameters; they are validated using the limited Eastern North America
(ENA) ground-motion data. Because the quantity of useable ground-motion data in Eastern
North America is limited, attenuation characteristics can be formulated using the seismological
data. It is possible to derive simple seismological models that can be used to describe how
ground-motion scales with earthquake source size and source-to-site distance.
New earthquake ground-motion relations for hard-rock and soil sites in eastern North
America (ENA), including estimates of their uncertainty (variability) have been developed based
on a stochastic finite-fault model. The model incorporates new information obtained from ENA
seismographic data gathered over the past 10 years, including three-component broadband data
that provide new information on ENA source and path effects. Our new prediction equations are
similar to the previous ground-motion prediction equations of Atkinson and Boore (1995), which
were based on a stochastic point-source model. The main difference is that high-frequency
amplitudes (f 5 Hz) are less than previously predicted (by about a factor of 1.6 within 100 km),
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because of a slightly lower average stress parameter (140 bars versus 180 bars) and a steeper
near-source attenuation. At frequencies less than 5 Hz, the predicted ground motions from the
new equations are generally within 25% of those predicted by Atkinson and Boore (1995). The
prediction equations agree well with available ENA ground-motion data as evidenced by nearzero average residuals (within a factor of 1.2) for all frequencies, and the lack of any significant
residual trends with distance. However, there is a tendency to positive residuals for moderate
events at high frequencies in the distance range from 30 to 100 km (by as much as a factor of 2).
This indicates epistemic uncertainty in the prediction model. The positive residuals for moderate
events at <100 km could be eliminated by an increased stress parameter, at the cost of producing
negative residuals in other magnitude-distance ranges; adjustment factors to the equations are
provided that may be used to model this effect.
4.2 Validation
In 2001, FEMA and NIBS released a validation report on an older version of HAZUS
(FEMA and NIBS, 2001). This report compared predicted losses calculated from HAZUS to
reported losses from previous earthquakes in California, and noted consistencies and
inconsistencies of HAZUS predictions. The validation study scenarios used primarily a level 1
approach, but modified scenarios, created by refining the building inventory, soil classification
and ground-motions, were also tested. The most accurate estimates from the HAZUS program
are direct economic losses including building repair and replacement costs together with loss of
income. These estimations were within 50% of documented reports for the validation
earthquakes. The validation study found that HAZUS tended to overestimate physical losses
which are expressed in the number of damaged buildings at various damage states. HAZUS
calculated light damage (slight to moderate) reasonably well, but overpredicted heavy damage
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(extensive or complete) by 1 or 2 orders of magnitude. The report did not offer a clear
explanation for why overpredictions occur. FEMA and NIBS (2001) reported, however, that
losses estimated from scenarios with modified building inventories better agreed with
documented data. It is important to bear these uncertainties in mind when evaluation the
conclusions of this project.
User-supplied hazard maps (ground-motions, NEHRP site classes, and liquefaction)
reduced losses to more closely match documented data. In some validation scenarios, usersupplied ground-motions consistently resulted in a 30% and 50% reduction in calculated losses
compared to default values. Liquefaction maps, however, increased predicted heavy damage by a
factor of three in susceptible locations.
Functionality calculations, which cover initial loss-of-function and restoration times,
were two-fold in the HAZUS study. FEMA and NIBS (2001) suggested that (1) most essential
facilities performed well and did not experience significant physical damage as in documented
data, while (2) utility and lifeline functionality was not predicted reliably. The report did address
that although essential facilities did not sustain significant damage and loss-of-functions, damage
will likely be higher outside California because California has higher seismic standards for new
facilities. FEMA and NIBS (2001) also noted that the unreliability of predicted damage to
utilities is expected due to a lack of a site specific utilities inventory.
HAZUS over predicted the number of casualties by a factor of three for total casualties,
and by less than a factor of two for fatalities. FEMA and NIBS (2001) suggested that many
severity 1 and 2 casualties often go unreported in practice, leading to an over prediction of the
HAZUS program. The report added that severity 3 casualties are transitional and are not always
reported. Overall, this procedure yielded valuable findings for a mid-continent seismic scenario.
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CHAPTER FIVE
Results & Analysis
Results from this study provide a means to evaluate the nature and scope of potential
losses due to a moderate-to-large earthquake in the Conway area. FEMA developed HAZUS, a
powerful tool that can be used to determine potential losses due to natural hazards. Although, the
HAZUS methodology is very comprehensive, as of now, it does not deal with the impacts of
contaminants released from earthquake-damaged waste containment systems. It should be noted
that HAZUS methodology to determine landslide susceptibility is very simple and does not
consider the dip of the layers and the degree of fracturing. Results suggest that only a small
region of the study area is susceptible to a mass wasting; to be conservative, HAZUS
methodology indicates that only a percentage of each slope area is susceptible to a landslide as
well.
One of the overall objectives of the HAZUS methodology in this research is to use the
earthquake loss estimations to project damages, disruptions, and cost to a region that may result
from an earthquake (FEMA and NIBS 2006a). HAZUS outputs the following information to
determine how a region is affected: (1) quantitative estimates of losses, (2) functionality losses,
and (3) extent of induced hazards. Quantitative estimates of losses include the number of
damaged buildings for general and specific building types and occupancies, casualties, and
quantity of debris. Functionality losses include loss-of function and restoration times for both
critical facilities and utility lifeline systems. The extent of induced hazards includes damage
incurred due to liquefaction and mass wasting.
The Conway area is not an area that was thought of as being seismically active (Haar et
al. 1984, Rabak 2010). However recent activity is changing the notion. The aim of this study
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was to identify areas most physically and socially vulnerable to earthquake ground shaking and
to present earthquake loss estimations for downtown Conway, Arkansas, using the HAZUS-MH
software tool. HAZUS determines the probability of slight, moderate, extensive and complete
damage to the general building inventory, and then converts these probabilities into number of
damaged buildings. Physical damage to buildings for a specified ground-motion is
defined by capacity curves, which determine peak building response, and by fragility
curves which describe the probability of reaching or exceeding various damage states for
a given building response (FEMA and NIBS, 2006b). Details on building design and
response, as well as fragility and capacity curves are beyond the scope of this research.
The study area consisted of two census tracts, which were further divided into 10
dissemination areas, containing 597 buildings. This study was accomplished by: (1)
characterizing seismic hazard and vulnerability for the City of Conway. (2) establishing and
executing a set of procedures in data collection, including (a) specifying ground motion, (b)
developing hazard maps; (c) compiling inventories; (d) tallying demographic data; (3) preparing
and inputting data, and manipulating HAZUS; (4) interpreting loss estimations for downtown
Conway. Results from this study provided a means to evaluate the nature and scope of potential
losses due to a moderate-to-large earthquake in the Conway area, and assess HAZUS'
applicability to Arkansas settings at a local scale.
All collected data were assembled into a set of standard geodatabases that are compatible
with the HAZUS-MH software using GIS software (ArcGIS, ArcInfo, etc.). It was found that the
greatest amount of losses occurred 1) in scenarios with stronger ground shaking, 2) unreinforced
masonry buildings, 3) commercial buildings, and 4) at 12:00 noon.
Quantitative estimation of losses is the most straight forward output from HAZUS as
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these estimations can be applied to most aspects of earthquake losses including: (1) physical (2)
social and (3) direct economical losses. Note that all losses at the dissemination area level
discussed here are based on an AB06 M6.5 (RePi 15km) scenario (best estimate of median
ground motions from an event of M6.5 at a RePj 15km (Rcd 10 km)).
In earthquake loss estimation studies, the main factor which influences losses in the urban
environment is building types. Building types differentiate building behavior during
ground shaking; various building types have substantially different damage and loss
characteristics (FEMA and NIBS, 2006a). Building types, seismic design levels, and
building height affect building behavior, as discussed below.
Empirical validation of the results could not be performed because Conway has not
experienced a significant earthquake in historical times. Instead, two additional and
simple scenarios based on historical eastern Arkansas earthquakes were performed using
AB06 ground-motions (a ground-motion predicting equation used commonly for the eastern
United States created by Atkinson and Boore in 2006 and site-specific amplifications to validate
losses in a historical context.
Capacity curves characterize building response as they represent the nonlinear behavior
of a building under an increasing spectral displacement or load (FEMA 1997). Capacity curves
are typically overlain with seismic design curves, where the intersection of the two curves is the
peak building response, which then controls the likely damage state of the building (FEMA and
NIBS, 2006b). The intersection point of the capacity curve and response spectra is used with the
fragility curves to estimate damage state probabilities. Fragility curves determine the probability
of a building being in, or exceeding a damage state (none, slight, moderate, extensive, complete)
for a given building type. To determine this probability, uncertainties are considered.
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Uncertainties are expressed in terms of probabilistic distributions on both the median seismic
demand curve, and the capacity curves (ITS Group 2004, FEMA and NIBS 2006b). Based on
these curves and their associated uncertainties, fragility curves are constructed and correspond
to a damage state as illustrated in Figure 3.2b. The HAZUS-MH Technical Manual
(FEMA and NIBS 2006b) can be consulted for further explanation. HAZUS does have the
option however, to modify default damage functions. In this study, the amount of damage is
measured by the total number of damaged buildings, while overall building vulnerability is
measured by a percentage--the number of damaged buildings to the total number of buildings for
a given building type.
A similar number of casualties to the daytime events also occurred at peak commuting
hour (5:00pm), AB95 scenarios generate the greatest amount of casualties for all four severity
levels. At 5:00pm, the greatest number of casualties occurs in URM buildings types and in
commercial occupancy classes. The scenario generating the greatest number of casualties was
found to be M7.0 (RePi 23km). The lowest number of casualties occurred in wood building
types. During the commuting hours, the majority of the population is still located at or near their
workplace; therefore casualty results are similar to those recorded during the day. There are 4 to
5 casualties recorded as "commuting casualties." These casualties are likely due to the increased
foot and vehicle traffic and falling debris.
As previously mentioned, direct economical losses are related to square footage.
These total losses are somewhat expected due to (1) a dense number of buildings, (2) the
presence of extremely vulnerable building types and occupancy classes, and (3) the building
height with respect to square footage. During the 1994 Northridge earthquake, variables which
influenced losses in the natural environment included ground-motion, which is a function of
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earthquake magnitude and distance, and site condition. The amount of physical damage depends
strongly on ground-motion.
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CHAPTER SIX
Discussion

A benefit of HAZUS is that by anticipating the nature and scope of losses from
earthquakes, the development of emergency response plans and mitigation of potential
consequences can proceed (FEMA and NIBS 2006a). Before recommendations in disaster
management can be proposed, it is necessary to understand hazard, risk, and vulnerability, and
how they influence loss estimations. For earthquake loss estimations, the two influential aspects
are the natural and urban environments. The natural environment comprises all nonanthropogenic components and processes, including, for example, geological units and
earthquakes. The urban environment comprises anthropogenic and social components including,
for example, zoning practices, construction, and use of buildings.
The subsequent sections present a discussion on the influences of the natural and urban
environments and settings on losses, and on the implications of losses in response and recovery
strategies in the context of a moderate-to-large earthquake striking the City of Conway. A simple
validation of the integrity of the results of HAZUS is also attempted.
6.1 Influences Of The Natural Environment On Losses
In this research, the most important variables which influence losses in Conway in the
natural environment have been identified as ground-motion, which is a function of earthquake
magnitude and distance, and site condition. The amount of physical damage it was found
depends strongly on ground-motion. This is reflected in the results; The M7.0 scenario had the
greatest amount of losses and M5.0 had the least amount of losses. In general, Atkinson and
Boore ground-motion equations of 1995 (AB95) losses exceed Atkinson and Boore groundmotion equations of 2006 (AB06). Ground losses because AB95 ground-motion inputs are richer
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in short period motions, which are damaging in particular to low-rise unreinforced masonry
buildings. AB06 equations replaced AB95 ground motion equations in most applications;
however, AB95 can still be more accurate on small scale earthquakes in the Eastern United
States (both equations are used for areas east of the Rocky Mountains). It was found that local
site conditions play a significant role on loss estimations. Earthquake-induced hazards such as
liquefaction and landslides were influenced by the natural environment. Neither were observed
in this study; based on HAZUS methodology and local geology, the risk is negligible.
6.2 Influences Of The Urban Environment On Losses
From my HAZUS procedures, it was found the main factor which influences losses in the
urban environment is building types. Building types differentiate building behavior during
ground shaking; building types have different damage and loss characteristics (FEMA and NIBS,
2006a). Building types, seismic design levels, and building height affect building behavior, as
discussed below. The building type experiencing the greatest amount of losses was Unreinforced
masonry buildings(URM). Unreinforced masonry buildings (URM) buildings lack structural
integrity, as they are generally not anchored to diaphragms and rely on friction to transfer various
forces (Bruneau and Lamontagne 1994, FEMA and NIBS 2006b). During intense ground
shaking, structural components may separate and behave independently. Hairline cracks begin to
emerge in walls and in parapets; as shaking intensify, larger cracks and separation from the
diaphragm becomes apparent, finally out-of-plane failures occur, joints and beams slip from their
foundations and there is an imminent danger of building failure (Bruneau and Lamontagne 1994,
FEMA and NIBS 2006b). This behavior has been reported for several earthquakes including the
1989 Newcastle, Australia earthquake (Blong 2004)
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The study area is dominated by unreinforced masonry buildings (URM) and concrete
commercial buildings (26% each). Given that unreinforced masonry buildings (URM) buildings
are the most vulnerable to ground shaking, a significant number of casualties recorded in this
study occurred in or near Unreinforced masonry buildings (URM) buildings. The number of
casualties is not only influenced by partial or complete building failure, but also toppling of brick
chimneys, out-of-plane failures of walls and collapsing gables and parapets.
Building type - concrete buildings
The majority of concrete buildings in the building inventory are commercial (26%) and
have seismic design levels that are pre- or low-code (92%). Concrete buildings comprise 64% of
calculated square footage in the study area and therefore have a greater exposure to losses in
terms of total area. Older buildings are more vulnerable to partial or complete failure due to their
frame design (FEMA and NIBS, 2006b). Exterior cladding of brick and terra cotta on older
concrete buildings can tear off during ground shaking (FEMA and NIBS 2006a). In modern
concrete buildings, a popular architectural feature is exterior glass panes, glass curtain walls, or
"glass buildings," that shatter when exposed to intense ground shaking accounting for the high
number of casualties in commercial (and concrete) buildings recorded in the earthquake
scenarios.
Concrete structures need embedded steel reinforcing bars to add ductility, or the ability to
bend without breaking. Many pre-1980 concrete structures may not contain adequate
reinforcement and may be deadly in an earthquake. Lateral movement from earthquake shaking
can put too much strain on non-ductile concrete buildings, pushing them past their breaking point
and causing catastrophic collapse.
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Older reinforced concrete buildings can experience dramatic and deadly collapses during
earthquakes. They are responsible for many of the casualties in earthquakes around the world.
However, many older concrete buildings might suffer a great amount of damage, but remain
standing. Inside the columns, beams, walls and floor slabs of reinforced concrete buildings lie
appropriately placed steel reinforcing bars. Ideally, these bars allow reinforced concrete
buildings to not only carry loads from gravity, but also to withstand the side-to-side shaking
caused by earthquakes. Well-designed, modern concrete buildings are called “ductile concrete.”
Older reinforced concrete buildings may not have enough steel inside them or may not have steel
in adequate configurations to survive the level of shaking that occurs. Older concrete buildings
are called “non ductile concrete.”
Many older concrete frame buildings have unreinforced masonry walls filling the space
between columns and floors to form walls for the exterior, elevator shafts, and stairwells. The
masonry can help these buildings to remain standing after earthquakes, but the walls can crack
up and fall into or out of the building, creating significant dangers to those on sidewalks, and
causing damage that would be expensive and time-consuming to repair. Some of these buildings
also have a soft-story at the ground level, and could collapse. It is costly and difficult to reinforce
these buildings and repair them when they are damaged.
There are older reinforced concrete buildings in Conway being used as apartment
buildings, private schools, office buildings and warehouses. Thousands of people use these
buildings daily. What is not known is which specific buildings are most dangerous, and
identifying the dangerous ones is challenging. Typically, it requires engineers with specific skills
to conduct invasive and costly tests and analyze performance. The loss estimates described in
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this report do not capture the vulnerability of individual buildings. If one of these buildings
collapses when densely occupied, it could significantly increase the casualties that occur.
Building type - wood buildings
It was found that wood buildings are one of two building types which experience the least
amount of damage. Wood-frame buildings have large structural redundancies and can readily
dissipate energy, thus making them more resistant to damage from ground shaking (Bruneau
1990). In this scenario, there were few casualties reported in wood buildings for two primary
reasons: (a) the satisfactory performance of the wood frames during earthquakes, and (b) the low
population residing or working in wood buildings, as wood buildings tend to be single family
dwellings.
However, the first floor in many buildings in Conway is significantly weaker or more
flexible than the stories above it. The weakness at the ground level usually comes from large
openings in perimeter walls, due to garage doors or store windows, and/or few interior partition
walls. During strong earthquake shaking, the ground level walls cannot support the stiff and
heavy mass of the stories above them as they move back and forth. The ground level walls can
shift sideways until the building collapses, crushing the ground floor.
This type of weakness, called a soft story, can be found in buildings of all types. It is
common in single-family homes, where the dwelling space can be over a garage, and multifamily
buildings, which may have parking or commercial space at the ground level. It also occurs in
commercial buildings constructed from concrete or steel, often with retail space at the ground
level and offices above.
Older (usually pre-WWII) houses are often not bolted to their foundations and lack
bracing on the wood framed exterior walls enclosing the crawl space (cripple wall). Presence of a
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cripple wall is usually indicated by the presence of a crawl space below the home and/or stairs
leading to the front door. Damage can include the home sliding off its foundation or the collapse
of the cripple walls.
Building type - steel buildings
It was also found that in Conway Steel buildings also experience the least amount of
damage and are the least vulnerable building type. Steel-frame buildings have traditionally
behaved well during earthquakes for several reasons; including their light and flexible frame
(Roeder and Foutch 1996) and over strength in their seismic design (Mahi 1998). The low
number of casualties recorded in steel buildings is likely due to the reliability of the steel frame
integrity during ground shaking.
However, welded steel moment frame buildings are very vulnerable. The welds
connecting columns and beams in steel moment frame buildings built before 1994 can crack in
earthquake shaking. Before this vulnerability was discovered, this construction type was thought
to have excellent seismic performance and, therefore, was popular for large office buildings.
Building height
Height, it was found, is an important factor in physical losses in the urban environment.
Buildings have natural frequencies which are in part dependent on building height. If the natural
frequency of the building is similar to the frequency of the incoming seismic waves, then the
building can be subject to enhanced vibrations due to wave resonance. The fundamental period
(Ta) of a building can be calculated using the following equation:
Ta = 0.1N
N is the number of stories (Saatcioglu and Humar 2003).
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High-rise buildings (> 8 stories), it was found, are sensitive to long period shaking (>
0.8s), while low-rise buildings (< 3 stories) are sensitive to short period shaking (< 0.3s).
Moderate events (M5.0 to M6.5) radiate short-period waves, but they attenuate quickly with
distance. Large events ( > M7.0) radiate significant long-period waves, which travel efficiently
over significant distances. In this study, low-rise buildings experience greater damage buildings
that are medium- and high-rise, which is consistent with what is expected for the moderate
events that dominate hazard.
Occupancy classes
Occupancy class did not affect building damage, as occupancy is the designation of
building use, however it does affect the number of casualties. The greatest damage occurred to
masonry and concrete buildings which dominate commercial occupancies. Considering that the
greatest amount of damage occurs in these two building types, it can be deduced that the
population in these buildings would incur the most casualties. The results support this deduction
as at least 90% of casualties occur in unreinforced masonry buildings (URM) and concrete
buildings. The number of casualties is greatest during the daytime, when a working population is
expected to be in the study area.
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Occupancy classes — governmental and residential buildings

Figure 6.1 Faulkner County Courthouse (Breashears 2012)
Unreinforced masonry bearing wall buildings have long been recognized as one of the
most dangerous types of buildings in earthquakes. These buildings are constructed with brick
walls that bear the weight of the building. They perform very poorly in earthquakes. Building
parapets and sections of walls can fall outward, and some buildings can collapse in even
moderate shaking. This building type has been responsible for many deaths in past earthquakes.
The least vulnerable occupancy classes were identified as residential and governmental
buildings. Vulnerability in occupancy classes is influenced by the distribution of its building
type. Compared to commercial buildings, residential buildings have 18.5% more wood and steel
building types which experience the least amount of physical damage due to their flexible and
durable frames. This may offer an explanation as to why residential buildings are least
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vulnerable to damage. Another explanation in this scenarios is that the buildings are located on
shallow bedrock and experience less soil amplification than in other dissemination areas.

Occupancy classes-religious and non-profit organizations buildings (churches) and
educational buildings (schools)

Figure 6.2 Central Baptist Church - Conway, AR (Breashears 2012)
Religious buildings were found to be the most vulnerable to damage due to their building
type (URM) and seismic design level (pre-code). The vulnerability of religious buildings has
been observed in previous eastern Arkansas earthquakes. Religious buildings are often multistory, URM, high density population (during services) are representative of both high and low
risk depending on time and day. Educational buildings are also vulnerable to damage because
they are dominated by URM building types.
Multi-storied buildings built of unreinforced masonry are also vulnerable. Beginning in
the 1930's, building codes began to address the issue of earthquake design, and the process has
continued to the present day, with new regulations being issued about every 10 years as our
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understanding of earthquakes has increased. So in a practical sense, the older a building is, the
more vulnerable to damage it will be simply because it was built under an older building code.
The worst buildings are those built before 1930 from unreinforced brick. Most of these will be
wood frame soft-story buildings, but other structure types, notably concrete buildings built
before the mid-1970’s, will also suffer heavy damage.
Identifying areas most physically and socially vulnerable to earthquake ground shaking is
one of many benefits of the HAZUS program. Area vulnerability was not related directly to the
total building count. Empirical validation of the results could not be performed because Conway
has not experienced a significant earthquake in historical times. Instead, two additional and
simple scenarios based on historical earthquakes in the central United States and were performed
using AB06 ground-motions and site-specific amplifications to validate losses in a historical
context.
HAZUS has the capability to model the number of fires ignited following an
earthquake, but this was not modeled in this research project. Earthquake shaking sparks fires.
After the 1994 Northridge earthquake, which measured M6.7, approximately 110 fires were
initiated (Bolin et al. 1998). Therefore, it is reasonable to assume that fires may be initiated in the
M6.5 (RePj 15km) scenario and hinder rescue operations, but it is not known how many fires
would be in the study area. It is expected that more fires will occur than the Conway Fire
Department can address simultaneously, meaning some will burn unchecked for hours.
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CHAPTER SEVEN
Conclusions And Recommendations
In this research seismic damage simulation software (HAZUS) was used to assess the
potential damage sustained in a worst-case scenario tremor in Conway, Arkansas. Through the
use of HAZUS it has been found in this research that the City of Conway is an area at significant
seismic risk, however underestimated and possibly underprepared for this risk. Previous
earthquakes in central Arkansas include the Enola Swarm; the New Year’s Day event in 1969
near Ferndale (Pulaski, County) reported cracked plaster and shifted furniture. This earthquake
also caused trees, utility lines, and tall buildings to sway. Many people reported having difficulty
standing. The earthquake magnitude was estimated at 4.2 to 4.5 (M Richter). Additional
evidence suggests pre-historic M7.0 earthquakes (Stover and Coffman 1993, Johnston and
Schwei, 1996, Hough 2009) have also occurred across this area. The seismic risk in Conway is
heightened by its large and unprepared population. Seismic microzonation studies play an
integral role in estimating the intensity of ground shaking at the surface within the study area.
However important seismic magnitude, it was imperative in the assessment of risk to
understand and analyze local structural integrity, so structure inventories are needed. The
building inventory within the study area was dominated by the following: (1) unreinforced
masonry building types (URM), (2) commercial occupancy classes, (3) pre-code seismic design
levels, and (4) low-rise buildings.
Since, earthquake loss estimations are heavily influenced by the ground shaking
amplitudes, which were controlled by earthquake magnitude, distance and site condition. These
must be linked to its related human landscapes since earthquake loss estimations were heavily
influenced by the urban environment. The most vulnerable building types were unreinforced
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masonry and concrete buildings, primarily because of their lack of structural integrity and frame
design. The majority of these building types were also pre-code, low-code, or below building
standards. The damage to these building types was also associated with the total amount of
debris generation and direct economical losses for each dissemination area.
During HAZUS procedures it was found that the most vulnerable building was the
occupancy class in the commercial class, which includes retail stores, restaurants and office
buildings. Occupancy class does not influence building damage, but it does play a leading role in
sustained casualties during seismic events. At least 90% of casualties occurred in unreinforced
masonry and concrete buildings and that most casualties occurred during the daytime
(12:00pm). This places the downtown areas as most vulnerable--an important finding in
determining the validity of the software procedures.
It was found in this study that a refined building inventory completed via a sidewalk
survey would be beneficial and influences the accuracy of loss estimations. However, the default
AR1 (Arkansas Default Inventory) inventory in HAZUS did identify the general areas most
physically and socially vulnerable.
Most of the study area was located on firm soil. Extrapolation of the results to other areas
of Conway with poorly-consolidated soil showed a significant increase in losses. The type and
depth of near-surface deposits (down to about 30 meters) can greatly affect the intensity of
earthquake shaking at a given site. Poorly consolidated, water-saturated soils (seismologists and
engineers call the entire top 30 meters of such deposits soils) usually amplify incoming seismic
motions, sometimes by as much as a factor of two. Typically, such poorly-consolidated soils are
found in river and stream valleys. Areas of artificial fill are also often poorly consolidated.
Conway though situated on the Arkansas River has few areas of poorly consolidated soils.
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Conway's elevation quickly rises, and the area most susceptible are find in the nearby town of
Toad Suck.
According to FEMA and NIBS (2001), uncertainty in loss estimations is large, perhaps as
much as an order of magnitude. However, it was found that adding variable information on soil
classification, ground motions and amplifications, and building inventory are shown to produce
results closer to documented data. This research provides an important stepping stone in the
implementation of HAZUS in Arkansas and provides a good indication into the vulnerable areas
within Conway in this case study.
Earthquake shaking may also be prolonged in poorly consolidate soils (FEMA 2012).
Modeling studies suggest that large buried lenses of sedimentary rocks with low seismic-wave
velocities can act as reverberation chambers, trapping seismic waves and producing echoes.
7.1 Recommendations
Through this research a number of recommendations are suggested that would improve
HAZUS procedures and use in determining worst-case scenarios:
1. Given the importance of soil conditions, the manipulated HAZUS-MH program should
be utilized in regions of Central Arkansas underlain by poorly-consolidated soils. In this research
scenarios used on firm soils with an aged building inventory were found as effective and
predictive. Other predictive risk models on poorly-consolidated soils with a modern building
inventory were found to be ineffective.
2. It was found that manipulated HAZUS-MH is most effective and accurate when used
at its full capabilities for an entire Arkansas municipality. HAZUS-MH is flexible and can be
used in conjunction with third-party models and other data to support a range of hazard-related
analyses. This will ensure that HAZUS-MH can be used to its fullest potential in Arkansas and
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that specialized neighborhood plans (as some neighborhoods are more vulnerable to losses than
others) can be integrated into a municipal emergency plan. HAZUS-MH uses state-of-the-art
GIS software to map and display hazard data and the results of damage and economic loss
estimates for buildings and infrastructure.
3. Historical scenarios should be performed on previous Arkansas earthquakes. This will
enable Arkansas users of HAZUS-MH to measure and extrapolate to other regions of beyond
Conway as presented in this project. In this manner, other vulnerable areas can be identified and
targeted for emergency response efforts and pre-event mitigation.
Additionally, specialized plans for the most vulnerable neighborhoods can be created,
which would ease in the coordination and organization of localized response efforts during and
after a seismic event as well as increasing the efficiency of resource allocation recovery and
relief. High priority rescue operations can also be integrated in the emergency plan, as some
neighborhoods include especially vulnerable sites including schools, hospitals, and dams.
4. There is a need for development and implementation of public awareness campaigns.
FEMA reports that twenty-eight percent of residents of Central United States recalled reading,
seeing or hearing information about earthquake preparedness in the last six months. The most
frequently cited sources for this information were media sources (particularly, television,
newspaper, the Internet and radio) and a child’s school (FEMA 2012). The HAZUS initiative
has involved training different levels of government including city officials as well as architects
and engineers. A HAZUS subcommittee has been formed to "develop and maintain the capacity
to use HAZUS for hazard and risk assessment (NAP 2011)."
5. Incentives and regulations should be introduced for the assessment and reinforcement
of vulnerable buildings (unreinforced masonry buildings etc.). Incentives to home and business
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owners, as well as regulations to publicly owned facilities would reduce inherent risk to the city
and its residents.
A significant issue that is not often considered is the release of natural gas. Thus, it is
important to identify areas that are vulnerable to contamination, facilitate decision making on
mitigation measures for possible consequences, improve emergency response procedures, and
develop post-event recovery and reconstruction plans. Based on this strategy, FEMA developed
HAZUS, a powerful tool that can be used to determine potential losses due to natural hazards.
Although, the HAZUS methodology is very comprehensive it does not deal with the impacts of
contaminants released from earthquake-damaged waste containment systems. The complications
of modeling such impacts arise from the fact that the fate and transport of contaminants need to
be modeled before any other assessment can be performed.
The rapid impact assessment matrix (RIAM), which was developed in Denmark, is a tool
for the execution of environmental impact assessments. RIAM is quite flexible, transparent and
leaves a permanent record, which can be independently checked, validated or updated.
Regionalized Impact Assessment Methodology (RIAM) is presented as a tool that can be used to
improve the analysis of contaminant release from damaged waste facilities as a contribution to
HAZUS. Impact assessments are quantified and can be presented numerically and graphically.
Essentially RIAM recognizes that certain specific criteria (e.g. magnitude, temporal status,
reversibility and cumulativeness of impacts) are common to all impact assessments, and by
scaling these criteria it is possible to record the values of judgments in a matrix in an objective
and transparent way (Pastakia and Jensen 1998). The composite score known as Environmental
Score (ES) varies between+108 or +E and –108 or –E and signifies the severity of the impact as
indicated in Table 7.1.
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Environmental Score
+ 72 to +108
+36 to + 71
+19 to +35
+10 to +18
+1 to +9
0
-1 to -9
- 10 to -18
-19 to -35
-36 to - 71
-72 to - 108

Range Band
+E
+D
+C
+B
+A
N
-A
-B
-C
-D
-E

Description of Range Band
Major positive change/impacts
Significant positive change/ impacts
Moderately positive change/ impacts
Positive change / impacts
Slightly positive change / impacts
No change/ Status quo/ Not applicable
Slightly negative change / impacts
Negative change / impacts
Moderately negative change/ impacts
Significant negative change/ impacts
Major negative change/impacts

Table 7.1: RIAM scheme for rating the severity of environmental impacts. The assessment
criteria used with the RIAM technique fall into two groups: Group A: Criteria that are of
importance to the condition, that individually can change the score obtained; and Group B:
Criteria that are of value to the situation, but should not individually be capable of changing the
score obtained (Pastakia and Jensen 1998).

RIAM is composed of four interlinked models:
1. The Source Term Model (STM), which deals with the transport of contaminants through
the intervening vadose zone.
2. The GIS-Finite Source Contaminant Release and Migration Model (GISFSCRMM)
portrays the contaminant transport and fate in an aquifer using an innovative
methodology that is fully based on GIS.
3. The Plume Segmentation Model (PSM), which aids the visualization and understanding
of the contaminant plume geometry and can be used in place of GIS-FSCRMM in
situation where hydro-geological conditions are known to be homogenous or the need
arises to assume such homogeneity.
4. A Remediation Cost Assessment Model (RCAM), which was developed using actual
cost estimation methodologies and actual cost values, and is consistent with HAZUS loss
estimation methodology. The methodology has been fully implemented and the transport
models PSM and GIS-FSCRMM have been compared to Visual MODFLOW, which is
the current state of the art groundwater modeling methodology. Through the results, it
was possible to validate GIS-FSCRMM processes by comparing its results with the ones
of PSM for a scenario with homogeneous hydro-geological properties. Also it was
possible to visualize GIS-FSCRMM ability to incorporate hydro-geological changes and
produce better results than PSM when compared to Visual MODFLOW. Additionally,
results for a regional site indicate that contaminated site remediation cost is significant
when compared to the direct losses estimated by HAZUS for a region in which waste
containment systems can be damaged by transient events. When compared to the losses
of other utilities, the cost of remediation end up representing about 5% of the loss,
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ranking as third most costly in a list of six utilities. The costs of the loss of the structure
itself and its containment function are not included.
Finally, the author believes that RIAM will greatly improve the assessment of the impacts of
contaminants released from earthquake-damaged waste containment facilities in addition to the
use of HAZUS.
Moreover, the methodology can be used uncoupled from HAZUS and perform other
assessments to minimize failure and reduce or prevent significant releases of contaminants into
the subsurface, help decision-making on facility site selection and permitting. It can also be
linked to risk assessment models to assess human and environmental exposure to existing and
planned waste containment systems.
This research was undertaken to see how leading edge software (ie HAZUS) can be used in
pre-event assessment and pro-active mitigation in seismically active areas like Conway,
Arkansas. It was found that HAZUS indentified several useful and vital vulnerabilities that
would help in develop an emergency response, recovery plan, and loss prevention.
The research underscores the need for mitigation and preparedness in the central United
States. It also demonstrates how local officials can use HAZUS to assess the vulnerabilities and
risks in their own communities.
The City of Conway has the opportunity to set an example in earthquake mitigation and
emergency management strategies. Developing mitigation strategies can reduce the inherent
risks of an earthquake and translate into direct human and monetary savings for the City of
Arkansas and State of Arkansas. The results of this study provide an indication of some of the
most vulnerable sites within a city within the Central United States.
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CHAPTER NINE:
Appendix
Appendix A: Common Earthquake Scales
Modified Mercalli Scale:
The lower degrees of the MM scale generally deal with the manner in which the earthquake is
felt by people. The higher numbers of the scale are based on observed structural damage. The
table below is a rough guide to the degrees of the Modified Mercalli Scale. The colors and
descriptive names shown here differ from those used on certain shake maps in other articles.
Not felt by many people unless in favorable conditions.
I. Instrumental
Felt only by a few people at best, especially on the upper
floors of buildings. Delicately suspended objects may
II. Feeble
swing.
Felt quite noticeably by people indoors, especially on the
upper floors of buildings. Many do not recognize it as an
earthquake. Standing motor cars may rock slightly.
III. Slight
Vibration similar to the passing of a truck. Duration
estimated.
Felt indoors by many people, outdoors by few people
during the day. At night, some awakened. Dishes,
windows, doors disturbed; walls make cracking sound.
IV. Moderate
Sensation like heavy truck striking building. Standing
motor cars rock noticeably. Dishes and windows rattle
alarmingly.
Felt outside by most, may not be felt by some outside in
non-favorable conditions. Dishes and windows may break
V. Rather Strong
and large bells will ring. Vibrations like large train passing
close to house.
Felt by all; many frightened and run outdoors, walk
unsteadily. Windows, dishes, glassware broken; books fall
VI. Strong
off shelves; some heavy furniture moved or overturned; a
few instances of fallen plaster. Damage slight.
Difficult to stand; furniture broken; damage negligible in
building of good design and construction; slight to
moderate in well-built ordinary structures; considerable
VII. Very Strong
damage in poorly built or badly designed structures; some
chimneys broken. Noticed by people driving motor cars.
Damage slight in specially designed structures;
considerable in ordinary substantial buildings with partial
VIII. Destructive
collapse. Damage great in poorly built structures. Fall of
chimneys, factory stacks, columns, monuments, walls.
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IX. Ruinous

X. Disastrous
XI. Very Disastrous

XII. Catastrophic

Heavy furniture moved.
General panic; damage considerable in specially designed
structures, well designed frame structures thrown out of
plumb. Damage great in substantial buildings, with partial
collapse. Buildings shifted off foundations.
Some well built wooden structures destroyed; most
masonry and frame structures destroyed with foundation.
Rails bent.
Few, if any masonry structures remain standing. Bridges
destroyed. Rails bent greatly.
Total damage - Almost everything is destroyed. Lines of
sight and level distorted. Objects thrown into the air. The
ground moves in waves or ripples. Large amounts of rock
may move position.

Stover, C. W., 1985, United States Earthquakes, 1982, United
States Geological Survey: United States Geological Survey Bulletin 1655, 141 p.
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Richter Scale:
The Richter magnitude of an earthquake is determined from the logarithm of the amplitude of
waves recorded by seismographs (adjustments are included to compensate for the variation in the
distance between the various seismographs and the epicenter of the earthquake). The original
formula is:
ML =log10A-log10A0(δ)=log10[A/A0(δ)],
where A is the maximum excursion of the Wood-Anderson seismograph, the empirical
function A0 depends only on the epicentral distance of the station, δ. In practice, readings
from all observing stations are averaged after adjustment with station-specific corrections to
obtain the ML value (USGS 2013).
Because of the logarithmic basis of the scale, each whole number increase in magnitude
represents a tenfold increase in measured amplitude; in terms of energy, each whole number
increase corresponds to an increase of about 31.6 times the amount of energy released, and
each increase of 0.2 corresponds to a doubling of the energy released.
Events with magnitudes greater than about 4.6 are strong enough to be recorded by a
seismograph anywhere in the world, so long as its sensors are not located in the earthquake's
shadow.
The Richter Scale
The Richter Scale. A very important fact in this scale is that as each number goes up, the
earthquake increases *10 times* in power
1. Felt by instruments only
2. Felt by sensitive people and sensitive animals (10 times #1)
3. Felt by many people--feels like a passing truck (100 times #1)
4. Felt by everyone; pictures fall off the wall (1,000 times #1)
5. Damage--may cause weak walls to crack and fall (10,000 times #1)
6. A destructive earthquake in populated areas; falling smokestacks, etc. (100,000 times #1)
7. A major earthquake causing serious damage (1,000,000 times #1)
8. A disaster--a great earthquake that produces total destruction to nearby communities {1906 in
San Francisco--8.3} (10,000,000 times #1)
9. Lisbon, Portugal had the highest ever in 1775 at 8.9. (100,000,000 times #1)
Source: USGS 2013, FEMA 2011
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Appendix B: Earthquake Maps/Information About Maps
ASO
ADEM (Arkansas Department of Emergency Management) and UALR allocated
Matching funds to install the first two Broad Band Seismic Stations in Arkansas. These stations
will form the core of the future ASO. System design is, Guralp CMG-3ESPD Digital Output
Broadband Seismometer with 100 to 50 Hz flat velocity response. The first station, Enola,
ENAR, started full operation as of 05/05/2004. The second station, Batesville, BTAR, started
full operation as of 06/14/2004. For now interested individuals in retrieving data from these two
stations should contact the Arkansas Earthquake Center. Future plan will be to make seismic data
for these stations available on line ( Arkansas Earthquake Center 2012).

Source: Arkansas Earthquake Center 2012
ENAR - Enola, Arkansas
Information for ENAR
Station: Enola, Arkansas
Director: Dr. Haydar Al-Shukri

Network Affiliation: ASO

Address:
Department of
Applied Sciences, UALR

Network Contact:
AR. Earthquake Center
Graduate Institute of
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2801 S. University Avenue
Little Rock, AR 72204

Technology, UALR
2801 S. University Avenue
Little Rock, AR 72204

Telephone: 501-569-8010

Open Station: No

Fax: 501-569-8039

Parent Organization:
Email: alshukri@seismo.ualr.edu University of Arkansas
at Little Rock.
Coordinates:
Latitude: 35.1959N
Longitude: 92.1985W

Elevation to Sensor: ???
Depth to Sensor: 0

Geology: Jackfork Fm
Vault Conditions: N/A
Site Description: Shale

BTAR - Batesville, Arkansas
Information for BTAR
Station: Batesville, Arkansas
Director: Dr. Haydar Al-Shukri

Network Affiliation: ASO

Address:
Department of
Applied Sciences, UALR
2801 S. University Avenue
Little Rock, AR 72204

Network Contact:
AR. Earthquake Center
Graduate Institute of
Technology, UALR
2801 S. University Avenue
Little Rock, AR 72204

Telephone: 501-569-8010

Open Station: No

Fax: 501-569-8039

Parent Organization:
Email: alshukri@seismo.ualr.edu University of Arkansas
at Little Rock.
Coordinates:
Latitude: 35.7939N
Longitude: 91.6139W

Elevation to Sensor: ???
Depth to Sensor: 0

Geology: Jackfork Fm
Vault Conditions: N/A
Site Description: Shale

Source: Arkansas Earthquake Center 2012.
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A map created by the USGS in 2000 showing all earthquakes within the United States. (Frankel
et. al. 2000)
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Red dots indicate quakes SINCE 2000. Green dots near Memphis indicate a newly discovered
fault. PBS graphic (NOVA 2009)
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Appendix C: Arkansas Earthquake Laws
As Engrossed: S3/3/97
State of Arkansas
As Engrossed: S3/3/97
81st General Assembly
A Bill
ACT 376 OF 1997
Regular Session, 1997
SENATE BILL 465
By: Senators Harriman, Jeffries, Kennedy, Hill, Malone, Walters, Bell, Fitch, Dowd, Beebe,
Gordon, and Webb
By: Representatives Hall, Pollan, and Thicksten
For An Act To Be Entitled
"AN ACT TO AMEND ARKANSAS CODE ANNOTATED TITLE 4, CHAPTER 88, TO ADD
SUBCHAPTER 3 TO PROTECT CONSUMERS FROM PRICE GOUGING AND UNFAIR
PRICING PRACTICES DURING AND SHORTLY AFTER A STATE OF EMERGENCY; TO
PROVIDE PENALTIES AND REMEDIES IN THE EVENT OF SUCH PRICE GOUGING;
AND FOR OTHER PURPOSES."
Subtitle
"TO AMEND THE DECEPTIVE TRADE PRACTICES ACT TO PROTECT CONSUMERS
FROM PRICE GOUGING AND UNFAIR PRICING PRACTICES DURING AND SHORTLY
AFTER A STATE OF EMERGENCY"
BE IT ENACTED BY THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY OF THE STATE OF ARKANSAS:
SECTION 1. Arkansas Code Annotated Title 4, Chapter 88 is amended by adding a new
Subchapter 3 to read as follows:
"Subchapter 3 - Protection of Consumers from Price Gouging and Unfair Pricing Practices
During and Shortly After a State of Emergency
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4-88-301. Emergencies and natural disasters - Unfair advantage of consumers.
The General Assembly hereby finds that during emergencies and major disasters, including, but
not limited to, tornadoes, earthquakes, fires, floods, or civil disturbances, some merchants have
taken unfair advantage of consumers by greatly increasing prices for essential consumer goods or
services. While the pricing of consumer goods and services is generally best left to the
marketplace under ordinary conditions, when a declared state of emergency results in abnormal
disruptions of the market, the public interest requires that excessive and unjustified increases in
the prices of essential consumer goods and services be prohibited. It is the intent of the General
Assembly in enacting this act to protect citizens from excessive and unjustified increases in the
prices charged during or shortly after a declared state of emergency for goods and services that
are vital and necessary for the health, safety, and welfare of consumers. Further it is the intent of
the General Assembly that this section be liberally construed so that its beneficial purposes may
be served.
4-88-302. Definitions.
(a) _State of emergency_ means a natural or manmade disaster or emergency resulting from a
tornado, earthquake, flood, fire, riot, or storm for which a state of emergency has been declared
by the President of the United States or the Governor of Arkansas.
(b) _Local emergency_ means a natural or manmade disaster or emergency resulting from a
tornado, earthquake, flood, fire, riot, or storm for which a local emergency has been declared by
the executive officer or governing body of any city or county in Arkansas.
(c) _Consumer food item_ means any article that is used or intended for use for food, drink,
confection, or condiment by a person or animal.
(d) _Repair or reconstruction services_ means services performed by any person for repairs to
residential or commercial property of any type that is damaged as a result of a disaster.
(e) _Emergency supplies_ includes, but is not limited to, water, flashlights, radios, batteries,
candles, blankets, soaps, diapers, temporary shelters, tape, toiletries, plywood, nails, and
hammers.
(f) _Medical supplies_ includes, but is not limited to, prescription and nonprescription
medications, bandages, gauze, isopropyl alcohol, and antibacterial products.
(g) _Building materials_ means lumber, construction tools, windows, and anything else used in
the building or rebuilding of property.
(h) _Gasoline_ means any fuel used to power any motor vehicle or power tool.
(i) _Transportation, freight, and storage services_ means any service that is performed by any
company that contracts to move, store, or transport personal or business property or rents
equipment for those purposes.
(j) _Housing_ means any rental housing leased on a month-to-month term.
(k) _Goods_ has the same meaning as defined in Arkansas Code Title 4, Chapter 88, Subchapter
1.
4-88-303. Prohibited unfair pricing practices.
(a) Upon the proclamation of a state of emergency resulting from a tornado, earthquake, flood,
fire, riot, storm, or natural or manmade disaster declared by the President of the United States or
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the Governor, and upon the declaration of a local emergency resulting from a tornado,
earthquake, flood, fire, riot, storm, or natural or manmade disaster by the executive officer of any
city or county, and for a period of thirty (30) days following that declaration, it is unlawful for
any person, contractor, business, or other entity to sell or offer to sell any consumer food items or
goods, goods or services used for emergency cleanup, emergency supplies, medical supplies,
home heating oil, building materials, housing, transportation, freight, and storage services, or
gasoline or other motor fuels for a price of more than ten percent (10%) above the price charged
by that person for those goods or services immediately prior to the proclamation of emergency.
However, a greater price increase shall not be unlawful if that person can prove that the increase
in price was directly attributable to additional costs imposed on it by the supplier of the goods, or
directly attributable to additional costs for labor or materials used to provide the services,
provided that in those situations where the increase in price is attributable to additional costs
imposed by the seller_s supplier or additional costs of providing the good or service during the
state of emergency, the price represents no more than ten percent (10%) above the total of the
cost to the seller plus the markup customarily applied by the seller for that good or service in the
usual course of business immediately prior to the onset of the state of emergency.
(b) Upon the proclamation of a state of emergency resulting from a tornado, earthquake, flood,
fire, riot, or storm declared by the President of the United States or the Governor, or upon the
declaration of a local emergency resulting from a tornado, earthquake, flood, fire, riot, or storm
by the executive officer of any city or county, and for a period of one hundred eighty (180) days
following that declaration, it is unlawful for any contractor to sell or offer to sell any repair or
reconstruction services or any services used in emergency cleanup for a price of more than ten
percent (10%) above the price charged by that person for those services immediately prior to the
proclamation of emergency. However, a greater price increase shall not be unlawful if that
person can prove that the increase in price was directly attributable to additional costs imposed
on it by the supplier of the goods, or directly attributable to additional costs for labor or materials
used to provide the services, provided that in those situations where the increase in price is
attributable to the additional costs imposed by the contractor_s supplier or additional costs of
providing the service during the state of emergency, the price represents no more than ten
percent (10%) above the total of the cost to the contractor plus the markup customarily applied
by the contractor for that good or service in the usual course of business immediately prior to the
onset of the state of
emergency.
(c) The provisions of this section may be extended for additional thirty (30) day periods by a
local governing body or the General Assembly if deemed necessary to protect the lives, property,
or welfare of the citizens.
(d) Any business offering an item for sale at a reduced price immediately prior to the
proclamation of the emergency may use the price at which they usually sell the item to calculate
the price pursuant to subsection (a) or (b).
4-88-304. Penalties, remedies, and enforcement.
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(a) When a person violates this subchapter or a regulation prescribed under this subchapter, such
violation shall constitute an unfair or deceptive act or practice as defined by the Deceptive Trade
Practices Act, Arkansas Code Annotated &sect;&sect; 4-88-101 et seq. All remedies, penalties,
and authority granted to the Attorney General under the Deceptive Trade Practices Act shall be
available to the Attorney General for the enforcement of this subchapter.
(b) Any person who is found to have violated this subchapter shall be guilty of a Class A
misdemeanor and imprisoned not more than one (1) year and subject to a fine of not more than
one thousand dollars ($1,000), or both, for each violation.
(c) The remedies and penalties provided by this section are cumulative to each other, the
remedies under Arkansas Code Annotated &sect;&sect; 17-25-301 et seq. and the remedies or
penalties available under all other laws of this state.
4-88-305. Preemption.
Nothing in this section shall preempt any local ordinance prohibiting the same or similar conduct
or imposing a more severe penalty for the same conduct prohibited in this section."
SECTION 2. All provisions of this act of a general and permanent nature are amendatory to the
Arkansas Code of 1987 Annotated and the Arkansas Code Revision Commission shall
incorporate the same in the Code.
SECTION 3. If any provision of this act or the application thereof to any person or circumstance
is held invalid, such invalidity shall not affect other provisions or applications of the act which
can be given effect without the invalid provision or application, and to this end the provisions of
this act are declared to be severable.
SECTION 4. All laws and parts of laws in conflict with this act are hereby repealed.
SECTION 6. EMERGENCY. It is found and determined by the General Assembly of the State
of Arkansas that the widespread practice of price gouging and unfair pricing during and shortly
after an emergency has created numerous problems for consumers; that such price gouging is
particularly egregious due to the very nature of such an emergency; that such price gouging has a
significant negative impact upon the economy and well-being of this state and its local
communities; and that this act is necessary for the protection of the people of Arkansas.
Therefore an emergency is declared to exist and this act being immediately necessary for the
preservation of the public peace, health and safety shall become effective on the date of its
approval by the Governor. If the bill is neither approved nor vetoed by the Governor, it shall
become effective on the expiration of the period of time during which the Governor may veto the
bill. If the bill is vetoed by the Governor and the veto is overridden, it shall become effective on
the date the last house overrides the veto.
/s/Harriman et al
APPROVED:3-06-97
Source: Arkansas Act 376 1997
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As Engrossed: 3/15191 3/26/91
State of Arkansas
78th General Assembly
Regular Session, 1991
By: Representative 0. Miller
HOUSE BILL 1577
For An Act To Be Entitled


"AN ACT TO SAFEGUARD LIFE, HEALTH AND PROPERTY BY REQUIRING
EARTHQUAKE RESISTANT DESIGN FOR ALL PUBLIC STRUCTURES TO BE
CONSTRUCTED OR REMODELED WITHIN THE BOUNDARIES OF THIS STATE
BEGINNING SEPTEMBER 1, l991."

BE IT ENACTED BY THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY OF THE STATE OP ARKANSAS:
SECTION 1. It is the purpose of this act to protect the public by requiring that all public
structure be designed and constructed to resist destructive forces when an earthquake occurs in
the New Madrid Seismic Zone.
SECTION 2. Definitions. Whenever used in this act, unless a different meaning clearly appears
from the context:
(a) "Owner" shall mean any agency of the state, county, city, township, town, village, or private
entity, partnership, business or corporation.
(b) "Public Structure" means any building intended, or adaptable, for public employment,
assembly, or any other use if it will be open to the public. Also included in this definition are
certain building types as defined under the term "Public Works" projects.
(c) "Public Works" means works, whether of construction or adaptation, undertaken and carried
out by the national, state, county, school district, or municipal authorities, and designed to serve
some purpose of public necessity, use, or convenience; such as public buildings, roads,
aqueducts, parks, and all other fixed works constructed for public use. The term relates to the
construction of public improvements and not to their maintenance or operation.
(d) "Add to" shall mean addling to existing buildings or structures more than four thousand
(4000) square feet in gross floor area and all areas of increased building height.
(e) "Alter", "retrofit", ant "remodel" means any alteration or repair of a building which when
completed will increase the market value of the building by one hundred percent (100%) or
more.
(f) "Seal" means the Arkansas seal issued to signify certification of registration to practice
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architecture or engineering.
(g) "Seismic" means pertaining to an earthquake or earth tremor (vibrations).
(h) "Structural Elements" shall mean all structural load carrying members of a building or
structure required to transmit loads (forces) within the building or between the building and the
ground.
SECTION 3. Seismic Zones Established. Areas within the boundaries of this State shall be
divided into zones of anticipated damage that will occur in various locations, with respect to the
New Madrid Seismic Zone.
(a) Zone 3. Area of greatest anticipated seismic damage shall include the following counties:
Clay, Greene, Craighead, Mississippi, Poinsett, Cross, Crittenden, St. Francis, Randolph,
Lawrence, Jackson, Woodruff, and Lee.
(b) Zone 2. Area of moderate anticipated seismic damage shall include the following counties:
Sharp, Independence, White, Lonoke, Prairie, Arkansas, Monroe, Phillips, Fulton, Izard, Stone,
and Cleburne.
(c) Zone 1. Area of low anticipated seismic damage shall include all remaining counties within
the boundaries of this State.
SECTION 4. Design Requirements. Hereafter, neither the state, any county, city, township,
village or private entity shall construct, add to, alter, retrofit, or remodel any public structure
unless the structural elements are designed to resist the anticipated forces of the designated
seismic zone in which the structure is located. Design loads and seismic design requirements
shall be, as a minimum, those listed in the chapter of Minimum Design Loads and Referenced
Chapters from the Standard Building Code, 1988 or latest edition with revisions.
All construction plans for public buildings and structures shall comply with Arkansas Code 1714-101 through 17-14-311. The design of structural elements of public buildings and structures
shall be performed by a professional engineer registered in the State of Arkansas who is
competent in seismic structural design according to current standards of technical competence.
The structural plans of each public building or structure shall bear the Engineer's Arkansas seal
and signature and a statement of reference to what Seismic Zone the structure is designed to
satisfy.
SECTION 5. Exemptions. Certain building types such as single family residential, duplexes,
triplexes, fourplexes, and agricultural structures shall not be included in the requirements of this
act.
SECTION 6. Violations and Penalties. Any owner knowingly constructing a public building
within this State after September 1, 1991, without complying with the provisions of this act shall
be guilty of a Class A misdemeanor and shall upon conviction, be sentenced to pay a fine of not
less than one thousand dollars ($1000). Each day of such unlawful construction practice shall
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constitute a distinct and separate offense.
SECTION 7. All provisions of this act of a general and permanent nature are amendatory to the
Arkansas Code of 1987 Annotated and the Arkansas Code Revision Commission shall
incorporate the same in the Code.
SECTION 8. If any provision of this act or the application thereof to any person or circumstance
is held invalid, such invalidity shall not affect other provisions or applications of the act which
can be given effect without the invalid provision or application, and to this end the provisions of
this act are declared to be severable.
SECTION 9. All laws and parts of laws in conflict with this act are hereby repealed.
/s/O. Miller
Source: Arkansas Act 1100 1991
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Stricken language would be deleted from present law. Underlined language would be
added to present law.
0304971012.mhf769
HB 2009
As Engrossed: S3/26/97
State of Arkansas
As Engrossed: S3/26/97
81st General Assembly
A Bill
ACT 1228 OF 1997
Regular Session, 1997 HOUSE BILL 2009
By: Representative Ferguson
For An Act To Be Entitled
"AN ACT TO AMEND ARKANSAS CODE 12-80-105 CONCERNING EXEMPTIONS
FROM EARTHQUAKE RESISTANT DESIGN LAW; AND FOR OTHER PURPOSES."
Subtitle
"AN ACT CONCERNING EXEMPTIONS FROM EARTHQUAKE RESISTANT DESIGN
LAW."
BE IT ENACTED BY THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY OF THE STATE OF ARKANSAS:
SECTION 1. Arkansas Code 12-80-105 is amended to read as follows:
"12-80-105. Exemptions.
(a) Certain building types such as single family residential, duplexes, triplexes, fourplexes, and
agricultural structures shall not be included in the requirements of this chapter.
(b)(1) The park and recreational facilities of the State of Arkansas, any of its agencies or
departments, or any city, town, or county government or any school district shall not be included
in the requirements of this chapter. (2) As used in this subsection, _park and recreational
facilities_ shall mean any facilities which are generally open structures and have three (3) or
fewer sides and are used for athletics, recreation, relaxation, entertainment, cultural development,
and other recreational activities, including, without limitation, park pavilions, amphitheaters,
covered stage areas, camping centers, tennis courts, golf course shelters, athletic fields, baseball
fields and dugouts, and various other similar park and recreational facilities.
(c) No facility shall be exempt from the requirements of this chapter: (1) Which has any part,
intended for use by the public, with standing or seating surfaces more than eight feet (8') above
the ground; or
(2) Which has any covered area of greater than one thousand five hundred (1,500) square feet
intended for use by the public. Buildings of four thousand (4,000) square feet or less shall be
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exempt from the requirements of this chapter only upon the resolution of the local planning
commission, or in the absence of a local planning commission, upon the resolution of the
governing body of the political subdivision."
SECTION 2. All provisions of this act of a general and permanent nature are amendatory to the
Arkansas Code of 1987 Annotated and the Arkansas Code Revision Commission shall
incorporate the same in the Code.
SECTION 3. If any provision of this act or the application thereof to any person or circumstance
is held invalid, such invalidity shall not affect other provisions or applications of the act which
can be given effect without the invalid provision or application, and to this end the provisions of
this act are declared to be severable.
SECTION 4. All laws and parts of laws in conflict with this act are hereby repealed.
/s/Ferguson
APPROVED: BECAME LAW ON WITHOUT GOVERNOR'S SIGNATURE
Source: Arkansas Act 1228 1997
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Appendix D: Arkansas Geological Formations
Collier Shale/Formation
Age: Late Cambrian Period and Early Ordovician Period
Distribution: West-central Arkansas, Ouachita Mountains (principally Montgomery and Garland
Counties); southeastern Oklahoma
Geology: The sequence is composed of gray to black, lustrous shale containing occasional thin
beds of dense, black, and extremely fractured chert. An interval of bluish-gray thin-bedded
limestone may be present. Near its top, the limestone is conglomeratic and pelletoidal, in part,
with pebbles and cobbles of limestone, chert, meta-arkose, and quartz. The entire unit displays
intensive deformation and frequent small quartz veins. Fossils are rare, but include trilobites and
conodonts. The base of the formation is not exposed, but the total thickness exposed exceeds
1000 feet (Purdue, 1909).
Crystal Mountain Sandstone/Formation
Age: Early Ordovician Period
Distribution: West-central Arkansas, Ouachita Mountains (principally Montgomery and Garland
Counties); southeastern Oklahoma
Geology: The formation is typically composed of massive, coarse-grained, well-rounded, lightgray sandstone. Lesser amounts of interbedded light-gray to gray shale, black chert, bluish-gray
limestone, and gray calcareous conglomeratic sandstone (often containing clasts of meta-arkose)
are usually present. Some large boulders of meta-arkose and other exotics occur in some slurried
conglomerate intervals. The unit is often set with a network of quartz veins up to several inches
thick. In some places the quartz veins are open (up to several feet wide) allowing clusters of
quartz crystals to form. Conodonts are present in this formation. The contact with the underlying
Collier Shale is considered conformable. Typical thicknesses of the unit range from 500 to 850
feet, but some sites may have less than 50 feet.
Original reference: A. H. Purdue, 1909, Geological Society of America Bulletin v. 19, p. 557; A.
H. Purdue, 1909, Slates of Arkansas: Arkansas Geological Survey, p. 30, 32.
Type locality: Named for the Crystal Mountains, Montgomery County, Arkansas
Mazarn Shale/Formation
Age: Early Ordovician Period
Distribution: West-central Arkansas, Ouachita Mountains; southeastern Oklahoma
Geology: The formation is predominantly shale with small amounts of siltstone, silty to
conglomeratic sandstone, limestone, and glossy black chert. The shale is mostly gray-black, but
thin layers of olive-gray silty shale or siltstone are interbedded with the darker shales in some
sequences. When the dark and greenish shales are cleaved at an angle to bedding, they yield a
ribboned surface. In many places quartzose siltstone or very fine-grained sandstone is present.
Dense, bluish-gray, thin-bedded limestones may be present throughout the interval. Thin to thick
beds of gray sandstone are occasionally found at random horizons, notably in the upper and
lower portions of the sequence. The cherts are usually found in the upper part of the unit. Milky
quartz veins are common in some areas. Only conodonts and a few graptolites have been noted.
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The unit is conformable with the underlying Crystal Mountain Sandstone. The thickness of the
Mazarn Shale ranges from 1000 feet to over 2500 feet.
Original reference: H. D. Miser, 1917, U. S. Geological Survey Bulletin, V. 660, p. 68.
Type locality: Named for Mazarn Creek (headwaters), eastern Montgomery County, northeastern
Caddo Gap Quadrangle, Arkansas
Blakely Sandstone/Formation
Age: Middle Ordovician Period
Distribution: West-central Arkansas, Ouachita Mountains; southeastern Oklahoma
Geology: The formation consists of black and green shale in alternating layers with hard, gray
sandstone and some bluish-gray limestone. Although the shale may locally make up 50 to 75
percent of the sequence, the sandstones appear dominant due to their erosion resistance. The
sandstones are light-gray to blue, medium-grained, well-cemented, and in thin to thick beds.
Silica or calcite may be present as cement. Where the cement is silica the sandstone is quartzite
and is quite resistant to weathering. Erratic meta-arkose boulders and pebbles occur in a few
conglomeratic sandstones. Blakely shales are strip-like similar to Mazarn shales. Graptolites and
conodonts are the fossils find. The lower contact is considered conformable. The thickness
ranges from a few feet to about 700 feet.
Original reference: E. O. Ulrich, 1911, Geological Society of America Bulletin, V. 22, p. 676.
Type locality: Named for Blakely Mountain, Garland County, Arkansas
Womble Shale/ Formation
Age: Middle Ordovician Period
Distribution: West-central Arkansas, Ouachita Mountains; southern Oklahoma
Geology: The Womble Formation is mostly black shale with thin layers of limestone, silty
sandstone, and some chert. Some green shales are interbedded with the black shales, but less so
than in the Mazarn Shale. Cleavage, at an angle to bedding, frequently displays strip-like
cleavage surfaces. The sandstones are dark-gray, compact, fine-grained, occasionally
conglomeratic, and may be phosphatic. These sandstones are generally present in the lower part
of the formation. Dense, blue-gray limestones usually occur near the top of the formation in thin
to medium beds. Black chert also is present as thin layers at the top of the formation. Large
milky quartz veins often fill fractures in the formation. Graptolite and conodont fossils have been
noted from the Womble Shale. The formation rests conformably on the underlying Blakely
Sandstone and ranges from 500 to 1200 feet in thickness.
Original reference: H. D. Miser, 1917, U. S. Geological Survey Bulletin 600, p. 67
Type locality: Named for the town of Womble (now called Norman) in Montgomery County,
Arkansas
Bigfork Chert/Formation
Age: Middle and Late Ordovician Period
Distribution: West-central Arkansas, Ouachita Mountains; southeastern Oklahoma
Geology: The Bigfork Chert consists of thin-bedded, dark-gray, cryptocrystalline chert
interbedded with varying amounts of black siliceous shale, calcareous siltstone, and dense,
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bluish-gray limestone. The cherts usually occur in thin to medium beds and are highly fractured.
The interbedded siliceous shales occur in thin to thick sequences and are often pyritic.
Limestones occur as interbeds in the chert and typically weather to soft brown layers. The
limestones are more common in the northwestern exposures. Fossils are rare, but fragments of
brachiopods, crinoids, sponges, conodonts, and graptolites have been reported. The contact
between the Bigfork Chert and the underlying Womble Shale is conformable. The Bigfork in
Arkansas ranges in thickness from about 450 feet in the northern Ouachitas to about 750 feet in
the southern Ouachitas.
Original reference: A. H. Purdue, 1909, Geological Society of America Bulletin v. 19, p. 557; A.
H. Purdue, 1909, Slates of Arkansas: Arkansas Geological Survey, p. 30, 35.
Type locality: Named for exposures near the Bigfork Post Office, Montgomery County,
Arkansas
Polk Creek Shale/Formation
Age: Late Ordovician Period
Distribution: West-central Arkansas, Ouachita Mountains; southeastern Oklahoma
Geology: The Polk Creek rocks are black, sooty, fissile shale with minor black chert and traces
of gray quartzite and limestone. Graptolites are common in most of the shales in the formation.
The Polk Creek Shale rests conformably on the Bigfork Chert. Its thickness ranges from about 50
to 225 feet.
Original reference: A. H. Purdue, 1909, Geological Society of America Bulletin v. 19, p. 557; A.
H. Purdue, 1909, Slates of Arkansas: Arkansas Geological Survey, p. 30, 36.
Type locality: Named for Polk Creek, Caddo Gap Quadrangle, Montgomery County, Arkansas
Blaylock Sandstone/Formation
Age: Silurian Period
Distribution: West-central Arkansas, Ouachita Mountains; southeastern Oklahoma
Geology: The Blaylock Sandstone consists of fine- to medium-grained sandstone of tan, darkgray, or greenish color, interbedded with dark-colored to black, fissile shale in the southern
Ouachita Mountains. The sandstones are usually thin-bedded, but some intervals consist of fairly
thick beds. The sandstones tend toward wackestones with small amounts of plagioclase, zircon,
tourmaline, garnet, leucoxene, and mica. The shales, which may dominate thick sequences, are
usually dark-gray and micaceous. Fossils are rare: only graptolites and a few trace fossils have
been reported. The unit rests conformably on the Polk Creek Shale. The formation ranges from
as much as 1200 feet thick along the southwestern part of its outcrop area in Arkansas, but thins
dramatically to the north where it is frequently represented by only 5 to 20 feet of olive-gray
shale.
Original reference: A. H. Purdue, 1909, Geological Society of America Bulletin v. 19, p. 557; A.
H. Purdue, 1909, Slates of Arkansas: Arkansas Geological Survey, p. 30, 37.
Type locality: Named for Blaylock Mountain, Montgomery County, Arkansas
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Missouri Mountain Shale/Formation
Age: Silurian Period
Distribution: West-central Arkansas, Ouachita Mountains; southeastern Oklahoma
Geology: The Missouri Mountain Formation is a shale formation interbedded with various
amounts of conglomerate, novaculite, and sandstone. The shales are usually gray, green, black,
or red and weather to buff, green, yellow, or reddish-brown. Conglomerate is normally present at
or near the base of the unit and may be up to 4 feet thick. Thin beds of novaculite are present in
the upper part of the unit. Thin quartzitic sandstones occur throughout the unit, but are more
common in the upper and lower parts. Few identifiable fossils have been found in the Missouri
Mountain Shale. The formation rests conformably on the Blaylock Sandstone to the south and on
the Polk Creek Shale in the northern part of its outcrop range. It reaches a maximum of about
300 feet in thickness. Original reference: A. H. Purdue, 1909, Slates of Arkansas: Arkansas
Geological Survey, p. 37.
Type locality: Named for exposures in the Missouri Mountain, Polk and Montgomery Counties,
Arkansas
Arkansas Novaculite Formation
Age: Devonian and Early Mississippian Periods
Distribution: West-central Arkansas, Ouachita Mountains; southeastern Oklahoma; equivalent
novaculite-bearing formation in Texas is the Caballos Novaculite
Geology: Three Divisions of the Arkansas Novaculite Formation are recognized (except in the
northern exposures). The Lower Division is a white, massive-bedded novaculite with some
interbedded gray shales near its base. The Middle Division consists of greenish to dark gray
shales interbedded with many thin beds of dark novaculite. The Upper Division is a white, thickbedded, often calcareous novaculite. Conodonts and other microfossils are sometimes common
in the Arkansas Novaculite. The formation rests conformably on the Missouri Mountain
Formation at most places, but the presence of conglomerates in a few places suggests a possible
minor incipient submarine disconformities. The formation may attain a thickness of up to 900
feet in its southern outcrops, but thins rapidly to about 60 feet to the north.
Original reference: A. H. Purdue, 1909, Slates of Arkansas: Arkansas Geological Survey, p. 30,
39-40; (L. S. Griswold, 1892, Arkansas Geological Survey Annual Report 1890, V. 3, p. 57-61,
69, 85, 87-113).
Type locality: Named for quarries in Arkansas (especially near Hot Springs in Garland County)
that produced this rock under the trade name of "Arkansas Novaculite"
Stanley Shale/Formation (Group)
Age: Mississippian Period
Distribution: West-central Arkansas, Ouachita Mountains; central southern and southeastern
Oklahoma
Geology: The Stanley Shale is composed of dark-gray shale interbedded with fine-grained
sandstone. A thick sandstone member, the Hot Springs Sandstone, is found near the base of the
sequence and an equivalent thin conglomerate/breccia occurs at the base of the unit in many
other places. Stratigraphically minor amounts of tuff, chert, bedded and vein barite and
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conglomerate have also been noted in various parts of the sequence. Silty sandstones outside the
Hot Springs Sandstone Member are normally found in thin to massive beds separated by thick
intervals of shale. The tuffs (Hatton Tuff Lentil and others) seem to be restricted to the lower part
of the Stanley Shale. Cherts are sometimes present in the middle and upper parts of the
formation. Both plant and invertebrate fossils occur in the Stanley Shale, but the preservation is
usually poor. The Hot Springs Sandstone and conglomerate/breccia at the base of the formation
possibly indicates a submarine disconformable between the Stanley Shale and the Arkansas
Novaculite in Arkansas. The total thickness of the Stanley Formation varies from 3,500 feet to
over 10,000 feet. The Hot Springs Sandstone may be as much as 200 feet thick in the area around
Hot Springs, but is thinner elsewhere.
Original reference: J. A. Taff, 1902, U. S. Geological Survey Geological Atlas, Folio 79
Type locality: Named for Stanley, Pushmataha County, Oklahoma
Jackfork Sandstone/Formation (Group)
Age: Pennsylvanian Period, Morrowan Series
Distribution: West-central Arkansas, Ouachita Mountains; southeastern and central southern
Oklahoma
Geology: The Jackfork Sandstone is thin- to massive-bedded, fine- to coarse-grained, brown, tan,
or bluish-gray quartzitic sandstones with subordinate brown, silty sandstones and gray-black
shales. Toward the north of its outcrop area the shale units of the lower and middle Jackfork
Sandstone take up more of the section and the sandstones are more lenticular, often occurring as
chaotic masses in the shale. Minor conglomerates composed of quartz, chert, and metaquartzite
occur notably in the southern exposures of the formation. A few poorly preserved invertebrate
and plant fossils have been recovered from the Jackfork Formation. The Jackfork Sandstone rests
conformably on the Stanley Shale and varies between 3,500 to 6,000 feet in thickness.
Original reference: J. A. Taff, 1902, U. S. Geological Survey Geological Atlas, Folio 79.
Type locality: Named for Jackfork Mountain, Pittsburg and Pushmataha Counties, Oklahoma
Johns Valley Shale/Formation
Age: Pennsylvanian Period, Morrowan Series
Distribution: West-central Arkansas, Ouachita Mountains, southern Arkansas River Valley;
southeastern Oklahoma
Geology: The Johns Valley Shale is generally gray-black clay shale with numerous intervals of
silty, thin to massive, brownish-gray sandstone. Small amounts of gray-black siliceous shale and
chert have also been noted. In the frontal Ouachita Mountains the unit contains large quantities
of erratic rocks (limestones, dolostones, cherts, etc.) formed by submarine slumping of older
stratigraphic units to the north. The Johns Valley Shale is conformable with the underlying
Jackfork Sandstone. Due to the high degree of structural deformation, the total thickness of the
unit is difficult to estimate, but it likely exceeds 1,500 feet in thickness.
Original reference: E. O. Ulrich, 1927, Oklahoma Geological Survey Bulletin 45, p. 6, 21-23, 30,
36-37.
Type locality: Named for Johns Valley, Pushmataha County, Oklahoma; exposures in the center
of the Tuskahoma syncline (N 1/2, T1S, R16E)
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Atoka Formation
Age: Pennsylvanian Period, Atokan Series
Distribution: In Arkansas the Boston Mountains, Arkansas River Valley, and Ouachita
Mountains; eastern Oklahoma, eastern New Mexico, and central and western Texas
Geology: The Atoka Formation is a sequence of marine, mostly tan to gray silty sandstones and
grayish-black shales. Some rare calcareous beds and siliceous shales are known. This unit has the
largest areal extent of any of the Paleozoic formations in the state. It is the surface rock of the
Boston Mountains and dominates the exposures in the Arkansas River Valley and the frontal
Ouachita Mountains. It is also present in the southern part of the Ouachita Mountains. In the
Arkansas River Valley and the frontal Ouachita Mountains, the Atoka Formation has been
subdivided into upper, middle, and lower lithic members based on regionally mappable shale or
sandstone intervals. The unit locally contains discontinuous streaks of coal and coaly shale in the
Boston Mountains and Arkansas River Valley. Fossil plants, generally poorly preserved, are
common throughout the section. Poorly preserved invertebrate fossils are much less common
than plant fossils, but have been reported from several horizons. Trace fossils are relatively
common in the Atoka Formation. The formation is conformable with the Bloyd Shale in the
Boston Mountains and with the Johns Valley Shale in the Ouachita Mountains. The unit may be
up to 25,000 feet in thickness in the Ouachita Mountains, although only large incomplete
sections are known.
Original reference: J. A. Taff and G. I. Adams, 1900, U. S. Geol. Survey 21st Ann. Rept., pt. 2,
p. 273.
Type locality: Named for Atoka, Atoka County, Oklahoma
Hartshorne Sandstone/Formation
Age: Pennsylvanian Period, Desmoinesian Series
Distribution: West-central Arkansas, Arkansas River Valley; eastern Oklahoma
Geology: The Hartshorne Sandstone is a brown to light-gray, massive, frequently cross-bedded,
medium-grained sandstone. It is the first continuous sandstone underlying the Lower Hartshorne
Coal. The formation is a prominent ledge-former under favorable structural conditions. A few
fragmental plant fossils have been noted in the formation. The Hartshorne Sandstone rests with
minor unconformity on the Atoka Formation. The unit’s thickness ranges from about 10 to 300
feet.
Original reference: J. A. Taff, 1899, U. S. Geol. Survey 19th Ann. Rept., pt. 3, p. 436
Type locality: Named for exposures near Hartshorne, Pittsburg County, Oklahoma
Mcalester Formation
Age: Pennsylvanian Period, Desmoinesian Series
Distribution: Western Arkansas River Valley, Arkansas coal fields; eastern Oklahoma
Geology: The McAlester Formation consists of (in ascending order): several hundred feet of
shale with thin sandstone and coal (the Lower Hartshorne Coal is just above the base), several
hundred feet of shale with a few sandstone beds and coal (Upper Hartshorne Coal), and capped
by several hundred feet of shale with a few coal beds. Plant and a few invertebrate fossils have
been reported from several horizons within the formation. The McAlester Formation rests
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conformably on the Hartshorne Sandstone. The unit ranges from about 500 to 2,300 feet in
thickness.
Original reference: J. A. Taff, 1899, U. S. Geol. Survey 19th Ann. Rept., pt. 3, p. 437
Type locality: Named for exposures around McAlester, Pittsburg County, Oklahoma
Savanna Formation
Age: Pennsylvanian Period, Desmoinesian Series
Distribution: Western Arkansas River Valley; eastern and southern Oklahoma
Geology: The Savanna Formation consists mostly of dark-gray shale and silty shale. It contains
minor amounts of light-gray siltstone and medium-gray, very fine- to fine-grained sandstone. On
rare occasions, the sandstones may contain rounded, coarse-grained, quartz sand. The beds at the
base and top of the section are normally the thickest. At least six coal beds are present in the
formation. The unit caps isolated synclinal mountains in the western Arkansas River Valley.
Fossils are few, but plant and marine invertebrate faunas have been recovered. The Savanna
Formation is conformable with the underlying strata. The Savanna Formation is about 1,600 feet
in thickness at its type section, but the top several hundred feet of the sequence is usually missing
in Arkansas.
Original reference: J. A. Taff, 1899, U. S. Geol. Survey 19th Ann. Rept., pt. 3, p. 437
Type locality: Named for Savanna, Pittsburg County, Oklahoma
Boggy Formation
Age: Pennsylvanian Period, Desmoinesian Series
Distribution: Generally limited to isolated exposures in the Arkansas River Valley; fairly
widespread in central southern and eastern Oklahoma
Geology: Only basal portions of the Boggy Formation are present in Arkansas. It is composed of
light-gray, fine- to medium-grained, silty, micaceous sandstone. Typically the sandstones are
cross-bedded, ripple-marked, and contain thin beds of light-gray siltstone and dark-gray shale.
Plant fossils have been recovered associated with some thin coal beds in the Boggy Formation of
Oklahoma. The basal sandstone sequence fills channels cut into the underlying Savanna
Formation. About 225 feet of the lower Boggy Formation are present in Arkansas, but the unit
may reach 1,100 feet in thickness in Oklahoma.
Original reference: J. A. Taff, 1899, U. S. Geol. Survey 19th Ann. Rept., pt. 3, p. 438.
Type locality: Named for exposures along North Boggy Creek, Pittsburg and Atoka County,
Oklahoma
Terrace Deposits
Age: Quaternary Period, Pleistocene Epoch
Distribution: Arkansas River valley and significant tributaries
Geology: The terrace deposits include a complex sequence of unconsolidated gravels, sandy
gravels, sands, silty sands, silts, clayey silts, and clays. The individual deposits are often
lenticular and discontinuous. At least three terrace levels are recognized with the lowest being
the youngest. Fossils are rare. The lower contact is unconformable and the thickness is variable.
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Alluvium
Age: Quaternary Period, Holocene Epoch
Distribution: Flood plains of the Arkansas River and significant tributaries
Geology: The deposits indicated by this notation are alluvial deposits of present streams.
Sediments will include gravels, sands, silts, clays, and mixtures. The partition of this unit
from other Holocene alluvial deposits was on the basis of geomorphic considerations rather
than age or lithology. Fossils are rare and modern. The lower contact is unconformable and
the thickness is variable.
Source: McFarland, 2004
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Appendix E: Occupancy class descriptions as described in FEMA and NIBS (2006b).
Occupancy Class
Code
Description
Agricultural
Agriculture
AGR1
Warehouse
Commercial
Retail Trade
COM1
Store
Wholesale Trade
COM2
Warehouse
Personal / Repair Services
COM3
Service station, funeral home,
Professional / Technical
COM4
Services
Banks
COM5
Hospital
COM6
Medical Office / clinic
COM7
Entertainment and Recreation
COM8
Restaurants and Bars
Theatres
COM9
Parking
COM10
Parking garages
Education
Grade Schools
EDU1
Elementary and high school
College and Universities
EDU2
College and Universities
Government
General Services
GOV1
Town hall, courthouse, post
Emergency Response
GOV2
office, etc.
Industrial
Heavy
IND1
Factory
Light
IND2
Factory
Food / Drugs / Chemicals
IND3
Factory, college laboratory,
etc.
Metals / Mineral Processing
IND4
Factory, college laboratory,
etc.
High Technology
IND5
Factory, college laboratory,
etc.
Construction
IND6
Warehouse
Religious / Non-Profit
Church / Non - profit
REL1
Church
Residential
Single Family Dwelling
RES1
House
Mobile Home
RES2
Mobile Home
Multi Family Dwelling
RES3
Apartments and
condominiums
Temporary Lodging
RES4
Hotel, motel, bed and
breakfast
Institutional Dormitory
RES5
Group housing (military,
college)
Nursing Home
RES6
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Appendix F: Adapting HAZUS-MH for a Japanese Setting
HAZUS is a flexible software program which allows user-supplied input, but it was
designed only for use in the United States. The general concept of HAZUS is that the program
retrieves building inventory and other relevant information from accompanying databases to
perform loss estimations. It is these databases that the user can upgrade. Given that the program
is developed to retrieve information from databases to determine loss estimations, the possibility
to manipulate these databases with non-American information exists and is the basis for applying
HAZUS to an international setting. However, HAZU was modified for validation purposes. The
area chosen was Miyako-shi which is within the Tohoku region of Japan, but did not experience
flooding due to the resulting tsunami. The 2011 Tohoku Earthquake was recreated to test the
actual numbers with predicted numbers.
There are drawbacks to manipulating HAZUS for an international setting. The most
obvious drawback is that all inventories must be collected, prepared and input into the
program; complete Japanese inventories for HAZUS are not available. HAZUS provides
only basic American databases which are the foundation of a level 1 analysis. A second
drawback is that the program uses a fixed, and specific nomenclature to designate
variables. A third drawback is that numerous inputs are based on American standards and
imperial units; for example, the units of PGV are inches per second. Despite these
challenges, the final outcome of HAZUS is equally useful in an international setting as in
the United States: the user benefits from a proven methodology embedded in a software
tool distributed free of charge from FEMA, and can at least perform a level 1 analysis of
loss estimations at a local or regional scale anywhere in the world.
HAZUS methodology for an international setting at a local scale
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To use HAZUS for an international setting at a local scale, a lengthy procedure needs to
take place. Many of these steps are presented in Hansen and Bausch (2007), a document
that describes the HAZUS methodology for an international setting at a regional scale. In
order to perform loss estimations for an international setting at a local scale, Miyako-shi,
modifications and new steps are needed: (1) Collecting, preparing and
managing the required inventories and other loss estimation data. Data collection is
covered in detail in the previous chapter while data preparation and management is
explained in Section E.l.l. (2) Defining the study region using HAZUS specifications
and identifications. (3) Creating the study region in a GIS, where the construction of
geodatabases takes place outside the HAZUS program but uses exact HAZUS
specifications. (4) Populating the geodatabases outside and within HAZUS. (5)
Organizing geodatabases to their respective folders and modifying the configuration file
needed to retrieve the new international data. Procedures for basic, user-supplied inputs,
including susceptibility and ground-motion hazard maps, remain the same in both in
American and international settings.
In this chapter, study region is a generic term to describe the international region being
created for loss estimations at a local scale. Study area is the exact geographic area used
in this research project.
The following methodology requires a firm knowledge of GIS; only steps pertaining
to the modification of HAZUS and geodatabase management, will be explained in detail.
Preparing and managing HAZUS inventories in ArcGIS
HAZUS is a comprehensive and flexible software program which allows user-supplied
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input, but was designed only for use in the United States. The general concept of HAZUS is that
the program retrieves building inventory and other relevant information from accompanying
databases to perform loss estimations. These databases can be upgraded by the user. Given that
the program is developed to retrieve information from databases to determine loss estimations, it
is possible to manipulate these databases and apply HAZUS to an international setting.
There are drawbacks to manipulating HAZUS for an international setting. The most
obvious drawback is that all inventories must be collected, prepared and input into the
program; complete Japanese inventories for HAZUS are not available. HAZUS provides
only basic American databases which are the foundation of a level 1 analysis. A second
drawback is that the program uses a fixed, and specific nomenclature to designate
variables. A third drawback is that numerous inputs are based on American standards and
British Imperial Units; metric conversion is necessary. Despite these challenges, the final
outcome of HAZUS is equally useful in an international setting as in the United States: the user
benefits from a proven methodology embedded in a software tool distributed free of charge from
FEMA, and can at least perform a level 1 analysis of loss estimations at a local or regional scale
anywhere in the world.
F.1 HAZUS methodology for an international setting at a local scale
To use HAZUS for an international setting at a local scale, a lengthy procedure needs to
take place. Many of these steps are presented in Hansen and Bausch (2007), a document
that describes the HAZUS methodology for an international setting at a regional scale. In
order to perform loss estimations for an international setting at a local scale, Miyako-shi,
modifications and new steps are needed: (1) Collecting, preparing and
managing the required inventories and other loss estimation data.
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(2) Defining the study region using HAZUS specifications and identifications. (3) Creating the
study region in a GIS, where the construction of geodatabases takes place outside the HAZUS
program but uses exact HAZUS specifications. (4) Populating the geodatabases outside and
within HAZUS. (5) Organizing geodatabases to their respective folders and modifying the
configuration file needed to retrieve the new international data. Procedures for basic, usersupplied inputs, including susceptibility and ground-motion hazard maps, remain the same in
both in American and international settings.
In this chapter, study region is a generic term to describe the international region being
created for loss estimations at a local scale. The following methodology requires a firm
knowledge of GIS; only steps pertaining to the modification of HAZUS and geodatabase
management, will be explained in detail.
F.1.1 Preparing and managing HAZUS inventories in ArcGIS
In order to use the newly acquired inventories (Miyako-shi data) and
information in HAZUS, the data needs to be prepared and managed using a GIS, in this
case ArcGIS. ArcGIS is a widely used software program available commercially, and is
built using the latest industry standards.
There are two major components of ArcGIS: ArcMap and ArcCatalogue. ArcMap creates
layers and edits data, while ArcCatalogue searches for, previews and manages the
geographic data.
Loss estimation inventories are organized outside ArcGIS using Microsoft Excel. In this study, a
master copy of all inventories was created using Microsoft Excel and further organized into a set
of 10 worksheets representing information on each dissemination area within the study area.
Individual worksheets contained information on sidewalk survey references and
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comments, geographic coordinates, specific building information such as building types
and occupancy classes, square footage calculations in units of 1,000 ft2, and a series of
summary tables of square footage and building counts for general and specific occupancies.
Once data are organized in Microsoft Excel, they must be projected and managed in
ArcGIS. In this study, a new spreadsheet containing only the geographic coordinates
(eastings and northings), and building identification numbers were entered and saved as a
.dbf file. ArcMap will recognize the .dbf extension as a table containing XY data or
geographical coordinates which can be added as a layer. At this stage, a complete building
inventory has been created as a point file in ArcMap. To match HAZUS specifications,
the projection of the building inventory point file must be changed to GCS NAD 1983
(Geographic Coordinate System - North American Datum).
All categories of critical facilities must be isolated and exported as new point files. In this study,
the following individual point files were created: medical care facilities, emergency centers,
schools, military installations, electric power facilities and communication facilities. The created
point files will be revisited when the essential facilities, high potential loss facilities, and utilities
geodatabases are ready to be populated.
F.1.2 HAZUS specifications and identifications
HAZUS will not function properly if the correct specifications and identifications
are not used. HAZUS defines its geographic boundaries using census data. There are
three geographic levels that can be selected: State, county, and census tract. Considering
that this study is based at a local level, the 'census tract' option was selected. However,
for a finer resolution of loss estimations, dissemination areas were used in place of census
tracts. The study area is divided into two census tracts, which can be further subdivided
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into 10 dissemination areas. It should be noted that HAZUS will list the 10 dissemination areas
as census tracts, therefore, for consistency and clarity, dissemination areas are herein referred to
as census tracts. The user must also apply the same geographic coordinate system as HAZUS,
which is GCS NAD 1983.
The user must choose which United States state best represents their study region. In this
research project, California was chosen for two reasons. First, it is the closest
geologically to the study area. HAZUS contains an American database of past
earthquakes; some events may apply to study regions that are close to the Japan. Second, both
the study area and California along the Pacific Ocean. HAZUS ground-motion prediction
equations are selected for either the western United States (WUS) or central and eastern United
States (CEUS), and it is imperative that the user chooses a State that is in the correct tectonic
region. It is further assumed that construction practices in California and Japan may be broadly
similar.
HAZUS utilizes Federal Information Processing Standards (FIPS) codes as a unique
identifier for each census tract. FIPS are represented as an 11 digit code; the first 2 digits
identify the State, the next 3 digits represent the County, and the remaining 6 digits
represent the census tracts. The FIPS identifiers used for this study area are: State - California
(06), County - Alpine County, renamed as 'Miyako-shi' (003) and the census tracts are (000001)
to (000010). Using the HAZUS identification (FIPS) ensures that the loss estimation can be run
but the international study regions are listed as if they existed within the United States. In this
research project, HAZUS lists Miyako-shi as being located in California State.
F.1.3 Creating a study region
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Creation of a study region requires several steps. Steps outlined in this project are presented in
Hansen and Bausch (2007). Steps marked with an (*) have been modified or added by the author
for a study region at a local scale. These steps reference the procedure used for this research
project (the Japanese setting of Miyako-shi, Japan). Since HAZUS was developed for explicit
use in the United States, geodatabases in the California folder must be replaced with the new
local data.
1. In order for the data to remain organized, it is beneficial to create temporary folders and
datasets. In the working directory of your choice, create the following folders to set the working
environment:
a) FinalData, a folder to contain the final geodatabases that will replace your California folder.
The 'Create New Region' wizard window in HAZUS indicating the FIPS of the study area;
Miyako-shi is listed as being in California State. Map of the study area showing the FIPS
identifiers for each dissemination area (Data Sources: Statistics Bureau of Japan).
b) OrigData, a folder to contain the original California geodatabases.
c) IntData, a folder to contain intermediate geodatabases that will be loaded into the FinalData
folder.
d) syBoundary, a folder to contain the syBoundary.mbd geodatabase that will be edited.
e) Working, a folder to contain the working directory to store intermediate datasets
and any GIS layers or feature classes (a geodatabase that stores text or graphics about the
feature/layer) that you may wish to work with.
2. Copy the syBoundary.mdb geodatabase from HAZUS data DVD #6 into the syBoundary
folder.
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3. Copy the geodatabases presented from the original CA1 (Califorina) folder into the FinalData
and OrigData folders.
4. In ArcCatalogue, delete the existing feature classes and tables in each geodatabase in the
FinalData folder.
5. Replace the deleted feature classes and tables in the FinalData folder with new empty datasets
using the following sub-steps:
a) In ArcCatalogue, add a new feature class to the bndrygbs.mdb named h
b) In the 'Field Definition' window, import the hztract feature class from the OrigData folder.
The Field properties are the following: Geometry Type - Polygon, and Spatial Reference GCS_North_American_1983.
c) Repeat sub-steps (a) and (b) for the feature classes and tables located in the
FinalData folder.
6. Copy the new set of geodatabases from the FinalData folder into the IntData folder.
7. Add a new field, a population ratio field, to specific tables in geodatabase bndrygbs.mdb in the
IntData folder. The population ratio field is used to distribute the general building inventory over
the study region as a default setting, unless the building inventory is upgraded.
a) In ArcCatalogue, select the properties of the hzBldgCountOccupT table.
b) In the 'Table Properties' window add a new field named POP RATIO as type 'Double'.
c) Repeat the sub-steps (a) and (b) for the hzExposureContentOccupT, hzExposureOccupT,
and hzSqFootageOccupT tables.
8. (*) Make a copy of all the empty geodatabases for contingency, in the event that the
methodology needs to be revisited unexpectedly in the future.
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The next set of steps is to prepare and upload a GIS layer that defines the geographic boundaries
of the study region into the geodatabases.
9. In ArcMap, open the polygon layer that defines your (1) study region unit boundaries and (2)
study region boundaries. In this research project, the unit boundaries were defined by 10
polygons representing the 10 dissemination areas in the study area (listed as census tracts). The
study region boundary consists of only 1 polygon which is the perimeter of the entire study
region. Name the study region unit boundary as Region_Unt and the study region boundary as
RegionBnd.
10. Add new fields to the RegionUnt Attributes Table. This series of sub-steps are required by
HAZUS and the field names must be exactly the same as those used in HAZUS.
ai) Add a new field named OBJECTID as type 'Shortlnt'. This field will be used to calculate the
FIPS for the census tracts,
aii) Begin an edit session. Edit the OBJECTID field and number sequentially the census tracts
from 1 to 10. Save and end the edit session,
bi) Add a new field named GRID CODE as type 'Double'. This field will be used to calculate the
population ratio,
bii) Begin an edit session. Edit the GRIDCODE field and add the populations for each census
tract. Save and end the edit session.
c) In the Attribute Table of RegionUnt, choose the 'Statistics' option of the GRIDCODE field.
Record the Sum (the population of the study area is 5,956 according to Statistics Bureau of
Japan; the sum of the residential population at 2:00am), which represents the total population in
the study area,
di) Add a new field named POP RATIO as type 'Double',
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dii) Begin an edit session. Edit the POPJLATIO field by using the 'Calculate Values' option.
Enter the expression in the Field Calculator. Save and end the edit session.
11. Calculate identification codes using FIPS.
ai) In the RegionUnt Attribute Table, add a new field named Tract as type 'Text',
with a length of 11.
aii) Begin an edit session. Edit the Tract field by using the 'Calculate Fields' option.
Check the advanced box and enter the VBA (Visual Basic Applications) Script
Code. Save and end the edit session. In the 11 digit FIPS identifier, the first 2 digits (06) identify
the State as California, the next 3 digits
(003) identify the County as Alpine County, and the last 6 digits (000001) to (000010) identify
the census tract.
bi) Add a new field named Tract6 as type 'Text', with a length of 6.
bii) Begin an edit session. Edit the Tract6 field by using the 'Calculate Fields' option.
Enter the expression in the Field Calculator. Save and end the edit session. This will compute the
last 6 digits of the FIPS.
c) In the Attribute Table of RegionUnt, choose the 'Statistics' option of the GRIDCODE field.
Record the Sum (the population of the study area is 5,956 according to Statistics Japan; the sum
of the residential population at 2:00am), which represents the total population in the study area,
di) Add a new field named POP RATIO as type 'Double',
dii) Begin an edit session. Edit the POPJLATIO field by using the 'Calculate Values'
option. Enter the expression in the Field Calculator. Save and end the edit session.
11. Calculate identification codes using FIPS.
ai) In the RegionUnt Attribute Table, add a new field named Tract as type 'Text',
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with a length of 11.
aii) Begin an edit session. Edit the Tract field by using the 'Calculate Fields' option.
Check the advanced box and enter the VBA (Visual Basic Applications) Script
Code. Save and end the edit session. In the 11 digit FIPS identifier, the first 2 digits (06) identify
the State as California, the next 3 digits
(003) identify the County as Alpine County, and the last 6 digits (000001) to (000010) identify
the census tract.
bi) Add a new field named Tract6 as type 'Text', with a length of 6.
bii) Begin an edit session. Edit the Tract6 field by using the 'Calculate Fields' option.
Save and end the edit session. This will compute the last 6 digits of the FIPS.
ci) Add a new field named CountyFips as type 'Text', with a length of 5.
cii) Begin an edit session. Edit the CountyFips field by using the 'Calculate Values'
option. Enter the expression "06003." Save and end the edit session. This 5 digit code is the State
and County identifier for Alpine County in California.
di) Add a new field named Tract Area, as type 'Float'.
dii) (*) Begin an edit session. Edit the Tract Area field by using the 'Calculate Values'
option. Enter the expression. Save and end the edit session. This expression can only be used if
the geographic coordinate system is already (GCS) in NAD 1983. If the GCS is not NAD 1983,
refer to the expression used in Hansen and Bausch (2007).
ei) Add a new field named CenLat, as type 'Double'.
eii) Begin an edit session. Edit the CenLat field by using the 'Calculate Values'
option. Enter the expression. Save and end edit session.
fi) Add a new field named CenLongit, as type 'Double'.
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fii) Begin an edit session. Edit the CenLongit field using the 'Calculate Values'
option. Enter the expression. Save and end the edit session.
gi) (*) Add a new field named NumAggrBoc, as type 'Long Integer'.
gii) Begin an edit session. Edit the NumAggrBoc field by using the 'Calculate Values'
option. Enter the following expression: " 1 " . Save and end the edit session. The NumAggrBocs
field is designated to show the number of census blocks within a study region. However, the
earthquake module in HAZUS can operate only as low as the census tract level, and the program
will not accept a null value, and therefore, a factor of 1 is inserted.
hi) (*) Add a new field named BldgScheme, as type 'Text', with length of 5.
hii) Begin an edit session. Edit the BldgScheme field by using the 'Calculate Values' option.
Enter the following expression: "CA1". Save and end the edit session. The BldgScheme field
identifies which default building inventory is used, in this case CA1 represents California State.
This value will be utilized in the scenarios only as a default; the user has the ability to upgrade
the default settings to better reflect local inventories.
i) (*) In the 'Display' Window, choose the 'Properties' option from the RegionUntlayer. Under the
tab name 'Fields' add the aliases of NumAggrBocks and BldgSchemesId to NumAggrBoc and
BldgSchemes, respectively.
F.1.4 Populating the geodatabases
The loss estimation data has been organized and prepared to meet HAZUS specifications. The
following is the procedure to populate the intermediate geodatabases into the IntData folder that
will eventually be uploaded into the final geodatabases in the FinalData folder.
12. Load data into the intermediate databases in the IntData folder by using the 'Simple Data
Loader' option. The Region_Unt file created in steps 9 to 11 will be uploaded to the following
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databases: hztract, hzBldgCountOccupT, hzExposureContentOccupT, hzExposureOccupT,
hzSqFootageOccupT, and DemographicsT. In the 'Simple Data Loader' window, all fields
should automatically find their counterparts. The exceptions are: (1) hztract and the
matching source field of length. (2) hzBldgCountOccupT, hzExposureContentOccupT,
hzExposureOccupT, and hzSqFootageOccupT where the only matching source fields are
Tract and POP RATIO. (3) DemographicsT where the only matching source field is Tract.
13. Similar to the previous step, load the RegionBnd dataset into the hzCounty feature class. In
this step, none of the fields will match. In order to calculate the missing fields, the following
steps are needed:
a) In ArcMap, open hzCounty feature class from the FinalData folder.
b) Begin an edit session. Manually edit the following fields: CountyFips = "06003",
CountyFips3 = "001", CountyName = "Miyako-shi", State = "CA", StateFips = "06"
and NumAggrTract = "10". Save and end the edit session.
14. Load the data into the final geodatabases in the FinalData folder using the 'Simple Data
Loader' option. Load the following data from the IntData folder to the FinalData folder: hzTract,
hzCounty, hzBldgCountOccupT, hzExposureContentOccupT, hzExposureOccupT,
hzSqFootageOccupT and DemographicsT.
At this stage, the databases have defined geographic boundaries based on the new Japanese data.
Specific data including number of buildings, demographics, etc., however, has not yet been
loaded into the geodatabases. The steps needed to complete this task are as follows:
15. (*) In ArcMap, input the tabulated data into the geodatabase tables and feature classes.
a) Open the hzBldgCountOccupT table.
b) Begin an edit session. Manually input the building count for each building type
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based on the summary table found in the building inventory spreadsheet. Save and end the edit
session.
c) Repeat sub-steps (a) and (b) for hzDemographics (add population relevant data for casualty
calculations), hzExposureContentOccupT (this study did not include content cost),
hzExposureOccupT (add building costs in units of $1,000, as tabulated previously in Microsoft
Excel), and hzSqFootageOccupT (add building square footage in units 1,000 ft2, as tabulated
previously in Microsoft Excel).
16. (*) In ArcMap, open the critical facility point files, in GCS NAD 1983.
a) Open the medical care facilities point file.
b) Add a new field named Tract as type 'Text', with length of 11. Add another new field named
CareFltyld as type 'Text', with length of 8.
c) Start an edit session. Edit the Tract field. Manually input the census tract to which each
medical care facility is located. Use HAZUS identifications as computed in step 1 la. For
example, if the medical facility is located in the first census tract, the identification would be
06003000001, where 06 represents the State, 003 represents the County and 000001 represents
the census tract. Edit the CareFltyld field. Manually input the code CA000001. For example, in
this research project only three medical care facilities are located in the study area and therefore,
the CareFltyld was listed from CA000001 to CA000003. Save and end the edit session.
d) Repeat sub-steps (a), (b) and (c) for every category of critical facilities located within the
study region. In this research project, the following is a list of critical facilities and their
respective identifiers located within the study area: medical care facilities {CareFltyld),
emergency centers (Eocld), schools (Schoolld), military installations (MilitaryFltyId), electric
power facilities (ElectricPowerFltyld), and communication facilities (Communicationld).
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17. (*) In ArcCatalogue, load the critical facility point files created in the previous step to their
respective feature classes and tables in the FinalData folder using the 'Simple Data Loader'
option. In all cases, the Tract and the critical facility Id fields should automatically find their
counterparts for the feature class files, and only the Id field for the tables.
18. (*) In ArcMap, open the hzCareFlty feature class from the FinalData folder.
a) Begin an edit session and manually input the required information. Save and end the edit
session.
b) Repeat step (a) for all critical facility feature classes and tables.
19. (*) In ArcCatalogue, verify that the new inventory information has been loaded properly, and
preview the graphical and tabular data.
20. (*) User-supplied hazard maps of ground-motion, using relations presented in Atkinson and
Boore (2006) will be input into the HAZUS program for analysis. This option requires that the
fragility curve database (the probability of reaching or exceeding various damage states for a
given building response) be modified to match with the default fragility curves for the California
building inventory. This will ensure that when default ground-motions of the study region are
run against their user-supplied hazard map equivalent, the losses should be identical. For
example, both the Atkinson and Boore (1995) HAZUS option and the Atkinson and Boore
(1995) calculated values in a user-supplied hazard map should lead similar losses.
a) Navigate to the Fragility Curve database via Program Files > HAZUS-MH >DATA > EQ >
EqAnalParams.
b) Open the Fragility Curve database in Microsoft Access and choose the eqFragilityCurve
database.
c) Copy and paste the entire dataset into Microsoft Excel.
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d) Modify the following values: ReturnPeriod, SlightMedian, SlightBeta, SlightOffset,
ModerateMedian, ModerateBeta, ModerateOffset, ExtensiveMedian, ExtensiveBeta,
ExtensiveOffset, CompleteMedian, CompleteBeta and CompleteOffset, for the Categoryld of
GBS_SFC, GBS_NSD and GBSNSA. This example is for the Structural Fragility Curves for
C1H with the default data and the modified data; all user-defined fragility values are replaced
by the standard CA default values.
All geodatabases have been modified and loaded with Japanese data, with the exception of the
building type database. The final step is to load the new Japanese files into the CA1 aggregation
folder which will replace the original CA1 aggregation data. HAZUS will retrieve all the data
from this 'run' folder.
21. Copy the geodatabases in the FinalData folder to the CA1 aggregation folder.
22. Edit the syBoundary.mbd database with the geographic boundary files.
a) In ArcMap, add syState, syCounty and syTract feature classes from the syBoundary folder.
b) Begin an edit session. Delete all features referencing California in each feature class. Use the
following queries, using the 'Selection by Attribute' option, for each dataset to select the
appropriate CA features. Save and end the edit session.
syState - StateFips = "06"
syCounty — CountyFips LIKE '06*'
syTract - Tract LIKE "06*"
23. Load data into the syBoundary.mdb database.
a) Load hzTract, using the 'Simple Data Loader', from the FinalData folder into the hzTract of
the syBoundary file. All fields should automatically find their counterparts.
b) Load hzCounty from the FinalData folder into the syCounty of the syBoundary
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file. Fields should automatically find their counterparts except for the NumTracts field, which
will have to be selected manually to match
NumAggrTracts.
c) Load hzCounty from the FinalData folder into the syState of the syBoundary file. There will
be no Matching Source Fields for State, Name, Region, NumCounties, HUState. Calculate these
fields, use the following procedure:
ci) In ArcMap, open the syState feature class from the syBoundary folder,
cii) Begin an edit session. Manually edit the syState feature class with the data listed
below: Save and end the edit session.
SlaleName = "Japan"
Region = "0"
NumCounties = " 1 "
HUState = "0"
24. Copy the syBoundary to the run folder. This folder will already contain the CA1 folder.
25. (*) Any changes made to a geodatabase, in the event Japanese data are updated, must be
performed in the FinalData folder. The entire geodatabase must be copied and pasted into the
CA1 file. Errors in the HAZUS program will occur if only a single feature class or table is
transferred.
At this stage of the methodology, HAZUS is able to run loss estimations using the default
building types and ground-motion relations available in the program. Upgrades and
enhancements to the general building inventory will be performed with an 'Occupancy Mapping'
option embedded within the HAZUS program. This is step 28, and will be explained once the
HAZUS program is functioning properly and retrieving the new Japanese data.
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F.1.5 HAZUS configuration and program set up
HAZUS is designed to retrieve data from an accompanying DVD data set. In order for HAZUS
to retrieve the new Japanese data, the configuration file must be modified. The following steps
outline the procedure to modify this file.
26. (*) In the Windows start menu, select the 'Run' option. Enter the following: 'regedit' and the
'Registry Editor' window will appear. Follow these steps exactly to prevent any damage to your
Window's registry.
a) Navigate to HKey Local Machine > Software > FEMA > HAZUS > GENERAL and select
DataPathl.
b) Change the folder path to the run folder, as illustrated. It should be noted that the folder path
must end with a backslash ('V).
All the required information has now been supplied for HAZUS to function properly. The
following is the procedure to set up the international study region in HAZUS.
27. Open HAZUS. Create a new project using the Create New Region Wizard.
a) Select 'Create a New Region'.
b) Enter the study region name and description.
c) Select the earthquake hazard type which should be theonly available option.
d) Select census tract as the Aggregation Level.
e) Select Japan, NY, as the State Selection.
f) Select Miyako-shi, as the County Selection.
g) Select the 'Select all tracts' option, as the census tract selection
h) A processing bar will appear as the program retrieves the new Japanese data. Once completed,
the study region will appear in the HAZUS program window.
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F.1.6 User-supplied data
At this stage, the manipulated HAZUS program can run loss estimations using the groundmotion prediction equations provided in the program, including Atkinson and Boore (1995). The
program has relevant information on the critical facilities, demographics, number of buildings
and their assigned occupancy classes in the study region, but not on the building types. Without
modifications to the building type inventory, the program will use the CA1 default distribution as
assigned in step l lh in the BldgScheme field. To modify building type, the following steps are
required:
28. (*) In the HAZUS program, navigate to Occupancy Mapping via Inventory > General
Building Stock.
a) Create a new mapping scheme based on the CA1 data. Name the new scheme after a census
tract within the study region. This will ensure that the schemes are organized in a logical order.
b) Occupancy mapping is based off of percentages, therefore tallying must be done in Microsoft
Excel. For example, if in census tract 06003000001, there are 7 wood and 3 masonry RES1
buildings, the percentage would be 70% and 30%, respectively. Once tallied, input the
percentage into each cell. It should be noted that if no buildings of that building type exist, insert
100 under 'Manu. Housing %'. There are no mobile homes within the study area, and therefore
the program will not retrieve any information listed under manufactured housing.
c) To provide specific data on each building type, assign a new building type distribution. A new
table will appear. Manually input the percentage of each building type in association to its
seismic design level.
d) Repeat sub-steps (a) to (c) for all 10 census tracts and all occupancy classes within each
scheme.
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It is strongly suggested that a template is created of this project file; it has all the relevant data
needed for loss estimations, with the exception of the user-supplied hazard maps. In some cases,
once user-supplied maps are input into the project, they cannot be removed and therefore no new
scenarios can be performed unless step 28 is repeated in the new project file. In the 'Create New
Region Wizard' of HAZUS, choose to duplicate this region and name it TEMPLATE. When new
projects are started, make a duplicate of this template providing a new name for each project. All
hazard maps should be stored in a geodatabase, which requires a specific procedure to take place.
Before creating a geodatabase, the user-supplied maps must have correct HAZUS identifications.
29. (*) In ArcMap, open all PESH files created in Chapter 2.
a) Open the Attribute Table for the map of NEHRP classes.
b) Add a new field named Type as type 'Text' with a length of 1.
c) Begin an edit session, and manually input the associated NEHRP class in each cell. Save and
end the edit session.
d) Repeat sub-steps (a) to (c) for the liquefaction and landslide susceptibility maps. These new
fields, however, will be named Type as type 'Short Integer'. Liquefaction susceptibility ranges
from 0 to 5, and landslide susceptibility ranges from 0 to 10.
30. (*) In ArcMap, open all ground-motion files. There are 4 ground-motion maps: PGA, PGV,
Sa(0.3s) and Sa(l.Os).
a) Open the Attribute Table for the PGA map.
b) Add a new field named ParamValue as type 'Double'.
c) Begin an edit session, and manually input the associated ground-motion values, including any
soil amplifications. Save and end the edit session.
d) Repeat sub-steps (a) to (c) for the PGV, Sa(0.3s), Sa(l .0s) ground-motion layers.
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31. (*) In ArcCatalogue, create a new geodatabase in the working directory of your choice.
a) Create a new feature class for each hazard map. In the 'New Feature Class' window, the
SHAPE is listed as polygon and the geographic coordinates should be set to GCS NAD 1983.
The fields and their types that are outlined in steps 29 and 30 should also be created.
b) Load the PESH and ground-motion data, using the 'Simple Data Loader' into the newly
created feature classes.
32. (*) In HAZUS, user-supplied hazard maps can be added with the 'Data Maps' option under
'Hazard'.
a) Select the 'Add map to list' option, and navigate to the working directory from step 31.
b) Provide a name for the hazard map, select the type of hazard map, and use the dropdown list
to navigate to the map name within the geodatabase.
33. (*) Once all necessary maps are uploaded, they must be defined. This step is done by using
the 'Scenario Definition Wizard' via Hazard > Scenario.
a) Select the 'Define hazard map' option. Navigate to the hazard map, using the dropdown list
option. For water depth, input the average water depth in meters. For this research project, the
average depth to water was determined to be 15 m.
b) To input ground-motion hazard maps, reopen the 'Scenario Definition wizard'. Define a new
scenario and choose the 'User-supplied hazard' option. Navigate to the correct ground-motion
map, using the dropdown list. Provide the magnitude and name of the scenario.
After completing the steps outlined above, HAZUS has all the relevant information to run a userdefined earthquake scenario. The steps listed here qualify the investigation to be a level 2
analysis. Although the procedure for a level 2 analysis, international setting at a local scale is
lengthy, the benefits are substantial. Loss estimations calculated by HAZUS using that approach
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can be used in all levels of government and in seismically vulnerable regions throughout the
world.
Miyako-shi had a total estimated population of 57,406. CATDAT data reported 364 causalities,
1301 missing people, 33 injuries, 3669 homes destroyed, 1006 partially destroyed homes, and 6
fires . Using HAZUS to recreated the 2011 Tohoku earthquake, HAZUS estimated 370
causalities, 40 injuries (35 minor and 5 serious), 3700 homes destroyed, 1005 partially destroyed
homes, and 5 fires.
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Appendix G: Summary of HAZUS inputs as summarized in FEMA (2004).
Inventory
General fields
Earthquake specific fields
category
Essential facilities
Emergency
ID Number, Building Class,
Building Type, Building
response
Tract, Name, Address, City,
Quality, Design Level, Soil
Zip Code, State, Contact,
Type, Liquefaction
Phone Number, Year Built,
Susceptibility, Landslide
Number of Stories,
Susceptibility, Water Depth
Replacement Cost, Backup
Power, Shelter Capacity,
Building Area, Kitchen,
Latitude, Longitude, Comment
Fire stations

Medical care

Police stations

Schools

ID Number, Building Class,
Tract, Name, Address, City,
Zip Code, State, Contact,
Phone Number, Year Built,
Number of Stories, Backup
Power, Shelter Capacity,
Building Area, Kitchen,
Number of Trucks, Latitude,
Longitude, Comment
ID Number, Building Class,
Tract, Name, Address, City,
Zip Code, State, Contact,
Phone Number, Use, Year
Built, Number of Stories,
Replacement Cost, Backup
Power, Number of Beds, AHA
ID, Latitude, Longitude,
Comment
ID Number, Building Class,
Tract, Name, Address, City,
Zip Code, State, Contact,
Phone Number, Year Built,
Number of Stories, Cost,
Backup Power, Shelter
Capacity, Building Area,
Kitchen, Latitude, Longitude,
Comment
ID Number, Building Class,
Tract, Name, Address, City,
Zip Code, State, Contact,
Phone Number, Year Built,
Number of Stories,
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N/A

Code, State, Contact, Phone

N/A

Building Type, Building
Quality, Design Level, Soil
Type, Liquefaction
Susceptibility, Landslide
Susceptibility, Water Depth

Dams

Levees

Military
installations

Nuclear power
facilities

Hazardous
materials
facilities

Replacement Cost, Number of
Students, Backup Power,
Shelter Capacity, Building
Area, District, Kitchen,
Latitude, Longitude, Comment
High potential loss facilities
ID Number, Dam Class, Tract,
Name, County Name, Owner,
Cost, River, Near City,
Distance City, Purpose, Year
Competed, Dam Length, Dam
Height, Structural Height,
Max discharge, Hydro Height,
Max Storage, Normal Storage,
Surface Area, Drain Area,
Hazard, EAP, Spill Type, Spill
Width, Volume, NAT ID,
Primary Agency, Latitude,
Longitude, Comment
ID Number, County FIP,
County Name, Levee Name,
Levee width, Levee Height,
Levee Crest, Normal Height,
Owner, River, Near City,
Distance City, Year
Completed, Hazard, Comment
ID Number, Building Class,
Tract, Name, Address, City,
Zip Code, State, Contact,
Phone Number, Year Built,
Number of Stories, Owner,
Shelter Capacity, Use,
Building Cost, Content Cost,
Latitude, Longitude, Comment
ID Number, Building Class,
Tract, Name, Address, City,
Zip Code, State, Owner,
Contact, Phone Number, Year
Built, Number of Stories,
Replacement Cost, Latitude,
Longitude, Capacity,
Comment
ID Number, Building Class,
Tract, Name, Address, City,
State, Zip Code, Contact, Case
#, Chemical Name, Chemical
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Soil Type, Liquefaction
Susceptibility, Landslide
Susceptibility, Water Depth

Soil Type, Liquefaction
Susceptibility, Landslide
Susceptibility, Water Depth

Building Type, Building
Quality, Design Level, Soil
Type, Liquefaction
Susceptibility, Landslide
Susceptibility, Water Depth

Building Type, Building
Quality, Design Level, Soil
Type, Liquefaction
Susceptibility, Landslide
Susceptibility, Water Depth

Building Type, Building
Quality, Design Level,
Foundation Type, Soil Type,
Liquefaction Susceptibility,

Highway
segments

Highway
bridges

Highway tunnels

Rail segments

Rail bridges

Rail tunnels

Quantity, SIC Code, Year
Built, EPA ID, Permit
Amount, Latitude, Longitude,
Comment
Transportation systems
Number, Segment Class,
County FIP, Name, Owner,
Length, Traffic, Cost, Number
of Lanes, Pavement, Width,
Capacity
ID Number, Bridge Class,
Tract, Name, Owner, Bridge
Type, Width, Number of
Spans, Length, Maximum
Span Length, Skew Angle,
Seat Length, Seat Width,
Year Built, Year Remodeled,
Pier Type, Foundation Type,
Scour Index, Traffic, Traffic
Index, Condition, Cost,
Latitude, Longitude, Comment
ID Number, Tunnel Class,
Tract, Name, Owner, Type,
Width, Length, Year Built,
Traffic, Cost, Latitude,
Longitude, Comment
ID Number, Segment Class,
County FIP, Name, Owner,
Length, Traffic, Cost, Number
of Tracks, Comment
ID Number, Bridge Class,
Tract, Name, Owner, Bridge
Type, Width, Number of
Spans, Length, Maximum
Span Length, Skew Angle,
Seat Length, Seat Width,
Year Built, Year Remodeled,
Pier Type, Foundation Type,
Scour Index, Traffic, Traffic
Index, Condition, Cost,
Latitude, Longitude,
Comment, Longitude,
Comment
ID Number, Tunnel Class,
Tract, Name, Owner, Type,
Width, Length, Year Built,
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Landslide Susceptibility,
Water Depth

N/A

Soil Type, Liquefaction
Susceptibility, Landslide
Susceptibility, Water Depth

Soil Type, Liquefaction
Susceptibility, Landslide
Susceptibility, Water Depth

N/A

Soil Type, Liquefaction
Susceptibility, Landslide
Susceptibility, Water Depth

Soil Type, Liquefaction
Susceptibility, Landslide
Susceptibility, Water Depth

Rail facilities

Light rail segments

Light rail
bridges

Light rail
tunnels

Light rail
facilities

Bus

Port

Traffic, Cost, Latitude,
Longitude, Comment
ID Number, Facility Class,
Tract, Name, Address, City,
Zip Code, State, Owner,
Contact, Phone Number, Use,
Year Built, Number of Stories,
Cost, Backup Power, Traffic,
Latitude, Longitude, Comment
ID Number, Segment Class,
County FIPS, Name, Owner,
Length, Traffic, Cost, Number
of Tracks, Comment
ID Number, Bridge Class,
Tract, Name, Owner, Bridge
Type, Width, Number of
Spans, Length, Maximum
Span Length, Skew Angle,
Seat Length, Seat Width,
Year Built, Year Remodeled,
Pier Type, Foundation Type,
Scour Index, Traffic, Traffic
Index, Condition, Cost,
Latitude, Longitude, Comment
ID Number, Tunnel Class,
Tract, Name, Owner, Type,
Width, Length, Year Built,
Traffic, Cost, Latitude,
Longitude, Comment
ID Number, Facility Class,
Tract, Name, Address, City,
Zip Code, State, Owner,
Contact, Phone Number, Use,
Year Built, Number of Stories,
Cost, Backup Power, Traffic,
Latitude, Longitude, Comment
ID Number, Facility Class,
Tract, Name, Address, City,
Zip Code, State, Owner,
Contact, Phone Number, Use,
Year Built, Cost, Backup
Power, Traffic, Latitude,
Longitude, Comment
ID Number, Facility Class,
Tract, Name, Address, City,
Zip Code, State, Owner,
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Anchor, Foundation Type,
Building Type, Design Level,
Soil Type, Liquefaction
Susceptibility, Landslide
Susceptibility, Water Depth

N/A

Soil Type, Liquefaction
Susceptibility, Landslide
Susceptibility, Water Depth

Soil Type, Liquefaction
Susceptibility, Landslide
Susceptibility, Water Depth

Anchor, Foundation Type,
Building Type, Design Level,
Soil Type, Liquefaction
Susceptibility, Landslide
Susceptibility, Water Depth

Anchor, Foundation Type,
Building Type, Design Level,
Soil Type, Liquefaction
Susceptibility, Landslide
Susceptibility, Water Depth

Anchor, Foundation Type,
Building Type, Design Level,
Soil Type, Liquefaction

Ferry

Airport facilities

Airport runways

Potable water
pipelines

Potable water
distribution
pipes
Potable water
facilities

Wastewater
pipelines

Contact, Phone Number, Use,
Year Built, Backup
Power, Cost, Capacity,
Number of Berths, Number of
Cranes, Latitude, Longitude,
Comment
ID Number, Facility Class,
Tract, Name, Address, City,
Zip Code, State, Owner,
Contact, Phone Number, Use,
Year Built, Number of Stories,
Cost, Backup Power, Traffic,
Latitude, Longitude, Comment
ID Number, Facility Class,
Tract, Name, Address, City,
Zip Code, State, Owner,
Contact, Phone Number, Use,
Year Built, Cost, Cargo,
Number of Flights, Number of
Passengers, Backup Power,
Latitude, Longitude, Comment
ID Number, Facility Class,
Tract, Name, Airport ID,
Runway Length, Cost,
Capacity, Pavement, Latitude,
Longitude, Comment
Utility systems
ID Number, Pipeline Class,
County FIPS, Name, Owner,
Material, Diameter, Pipe
Length, Joint, Year Built,
Cost, Source ID, Comment
Tract, Ductile Pipe, Brittle
Pipe, Total Pipe, Presented by
Census tract
ID Number, Facility Class,
Tract, Name, Address, City,
Zip Code, State, Owner,
Contact, Phone Number, Use,
Year Built, Number of Stories,
Cost, System ID, G Class,
Backup Power, Year
Upgraded, Capacity, Demand,
Latitude, Longitude, Comment
ID Number, Pipeline Class,
County FIPS, Name, Owner,
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Susceptibility, Landslide
Susceptibility, Water Depth

Anchor, Foundation Type,
Building Type, Design Level,
Soil Type, Liquefaction
Susceptibility, Landslide
Susceptibility, Water Depth

Anchor, Foundation Type,
Building Type, Design Level,
Soil Type, Liquefaction
Susceptibility, Landslide
Susceptibility, Water Depth

Soil Type, Liquefaction
Susceptibility, Landslide
Susceptibility, Water Depth

N/A

N/A

Building Type, Building
Quality, Design Level, Soil
Type, Liquefaction
Susceptibility, Landslide
Susceptibility, Water Depth

N/A

Wastewater
distribution
sewers
Waste water
facilities

Crude and
refined oil
pipelines

Crude and
refined oil
pipeline
facilities

Natural gas
pipelines

Natural gas
distribution
pipes
Natural gas
facilities

Electric power
plants

Material, Diameter, Pipe
Length, Joint, Year Built,
Cost, Source ID, Comment
Tract, Ductile Pipe, Brittle
Pipe, Total Pipe

N/A

ID Number, Facility Class,
Tract, Name, Address, City,
Zip Code, State, Owner,
Contact, Phone Number, Use,
Year Built, Number of Stories,
Cost, System ID, G Class,
Backup Power, Year
Upgraded, Capacity, Demand,
Latitude, Longitude, Comment
ID Number, Pipeline Class,
County FIPS, Name, Owner,
Material, Diameter, Pipe
Length, Joint, Year Built,
Cost, Source ID, Comment
ID Number, Facility Class,
Tract, Name, Address, City,
Zip code, State, Owner,
Contact, Phone Number, Use,
Year Built, Cost, Backup
Power, Capacity, Latitude,
Longitude, Comment
ID Number, Pipeline Class,
County FIPS, Name, Owner,
Material, Diameter, Pipe
Length, Joint, Year Built,
Cost, Source ID, Comment
Tract, Ductile Pipe, Brittle
Pipe, Total Pipe

Anchor, Foundation Type,
Building Type, Building
Quality, Design Level, Soil
Type, Liquefaction
Susceptibility, Landslide
Susceptibility, Water Depth

ID Number, Facility Class,
Tract, Name, Address, City,
Zip Code, State, Owner,
Contact, Phone Number, Use,
Year Built, Cost, Number of
Stories, Backup Power,
Capacity, Latitude,
Longitude, Comment
ID Number, Facility Class,
Name, Address, City, Zip
Code, State, Owner, Contact,

Building Type, Building
Quality, Design Level, Soil
Type, Liquefaction
Susceptibility, Landslide
Susceptibility, Water Depth
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N/A

Anchor, Foundation Type,
Building Type, Building
Quality, Design Level, Soil
Type, Liquefaction
Susceptibility, Landslide
Susceptibility, Water Depth
N/A

N/A

N/A

Electric power
substations

Electric power

Communication
control offices
and switching
stations

Communication
vaults and
central stations

Communication
broadcast
facility

Communications

Phone Number, Description,
Use, Year Built, Number of
Stories, Cost, Capacity,
Latitude, Longitude, Comment
ID Number, Facility Class,
Name, Address, City, Zip
Code, State, Owner, Contact,
Phone Number, Description,
Use, Year Built, Number of
Stories, Cost, Capacity,
Latitude, Longitude, Comment
ID Number, Facility Class,
Tract, Name, Address, City,
Zip Code, State, Owner,
Contact, Phone Number, Use,
Year Built, Number of Stories,
Capacity, Cost, Latitude,
Longitude, Comment
ID Number, Facility Class,
Name, Address, City, Zip
Code, State, Owner, Contact,
Phone Number, Description,
Use, Cost, Installation Year,
Backup Power, Latitude,
Longitude, Comment
ID Number, Facility Class,
Name, Address, City, Zip
Code, State, Owner, Contact,
Phone Number, Description,
Use, Cost, Installation Year,
Backup Power, Latitude,
Longitude, Comment
Number, Facility Class, Name,
Address, City, Zip Code,
State, Owner, Contact, Phone
Number, Description, Use,
Cost, Installation Year,
Backup Power, Latitude,
Longitude, Comment
ID Number, Facility Class,
Tract, Name, Address, City,
Zip Code, State, Owner,
Contact, Phone Number, Use,
Year Built, Cost, Backup
Power, Latitude, Longitude,
Comment
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N/A

Anchor, Foundation
Type, Building Type, Building
Quality, Design Level, Soil
Type, Liquefaction
Susceptibility, Landslide
Susceptibility, Water Depth
N/A

N/A

N/A

Anchor, Foundation Type,
Building Type, Building
Quality, Design Level, Soil
Type, Liquefaction
Susceptibility, Landslide
Susceptibility, Water Depth

Demographics

General building
stock

User supplied

General
Block, Population,
Households, Group Quarters,
Population Age Distribution,
Male Population, Female
Population, Race Distribution,
Income, Daytime Residency,
Night Residency, Hotel,
Visitor, Working Com,
Working Industries,
Commuting 5pm, Number of
Home Owners, Number of
Renters, Number of Vacant
Homes, Building Age, Median
Age, Average Rent, Average
Value, School Enrollment
Exposure, Count, and Square
Footage by General
Occupancy, Specific
Occupancy, and Building
Type
ID Number, Occupancy,
Tract, Name, Address, City,
Zip code, State, Contact,
Phone Number, Year Built,
Cost, Backup Power, Number
of Stories, Area, Content
Cost, Shelter Capacity,
Latitude, Longitude, Comment
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N/A

N/A

Building Type, Building
Quality, Design Level, Soil
Type, Liquefaction
Susceptibility, Landslide
Susceptibility, Water Depth

Appendix H: Loss Estimations
M6.5 (Repi 15km) at 12:00 pm loss estimations for an AB06 scenario for the dissemination
area level with site-specific amplification factors.
Physical Losses
Damage Levels by building type.
Total number of damaged buildings
Area
Slight
Moderate
Extensive
Complete
001
14
7
1
0
002
42
33
7
1
003
16
11
2
1
004
27
17
4
1
005
21
16
3
0
006
3
1
0
0
007
1
0
0
0
008
1
0
0
0
009
1
0
0
0
010
0
0
0
0

Area

Slight
6
12
5
1
0
0
0
0
0
0

001
002
003
004
005
006
007
008
009
010

Area
001
002
003
004
005
006
007
008
009
010

Slight
0
0
0
1
2
1
0
0
0
0

Wood Buildings
Moderate
Extensive
2
0
5
1
2
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
Steel Buildings
Moderate
Extensive
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
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0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Total
22
83
30
49
40
4
1
1
1
0

Complete
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Total
8
18
7
1
0
0
0
0
0
0

Complete

Total
0
0
0
1
3
1
0
0
0
0

Area

Slight
0
8
2
6
11
2
1
1
1
0

001
002
003
004
005
006
007
008
009
010

Area
001
002
003
004
005
006
007
008
009
010

Slight
8
22
9
19
8
0
0
0
0
0

Concrete Buildings
Moderate
Extensive
0
0
9
1
1
0
3
0
8
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Masonry Buildings
Moderate
Extensive
5
1
19
5
8
2
14
4
7
2
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
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Complete
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Total
0
18
3
9
20
3
1
1
1
0

Complete
0
1
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
0

Total
14
47
20
38
17
0
0
0
0
0

Breakdown of the number of damaged buildings into damage states (none, slight, moderate,
extensive, and complete) by building type
No Damage to building types
Scenario
Wood
Steel
Concrete
Masonry
Total
M5.0
84
33
214
264
595
M5.5
81
32
210
244
567
M6.0
63
29
170
166
428
M6.5
48
22
134
124
328
M7.0
31
15
84
72
202

Scenario
M5.0
M5.5
M6.0
M6.5
M7.0

Wood
0
3
15
23
29

Slight Damage to building types
Steel
Concrete
0
2
0
16
3
55
6
64
9
66

Masonry
2
22
100
140
159

Total
4
41
173
235
261

Total
0
7
54
97
162

Total
0
1
11
23
59

Scenario
M5.0
M5.5
M6.0
M6.5
M7.0

Wood
0
0
5
10
19

Moderate Damage to building types
Steel
Concrete
Masonry
0
0
0
1
1
5
1
14
34
3
29
55
7
54
82

Scenario
M5.0
M5.5
M6.0
M6.5
M7.0

Wood
0
0
1
1
4

Extensive Damage to building types
Steel
Concrete
Masonry
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
3
7
0
5
17
2
16
37

Scenario
M5.0
M5.5
M6.0
M6.5
M7.0

Wood
0
0
0
0
1

Slight Damage to building types
Steel
Concrete
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
3
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Masonry
0
0
2
3
11

Total
0
0
2
4
15

